March 2023

Re: Addendum to the 2023 Yearbook

Dear Gardeners and Seed Stewards:

Enclosed please find a revised copy of the Lister Profiles section of the 2023 Yearbook. It contains data inadvertently left out in the Yearbook copy you recently received in the mail.

While the “about” information was included for each lister in the original Lister Profiles section, that section contained neither the “order instructions” nor the “location.”

The revised Lister Profiles section contains all information provided by listers on their Exchange profiles.

We apologize for any inconvenience this error may have caused.

Sincerely,

Seed Savers Exchange Yearbook team
exchange@seedsavers.org
**Arkansas**

**AR CAL**

*Arkansas Commercial Lister*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Email</th>
<th>Listings</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Air Force</td>
<td>908 Southwest 4th St, Little Rock, AR 72202</td>
<td>501-324-9834</td>
<td><a href="mailto:airfortyfive@gmail.com">airfortyfive@gmail.com</a></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR CO</td>
<td>907 Southwest 4th St, Little Rock, AR 72202</td>
<td>501-324-9834</td>
<td><a href="mailto:airfortyfive@gmail.com">airfortyfive@gmail.com</a></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR E</td>
<td>908 Southwest 4th St, Little Rock, AR 72202</td>
<td>501-324-9834</td>
<td><a href="mailto:airfortyfive@gmail.com">airfortyfive@gmail.com</a></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR N</td>
<td>908 Southwest 4th St, Little Rock, AR 72202</td>
<td>501-324-9834</td>
<td><a href="mailto:airfortyfive@gmail.com">airfortyfive@gmail.com</a></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Alaska**

**AK A**

*Barbara Carlson, PO Box 9, Sleetmute, AK 99668, Phone: (907) 449-4255, Email: barbaracarlson@gmail.com*

**AK B**

*Seltmute, AK 99668, Phone: (907) 449-4255, Email: barbaracarlson@gmail.com*

**AK C**

*Harold D. Moore, 5413 Highway 31, Kingman, AZ 86409, Phone: (602) 773-8675, Email: harold@moorefarm.com*

**AK D**

*3045 Louise Avenue, Kingman, AZ 86401, Phone: (602) 773-8675, Email: harold@moorefarm.com*

**AK E**

*Bryant and wife team. Bard Agricultural 4 year, 500,000 seed. Rustic Tomato, 1 Total*

**AK F**

*AK SH M, Margaret Short, PO Box 202, Petersburg, AK 99833, Phone (907) 664-9142, Email: AKSHM@gmail.com*

**AK G**

*New for 2012 and Rand, AK 99615, Phone: (907) 664-9142, Email: AKSHM@gmail.com*

**AK H**

*11 Sparrow, AK 99615, Phone: (907) 664-9142, Email: AKSHM@gmail.com*

**AK I**

*AK I, Christine Madden, PO Box 81, Anchorage, AK 99517, Phone: (907) 412-1354, Email: christine@akexchange.com*

**AK J**

*AK J, Vicky E. Johnson, 568 Midland Ave, Brooklyn, NY 11219, Phone: (718) 651-1234, Email: akjvicky@email.com*

**AK K**

*5045 Louise Avenue, Kingman, AZ 86401, Phone: (602) 773-8675, Email: harold@moorefarm.com*

**AK L**

*3045 Louise Avenue, Kingman, AZ 86401, Phone: (602) 773-8675, Email: harold@moorefarm.com*

**AK M**

*5549 E Emile Zola Ave, Scottsdale, AZ 85254-3619, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 8, Email: sonoranwildflower@gmail.com*

**AK N**

*5045 Louise Avenue, Kingman, AZ 86401, Phone: (602) 773-8675, Email: harold@moorefarm.com*

**AK O**

*3045 Louise Avenue, Kingman, AZ 86401, Phone: (602) 773-8675, Email: harold@moorefarm.com*

**AK P**

*3045 Louise Avenue, Kingman, AZ 86401, Phone: (602) 773-8675, Email: harold@moorefarm.com*

**AK Q**

*3045 Louise Avenue, Kingman, AZ 86401, Phone: (602) 773-8675, Email: harold@moorefarm.com*

**AK R**

*3045 Louise Avenue, Kingman, AZ 86401, Phone: (602) 773-8675, Email: harold@moorefarm.com*

**AK S**

*3045 Louise Avenue, Kingman, AZ 86401, Phone: (602) 773-8675, Email: harold@moorefarm.com*

**AK T**

*3045 Louise Avenue, Kingman, AZ 86401, Phone: (602) 773-8675, Email: harold@moorefarm.com*

**AK U**

*3045 Louise Avenue, Kingman, AZ 86401, Phone: (602) 773-8675, Email: harold@moorefarm.com*

**AK V**

*3045 Louise Avenue, Kingman, AZ 86401, Phone: (602) 773-8675, Email: harold@moorefarm.com*

**AK W**

*3045 Louise Avenue, Kingman, AZ 86401, Phone: (602) 773-8675, Email: harold@moorefarm.com*

**AK X**

*3045 Louise Avenue, Kingman, AZ 86401, Phone: (602) 773-8675, Email: harold@moorefarm.com*

**AK Y**

*3045 Louise Avenue, Kingman, AZ 86401, Phone: (602) 773-8675, Email: harold@moorefarm.com*

**AK Z**

*3045 Louise Avenue, Kingman, AZ 86401, Phone: (602) 773-8675, Email: harold@moorefarm.com*
between the Ozark and Ouachita mountains in the river valley lies my home, Pearly Acres, a biodiverse farm. When purchased it was little more than overused, abused agriculture land. In most places the soil is hard clay and rocks. Other parts (by the barn, lots of cow manure) grow fabulous veggies. I use a combination of ipm methods (lacing larvae, DE, fly parasites, etc.) and organic sprays (neem, wettable sulphur, BT). I use organic compost and soil. I am not certified but I am certainly organic. I, in ground and raise bed plant. Some years I get fancy and use integrated agricultural techniques like push-pull management. Utilizing all these methods has improved my growing but I've still got lots to do. I love growing heirloom vegetables and natives. I prefer perennials or self seeders.Easy, just put my seed/bulb/propagule on your wishlist and create a request. Pop the request in the mail. I'll send it to you within 2-5 business days. No need to e-mail me ahead of time unless you have questions!The northwest river valley of Arkansas. Harsh environment; spring heavy rainfalls, high winds, followed by drought conditions at times. Lots of clay, rocky soil. Toss in some climate change and you have a wild ride! Zone 7a. Listings: 1 Cosmos, 1 Misc Flowers, 1 Misc Others, 1 Zinnia, 4 Total

CA AN K  Kay Antunez de Mayolo, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 6 , Email: kayantunez@gmail.com , I joined SSE as a life member a long time ago...1985. I am a market gardener connected with a very small, certified farmer's market and local food hub and look forward to sharing seeds from my natural dye garden.Please send your request via email and we will work out the details of mailing and cost. Thanks!High desert= 4600 feet, western edge of the Great Basin but in California's Modoc County, Eagleville in Surprise Valley. The 1/2 acre garden (in a hoop house) in alluvial soil from nearby Warners Mountains is on all drip irrigation. Our growing season is very short (late May to late September if lucky) so we also have a greenhouse to get starts up. The hoop house has something growing year around. There are several "heritage" fruit trees on the property, apples, peaches and a pear. We have planted new heritage apple trees (six from SSE) and pears. There are native wild plums and chokecherries in the area and hedges of currants. Listings: 1 Ground Cherry, 1 Marigold, 1 Misc Flowers, 3 Misc Others, 6 Total

CA BA P  Paul E. Barbano , 8150 Broadway Apt 231, Lemon Grove, CA 91945-2681 , USDA Hardiness: 10 , Email: paulbarbano@hotmail.com Listings: 1 Four O'Clock, 1 Pepper, 2 Total

CA BO J3 Jeff Box , 1791 Held Rd, Redwood Valley, CA 95470 , Phone: (707) 391-7474, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 8 , Email: box56bra@gmail.com Grape cuttings sent in Fall only. Cuttings struck Nov./Dec. Nearly 100% rooted by April/May.Nothing special Listings: 1 , 1 Collard, 1 Cucumber, 1 Garlic, 1 Pea, 1 Squash, 7 Tomato, 1 Watermelon/Citron, 14 Total

CA BR G  Gordon H. Brown , 12701 Eel River Rd, Potter Valley, CA 95469 , Phone: (707) 3679313, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 8 , Email: gordon45brown@icloud.com , Cash or Check are Cool too Orders on first come, first served basis. Please reoffer seeds to keep this great program and seed movement going. If requests after April 15, please, will not ship year rounds. This year has been a crazy year to stop Farming because of another drought in California again...Like most farmers we always have next year.I hope to have all my listings Back next year before that's what said last year for this year 2022 will drought in California and health problems I'm 77 But I'm Back on my Tractor today 10/20/22 making beds to plant my new Garlic what a Joy Please reoffer seeds Have more garlic varieties by email. Listings: 1 Artichoke, 1 Bean, 2 Garlic, 1 Melon, 2 Tomato, 7 Total

CA CA S  Shaun Case , 11950 Willow Valley Rd, Nevada City, CA 95659 , Phone: (408) 4823800, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 9 , Email: polaris@vex.net , I live just under 3,000' (1000 m) elevation in a forested area with lots of wildlife. I have a 5,000 square foot garden, a collection of fruit trees, and some honeybees. The garden and the bees are protected by electric and deer/rabbit fence. The fruit trees are not. Everything is grown organically. Potatoes are grown in large pots to protect tubers and keep varieties separate. I generally harvest, clean, and prepare seeds, grains, nuts, tubers and bulbs according to the steps outlined in "Seed To Seed" 2nd ed. by Suzanne Ashworth. I store seeds in an upright, manual defrost, deep freezer. This has provided excellent long-term storage, and I am regularly able to grow out accessions that have been stored in it for many years. I am in the slow process of growing out my collection and getting it all entered into the Seed Exchange website. Things that can't be stored in the deep freeze (potatoes, onions, horseradish, fruit scion wood, etc.) need to be grown out every year. I live near Tahoe National Forest, and I do have occasional crop failures, so if you want something I have you don't see elsewhere, please order it as soon as you will be able to take care of it. If a rutting buck or bear snaps one of my fruit trees in half, I may not have the opportunity to save scion wood for grafting a replacement, depending on the season. Orders are filled all year round, if possible: if not, for example, summer orders for potatoes, or scion wood, they will be fulfilled when seasonally appropriate. In most cases I have plenty of seed; when that is not the case I will list the seed as "limited quantity for year YYYY" in the listing. In cases where I have a crop failure or run out of seed, I will substitute as similar variety as possible. If a substitution is not possible, or you do not want a substitution, please say so in your order, and I will return your payment. If you have pre-printed return address labels, please enclose one in your order. This speeds things up for me, and ensures the mail carrier will be able to read your address. :-) If you live outside the USA, please double the cost for large seeds (corn, squash, gourd, ...) and non-seed material like bulbs, tubers, and scionwood and/or consider requesting multiple items. When I shipped some pumpkin seeds in a small padded mailer to Canada earlier this year, with no expedited delivery or other frills it cost USD $21. Holy Toledo! If you live outside the USA, please contact me in advance if you believe your locality will require a phytosanitary certificate for the delivery to reach you to discuss cost and timing. Also if you live outside the USA, "Holy Toledo" is a colloquial phrase used by Americans if something is unbelievable, disturbing, or blows their mind. Finding the definition of "blow your mind" is left as an exercise for the reader. I have an explanation, but there is not enough space here; maybe you can jot it down in the margin.Amended red clay soil. Mediterranean climate—little to no rain June through October. Occasional snow in winter. Forested area, mixed cedar, pine, oak, maple. USDA Plant Hardiness Zone 9a (20 to 25 °F/-6.7 to -3.9 °C) Listings: 1 Amaranth, 9 Apple, 1 Artichoke, 1 Asian Pear, 2 Basil, 1 Bean, 3 Blueberry, 1 Cilantro/Coriander, 3 Corn, 1 Cucumber, 1 Dill, 2 Fennel, 1 Garlic, 5 Gourd, 2 Horseradish, 1 Kale, 2 Lettuce, 1 Malabar Spinach, 3 Melon, 1 Misc Flowers, 1 Misc Vegetables, 2 Onion, 2 PawPaw, 2 Pea, 3 Pear, 6 Pepper, 3 Pineapple, 14 Potato, 1 Potato (True Potato Seed), 1 Rhubarb, 1 Spinach, 12 Squash, 67 Tomato, 2 Watermelon/Citron, 2 Wheat, 161 Total

CA DA J2 Jeff Dawson , 237 Atherton Avenue, Atherton, CA 94027 , Phone: (707) 2877399, Organic , USDA Hardiness: None , Email: ifree333@sbcglobal.net , I have been saving seed in Northern California for 30 years. Listed are some of my favorite heirloom tomato varieties and those tomato varieties I have developed over a 20 year period. All seeds being offer have been grown using biodynamic farming methods.Order any time of year.Seed have been produced in the mild climate of the San Francisco bay area. Summer temps average 85 degrees while in Winter it dips down to 29-24 degrees at it's coldest. Listings: 1 Pepper, 16 Tomato, 17 Total

CA DE T2 Tommy Derrick , 390 Leland Ave, Palo Alto, CA 94306 , Phone: (650) 2794794, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 8 , Email: tommy@lynnde.com Email or USPS Listings: 1 Arugula, 43 Tomato, 44 Total

CA GU R  Rebecca Guillen , , , , , CA , Organic , USDA Hardiness: 10 , Email: Rguillenz65@me.com , I am a home and community gardener in zone 10b, Southern California. In SoCal we don't have a ton of space so I am well versed in growing vertically. I also manage private gardens, growing food that we distribute to the food insecure in my community.I accept Venmo, PayPal, Zelle.Southern California zone10b Listings: 1 Carrot, 1 Squash, 2 Total

CA KE D  David Kent , 550 Adams Dr, Mt. Shasta, CA 96067 , Phone: (530) 9266846, USDA Hardiness: None , Email: sabinek@finestplanet.com , All varieties organically grown in the mountains of far Northern California at 3500 foot elevation. I have a small plant start business and grow many types of
vegetables, flowers and herbs, particularly interested in all types of traditional medicinal herbs. Listings: 1 Arugula, 1 Basil, 1 Bean, 3 Cucumber, 1 Foxglove, 1 Ground Cherry, 1 Kale, 1 Marigold, 1 Mint, 4 Misc Flowers, 7 Misc Herbs, 1 Pepper, 2 Sage, 1 Tobacco/Nicotiana, 8 Tomato, 34 Total

CA KL J Joseph Klein , 1127 N Brandcforte, Santa Cruz, CA 95062, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 9 , Email: kleinjoseph@gmail.com , I'm a cultural anthropology graduate student and gardener growing in zone 9b coastal California in Santa Cruz. We are growing and stewarding varieties well adapted to the increasingly hot and dry summers of Central and Southern California and much of the Southwest and Northern Mexico. We're especially interested in drought adapted varieties, native varieties, and heirlooms with significant cultural heritage.Please email me for requests or more information! I have limited quantities of most of the seed listed here so please check in advance! Venmo preferred, but also happy to take checks or paypal.We're growing in a semi-mild and increasingly arid climate here on the north edge of the Central Coast; daytime temperatures are usually mild with year round cool nights, but our summers continue to get hotter and drier. Listings: 1 Pepper, 1 Tomato, 2 Total

CA MC T Thomas R. McNeal , 419 Hedgerow Ct, Mountain View, CA 94041 , Phone: (650) 906-0761 , USDA Hardiness: 8 , Email: tmconal@comcast.net Listings: 1 Bean, 1 Corn, 2 Total

CA NE H Harold K. Neufeld , 280 Bambi Dr, Whitehorn, CA 95589 , Phone: (707) 9867214, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 9 , Email: hknuefeld@gmail.com , I have limited space for gardening- try to focus on greens. Some shallots and garlic. I will offer grey shallots next year after harvest and send out for fall planting; they won't last for spring planting. Life member since the 80's.Call or email, standard shipping rates apply9b coastal N California. I have a mild climate on the coast- fog can be an issue for weeks at a time, we rarely have frost or temperatures over 90 Listings: 1 Pepper, 1 Total

CA NU N Nati Nutman , Email: nati.nutman@gmail.com Listings: 1 Bean, 1 Total

CA PR P Pam Prescott Wilkinson , 1428 W Valero St, Santa Barbara, CA 93101 , Phone: (805) 563-2338, Organic, Will Ship Year Round, USDA Hardiness: 9 , Email: ppwilkinson@hotmail.com Listings: 1 Arugula, 1 Total

CA SE O Owen Severne , 24433 Dersch Rd, Anderson, CA 96007 , USDA Hardiness: 8 , Email: ofisherman324@hotmail.com , I love gardening! I grow all types of vegetables! My favourites are Melon, Watermelon, Squash, Carrot, Beet, Parsnip, leeks, and Cabbage. I TRADE AND SELL SEEDS!If I request seed, I may just wish to trade. My email for trading is Ofisherman324@hotmail.com If you would like to trade, in most cases I should be willing to make a deal. If not, Paypal works.I live near Redding CA. Summers are mostly 110+ degree high and relatively cool nights (70 degrees). I have only experienced one rain in the summer in my life. In the winter it rains allot, as so in early spring and late fall. Winter can range from 85-90 degree highs, and 20-45 degree lows. The green season for grass is sep./oct. to may. It seldom snows, maybe once a year or two. And it frosts from october to march or april, with only a few black frosts. Listings: 1 Beet, 1 Carrot, 1 Eggplant, 1 Endive, 1 Melon, 1 Parsley, 1 Radish, 1 Turnip, 8 Total

CA TR J Jay Tracy , 371 Marigold Drive, Fairfield, CA 94533 , Phone: (707) 8631778 , Email: cucumberseedshop@gmail.com Listings: 4 Cucumber, 4 Total

CA WE C Christina Wenger , 844 Dartmouth Street, San Francisco, CA 94134 , Phone: (626) -354-5412, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 9 , Email: niezeka@gmail.com , My website: www.thinkingofit.com Please mail cash or check with order form or contact me via the seed request.I live and grow on the top of a hill on the sunny side of San Francisco. Listings: 1 Fava/ Broad Bean, 1 Marigold, 1 Misc Grains, 1 Pepper, 1 Poppy, 1 Sweetpea, 6 Total

CA WE P Penny Wells , 50 El Pavo Real Cir, San Rafael, CA 94903 , Phone: (415) 457-6094 , USDA Hardiness: 9, Email: kayakqueen@msn.com , My garden is in San Rafael, Ca - neither coastal (wet) or inland (hot & dry). 2022 was another severe drought with unusual heat. The garden did not do well. Ships year round.. Listings: 1 Arugula, 3 Bean, 1 Misc Flowers, 1 Pea, 1 Swiss Chard, 7 Total

Colorado

CO CO B brendan colborg , 10799 W alameda ave, Lakewood, CO 80228 , Email: subiesvx@gmail.com Listings: 1 Pepper, 1 Total

CO JO E Eric Johnson , 3030 14th St, Boulder, CO 80304 , Phone: (303) 4434112 , USDA Hardiness: 6 , Email: esjbooulder@gmail.com , We are assembling a broadly diverse collection of Malus sieversii, one of the major progenitor species of the domestic apple, by grafting scions from the USDA collection in Geneva, NY. These apples contain a wealth of alleles not yet found in domestic apples. We intend to distribute scions and seeds at low/no cost to interested parties, as well as make controlled crosses with domestic apple cultivars. If you have looked at our wild apple listings in the past, please be aware that further genomic work by USDA scientists indicates that some of the individuals we had previously listed as Malus sieversii are actually hybrids with domestica (and in a few cases, plain old Malus domestica). I am in the process of updating listings: 1 Apple, 2 Tobacco/Nicotiana, 8 Tomato, 34 Total

CO ME T Tim Meyer , 1513 Dover Ave, Loveland, CO 80538, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: tmdkm5@gmail.com Listings: 1 Lettuce, 2 Onion, 1 Pepper, 1 Petunia, 3 Tomato, 8 Total

CO NA H Horton Nash , Lamborn Mesa, Paonia, CO 81428, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: horton.nash@gmail.com , Organic/Ecologically grown in several agricultural areas around Western Colorado 6-7,000'. Open-Pollinated populations of veggie, grain, and pulses. Selected for adaptability. Send your order By Email to confirm: Horton.nash@gmail.com accept payments by: PayPal, Venmo, or if necessary Pony Mail/Mesa and River valley farmland. Mostly Clay loam soil. pH around 8. and Mountain runoff surface irrigation pH 8.5 frost free season can easily be under 100 days, with hot days and cool nights. Windy Listings: 1 Pepper, 1 Total

CO NE D Diana Neff , 9429 Mitchell Ct, Longmont, CO 80503, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: neff@3acres.org , Located on 3 acres just north of Longmont, Colorado. I'm a backyard gardener with a very large garden that seems to expand every year. I typically grow 25-30 varieties of beans with 3 snap beans and the remainder are pole
and bush dried beans. The rest of the garden is tomatoes and other vegetables. I garden under the "colors are fun" method of choosing varieties, whether carrots, tomatoes, beans or other vegetables. While not certified organic, we have lived on the property since 1998 and only grown organically. Please send a paper order form and cash/check payment along with an email address or phone number if I need to contact you. Just north of Longmont, Colorado, Weather very unpredictable. In theory, our last frost is mid-May (but we can get snow into June) and first frost in mid-October (but sometimes mid-September). Because of this, my selection criteria for seeds to save is primarily that they are mature before the first frost, beans having been sown after June 1. My seeds have all survived hail storms and high winds. We get about 12-13" precipitation/year so vegetables are all drip irrigated. Lots of intense sun because altitude is over 5000'. Listings: 2 Bean, 1 Misc Others, 3 Total

CO RU T Thomas Rutherford, 1545 Upland ave, Boulder, CO 80304, Organic, Will Ship Year Round, USDA Hardiness: 5, Email: mosaicgardendesign@yahoo.com, Plants are grown using organic practices. My listings usually focus on Squash, Potatoes, Chilies. I am located about a mile high in the mountains of Colorado so varieties will often be tolerant of shorter season/cooler nights. If requesting potatoes please order at least 2 types as shipping is so expensive. Orders accepted year-round Listings: 1, 1 Mustang Greens, 1 Parsley, 3 Pea, 3 Pepper, 5 Potato, 6 Squash, 20 Total

CO SH S Shangri-la Seeds, P.O. Box 1012, Laporte, CO 80455, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 5, Email: gaiasfarmgardens@gmail.com, I am a sustainable living, gardening and farming writer and consultant growing flowers, vegetable and herbs using sustainable gardening and farming techniques. Orders to be filled immediately Listings: 1 Kale, 1 Total

CT BR A Allie Brie, 20 Pratte Avenue, Taffville, CT 06380, Phone: (860) 8223029, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 6, Email: seekerofhalicinii@icloud.com, I am an avid gardener, and am interested in planting anything that will benefit the pollinators. I enjoy hiking at a local park or just walking around my neighborhood, in search of interesting plants. I have a Monarch Watch Way Station, and so have collected a variety of Asclepias. In general, I’m looking for Salvia, Penstemon, Helianthus, Cosmos, Solidago, Marigold, Asters, anything rare or interesting. I prefer natives, but am always interested in trying plants from other zones/states - to be grown in a section or container where it won’t "escape". I never use pesticides or herbicides. I’m always eager to share my knowledge about solitary bees and wasps, especially regarding which species are attracted to particular flowers. Please feel free to email me with any questions, either about which flowers to plant, or about the insects themselves! I can offer advice on providing nesting space, and how to recognize a potential nest. It’s fascinating to observe! Regarding bees- Honeybees are the most well known, but are actually not native. We have many native bees, most of which are not easily noticed, yet are invaluable pollinators. It’s crucial to support them, and I strongly encourage it! Check or cash is preferable. Please email me prior to sending a check. If necessary, I can use PayPal. Northeast CT, about 30 minutes from RI border. Listings: 3 Blanket Flower, 1 Camomile, 1 Chicory/Radish, 2 Columbine, 1 Dahlia, 1 Evening Primrose, 1 Geranium, 1 Hibiscus, 1 Iris, 1 Misc Alliums, 1 Misc Asters, 12 Misc Flowers, 1 Oak, 1 Purslane, 1 Sweet William, 29 Total

CT SH C C. Sharp, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 6, Email: aspetuckgrow@gmail.com To request seeds from me please Email at aspetuckgrow@gmail.com. Listings: 1 Sunflower, 6 Tomato, 7 Total

Delaware

DE BE L Lester H. Beachy, PO Box 323, Kenton, DE 19955-0323, Phone: (302) 492-1060, USDA Hardiness: 7, Email: kiwicucle@aol.com, If your kiwifruit scionwood order arrives after mid-March, I may hold your order and send it the following year unless you instruct otherwise. Please note that I am offering kiwifruit scionwood for grafting onto your existing plant, not seeds. (Rooting the scionwood sometimes works, but not reliably!) I am not strictly organic, but I use no herbicides or insecticides. You may inquire about plants to see if I have any. Kiwifruit grow on a long-lived vine that grows on an 8x30' overhead trellis. Both male and female vines are required for fruiting. I will e-mail kiwifruit cultivation information to anyone upon request. Health note: Kiwifruit has been tested to be the most nutrient-dense fruit of the 27 most commonly consumed fruits. Ounce-for-ounce they contain more Vitamin C than oranges, more Potassium than bananas, and more Vitamin E than avocados. Wants correspondence: What do you do for Japanese Beetles? Listings: 5 Kiwi, 5 Total

Florida

FL AM J Joe Amaral, 665 Jackson St, Eustis, FL 32726, Phone: (401) 3389429, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 9, Email: jamaral@gmail.com, HI and thanks for visiting my blog. I guess I would say I have always been a gardener at heart. My parents were farmers, and I was fed well from the garden. I’ve been experimenting with almost exclusively organic methods. My focus has shifted to the last decade to add heirloom gardening to the mix. By no means an expert, I do enjoy it and spend at least a few hours a week directly to it. I hope you enjoy and gain some value from my blog. Contact me via email on my website https://amaralfarms.com thanks Listings: 1 Bean, 1 Total

FL MI J Jennifer Miller, 4631 Northpointe Circle, Pensacola, FL 32514, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 9, Email: jmiller.mhc@gmail.com, I'm a novice gardener in NW Florida with about three years of experimental gardening under my belt. I've been harvesting and saving seeds for the last 18 months. I primarily focus on edible plants. I use organic pest control methods such as hot pepper mixed with water, companion planting, etc. NO NON-ORGANIC CHEMICALS ARE USED. Payment accepted via PayPal or CashApp $jmillermhc ONLY'm in Northwest Florida, on the Gulf Coast, in Zone 9a. It's VERY hot and humid for, like, 80% of the year. Listings: 1 Okra, 1 Total

FL PJ J Jill Pittman, 5136 Ile De France Dr, Tallahassee, FL 32308, USDA Hardiness: 8, Email: jillp@comcast.net Listings: 2 Bean, 1 Lima Bean, 3 Total

FL ST A Anna Stange, 1144 NE Garden Rd, Madison, FL 32340, Phone: (630) 660-1156, Organic, Will Ship Year Round, USDA Hardiness: 9, Email: Missanna music@gmail.com, After living many years growing and seed saving in the Midwest, I am now in North Central Florida. My goal is to save and share all the seeds that are adapted to grow food in my area. I am learning how to grow in sand and extreme weather. I curate our local seed library and am interested especially in varieties that will grow in our area. Simple. Send me your address, with or without a SESE. If you are able, you can send $ to cover postage. I am open to direct swapping, especially for seeds for the seed library. I live on a developing subsistence 6-acre vegetable and fruit farm in Northcentral Florida, just 3 miles from the Georgia line. Listings: 1 Cotton, 1 Cowpea, 1 Cucumber, 1 Melon, 2 Pepper, 1 Watermelon/Citron, 7 Total

FL TA L Linda Taylor, 6900 SW 99th St, Ocala, FL 34476-9211, Organic, Will Ship Year Round, USDA Hardiness: 9, Email: garden56@icloud.com, My garden is in north-central Florida, zone 9A. We have mild winters with a few freezes and very hot summers (we average in the 90s from May - October). In 2022, we saw hotter days start sooner with several days in the 90s in February! Usually, January and February are our coldest months. I do not use any pesticides, herbicides or synthetic chemicals on my vegetables, flowers or herbs. When necessary, my favorite amendments are fish emulsion and worm castings. I compost extensively. I use organic methods, but am not certified. I have 30+ years experience with our Florida climate. I grow many native plants encouraging beneficial insects on our property. I am constantly learning and welcome any questions or comments. Please mail CASH only, no personal checks or stamps. North-central Florida. Listings: 1 Misc Flowers, 1 Misc Others, 2 Total

Georgia
I can ship year-round, and will send pictures of the envelopes going into the mailbox, stamped and ready to be picked up the next day. Depending on my schedule I usually have seeds in the mail by the next day or even that night depending on when the requests are received (Eastern standard time here, so watch those hours if you’re in a different time zone), and most people I have traded seeds with before receive them within a week under normal circumstances. July 13th 2022 is when I have posed my first listings, so there might be slight delays if I receive a lot of requests until I am able to order more Forever stamps.8b, Savannah, Georgia! I very humid and hot, with only a handful of days last year that were below freezing! I was still harvesting peppers in January through late February before a 27 freeze came in and set the garden back a bit, but most of the peppers survived Listings: 8 Pepper, 8 Total

Idaho

IL BE D2 DOUGLAS BEBBER , 50 Blackhawk Hills Drive, ROCK ISLAND, IL 61201, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: dougbebber@protonmail.com , Rock Island, Illinois. Interest in saving many different types of seeds (vegetables, flowers, trees, etc.) Will take orders via email or preferably via the session private messaging application (session ID: 05bc1323ef19948b0020ee5120ef6e35f5525519a595ef4567d110as569e38). Session is a free private messaging application available for download at: https://getsession.org/. Listings: 1 Misc Others, 1 Walnut, 2 Total

IL CR R Russell Crow , 1751 Roeger Road, Woodstock, IL 60098 , USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: upadam@comcast.net . In 2023 I will be taking my winter break again from beginning of January 27, 2023 to April 4, 2023 . You can mail or email me your requests during my winter break and I will fill them as soon as I return home in early April. I will fill requests the rest of 2022 all the way until the 24th of January 2023. Although I enjoy growing a few other things in my gardens each year beans are what I grow the most of and the only seed I concentrate on when sharing seed in the SSE yearbook. I’ve grown beans for a long time. If you ever get the chance to dig into early 1980’s yearbooks you will find there and you will get some pretty decent quality seeds from me too. After a seasons seeds are harvested and well dried they are stored in a freezer. So it makes no difference what year of seed you are harvested and well dried they are stored in a freezer. Please email your request seed from me by submitting a SSE request something about “Beans” in the subject line. You can request seed from me by submitting a SSE request form by snail mail or sending me a note or letter listing what you would like to request along with your payment. Payment for seed requests can be made by personal check, money order, cash, or PayPal. My PayPal ID is my email address upadam@comcast.net. It is also a good idea when you pay through PayPal to also send me your request by email as I don’t always get a PayPal notice on Exchange orders through PayPal. Sometimes a request paid through PayPal can sit for a time without me noticing it. Plus sometimes PayPal seed requests don’t always list all your requested varieties. I am really looking forward to filling seed requests every year and sending these wonderful varieties to gardeners who will treasure our heirloom years I’ve been on the look out for the following 2 bean varieties. If either of these are being grown by listed or unlisted members please contact me. 1) Black Soldier 2) Crow River Speckles. I believe Crow River Speckles is one of Robert Lobitz’s original named beans. Also a big thank you to Philip Kauth PhD when he was Director of Preservation at Heritage Farm for allowing me to have over 23 of Robert Lobitz’s bean varieties from the SSE seed inventory. I was trying to collect all of Robert’s varieties that he had introduced to the gardening world from 1998 to 2006. I believe I have only two more of Robert’s beans to collect, but Philip filled in a large whole in my endeavor. Most of these beans are now being listed for the first time in a long time since the 2022 yearbook was issued and I will continue to try to make them available for as long as I am able to garden. In 2008 former SSE member the late Ron Thuma of Hartford, Kansas had obtained from James Lobitz, Robert Lobitz’s brother. Some unnamed packets of beans that had Robert’s number codes on them that Robert used on his original beans. Ron told me about his project of growing them out at the 2012 SSE campout/conference. I asked Ron if I could be included in his grow out project. The answer was no. In April 2015 I got the notion to email Ron Thuma and ask how his Lobitz bean project was coming along. He emailed me back and told me he had last grown any of the obtained Lobitz beans in 2012 and was frustrated with them. He stored them away in a box in his freezer and asked me if I wanted them. I replied yes and he said I’ll take them out of my freezer and mail them to you. So I have been working with these beans since 2015 and I refer to them as the Robert Lobitz legacy beans. Some have produced a number of segregations with incredible colors and patterns. Some are very productive with nice drying characteristics. As far as I can see some have become stable. There are many other of these beans to be grown out for stability in the future. However I have decided to list three of these beans that I have named as Robert probably would have after towns, rivers, creeks, geologic areas of his county and state of Minnesota. The late Robert Lobitz of Paynesville, Minnesota left behind a great wealth of lovely new beans that in the decades going forward, most should stand the test of time. Your seed requests can be made by email. Just type in something about “Beans” in the subject line. You can request seed from me by submitting a SSE request form by snail mail or sending me a note or letter listing what you would like to request along with your payment. Payment for seed requests can be made by personal check, money order, cash, or Paypal. My Paypal ID is my email address upadam@comcast.net. It is also a good idea when you pay through PayPal to also send me your request by email as I don’t always get a PayPal notice on Exchange orders through PayPal. Sometimes a request paid through PayPal can sit for a time without me noticing it. Plus sometimes PayPal seed requests don’t always list all your requested varieties. I am really looking forward to filling seed requests every year and sending these wonderful varieties to gardeners who will treasure our heirloom
IL FO G  Gene Forster , 330 Illinois Highway 141, Norris City, IL 62669 , Phone: (618) 3131723, Will Ship Year Round , USDA Hardiness: 6 , Email: gene.forster@hotmail.com. My garden is located near the latitude of St. Louis, MO., and we have the same weather. Last frost is in April, and first frost is around Halloween. I fertilize my raised beds with a chicken/horse manure/grass/weeds/leaves/table scraps compost, and use a thick straw/grass clippings mulch to suppress weeds. I read that flea beetles won't fly over 3 feet from the ground, so I raised some of my eggplants in pots on a deck last year and they weren't bothered like the ones grown in the ground. Because of crossing, I grow only 1 type of cucumber, lima bean, corn, and watermelon each year. Please consider reoffering. You don't need a huge amount of seed to reoffer. I encourage everyone to try a fall garden, if possible in your area. Weather is more pleasant, pests are fewer, and most veggies taste even better in the fall. I am located in the Southern part of Illinois near the 38th parallel (a little south and a lot East of St. Louis.) Hot, humid summers with unpredictable spring weather.

Listings: 1 Amaranth, 6 Bean, 1 Blackberry, 2 Corn, 1 Cotton, 3 Cucumber, 3 Jerusalem Artichoke/Sunchoke, 3 Lima Bean, 1 Melon, 2 Misc Legumes, 6 Oat, 1 Okra, 1 Pepper, 1 Sorghum, 1 Soybean, 1 Squash, 3 Tomato, 1 Watermelon/Citron, 1 Wheat, 41 Total

IL LA D  Deb Lawson , 1705 S Main St, Princeton, IL 61356-2630 , Phone: (815) 8780780, USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: Deb.Lawson77@gmail.com. We have a large garden/orchard/vineyard which keeps us busy in our retirement. I only offer native hazelnuts. Email at Deb.Lawson77@gmail.com or call 815-875-1001. I don't answer unknown numbers but will check voicemail daily. Please repeat twice any information you put on voicemail. Tell me how many nuts you would like (they have a good germination rate). I will mail that amount to you. Then pay me the amount of postage and a dollar for the trip to the Post Office. I trust you! After all, you believe in Seed Savers. Check or cash is fine. I will send any orders that come in by early December immediately so that you can stratify them yourself. Otherwise I will start sending them out after they are stratified for three months-about mid March. Princeton is located in zone 5, about an hour north of Peoria, a couple hours west of Chicago and an hour east of Iowa. Our property is on level black soil with good fertility.

Listings: 1 Filbert/Hazelnut, 1 Total

IL LO N  Neil Lockhart , 17720 N 125th St, Oblong, IL 62449 , Phone: (618) -421-2718, USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: neill157@hotmail.com. Requests accepted year-around but as my time allows after May 1st. I can be very slow after May 1st!! All seed is $2.00 a packet for all USA listed and unlisted members and $3.00 a packet to other countries. Always looking for new heirloom tomatoes to trial. Listings: 1, 1 Pepper, 648 Tomato, 650 Total

IL ME R  Rebecca Meyer , 4050 W Minooka Road, Newark, IL 60541 , Phone: (815) 6855685, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 5, Email: becky.s.meyer@gmail.com, I garden on our farm in rural northern IL, which has been in my family since 1913. My garden isn't certified organic but I don't use any chemical pesticides or herbicides and I fertilize only with compost, organic fertilizer and soil minerals. You can order from me via email or snail mail. I am offering what seeds I have available at no charge, except for the beans which require more postage (using recommended price for large seeds). Our farm is in Newark, IL, in the north central part of the state. We are hardiness zone 5b. Listings: 1 Bean, 1 Cucumber, 1 Kale, 1 Melon, 1 Misc Flowers, 5 Total

IL OL J  Gene Olszanowski , 23235 Horseshoe Cir, Naperville, IL 60565, Organic, Will Ship Year Round, USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: golzano47@gmail.com. Sorghum, tomatoes, and peppers liked the dry hot weather this year. Will accept orders all year. Plants grow in our backyard. It faces North to North East. Next year I'll try some fabric pots in the front yard. Listings: 1 Sorghum, 1 Watermelon/Citron, 2 Total

IL SE D2  Durgha Seerla , Email: dseerla@yahoo.com. Listings: 1 Chives, 1 Cilantro/Coriander, 2 Total

IL SE J2  Josselyn Seeds , 6 Plymouth Ct, Lincolnshire, IL 60069 , Phone: (847) 8675677, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 6, Email: josselynfnano@gmail.com. Illinois gardener experimenting with the boundaries of my hardiness zone. Listings: 1 Parsley, 1 Total

IL SI J  Jim Simeone , 1923 E Taylor St, Bloomington, IL 61701 , Phone: (309) 556-3126, Email: jsimeone@iwu.edu Listings: 1 Chicory/Radicchio, 1 Total

IL SW G  Glenn K. Swenson , 2953 N 4750 Rd, Sandwich, IL 60548 , Phone: (815) 786-2786, USDA Hardiness: 5 , No requests after May 1. Listings: 4 Gourd, 2 Squash, 1 Watermelon/Citron, 7 Total

IL TO J  Joanna Tomlinson , 30815 Lincoln Rd, Genoa, IL 60135 , Phone: (815) 5753345, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: jtomlinson224@gmail.com, I'm a back yard gardener with a newly established permaculture style garden, growing berries, fruit trees, vegetables, and flowers. I garden with a help of two toddlers, specialized in eating anything right off the plant. I like growing unique and lovely things that bring joy to my day. I follow organic growing practices, but I'm not certified. Cash or check. I have a limited supply as a small grower. Please send me an email or text before mailing the order to verify I have enough to fill your request. Thank you.

Northern Illinois, zone 5b Listings: 1 Misc Flowers, 1 Total

Indiana

IN BE T  Tarina Beatty , 15148 Follow Dr, Noblesville, IN 46060 , USDA Hardiness: 6 , Email: Tbeattyaf@gmail.com, Noblesville, IN (Suburb of Indianapolis) I've saved most everything and regularly give them out within my own neighborhood, but I seem to have way more than I'll use or that the neighbors take. Would probably be considered organic since I don't use chemicals, but I'm not marking as such. My neighbors do and it is close to their property. Just tell me what you want and how many...Near Indianapolis. Listings: 1 Cosmos, 1 Dill, 1 Hollyhock, 1 Iris, 4 Total

IN BR S  Susan Brackney, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 6, Email: writer@susanbrackney.com, I grow native, heirloom, and open-pollinated plants and focus heavily on pollinator conservation. I am a master gardener intern, master naturalist, garden writer, and former beekeeper. Year-round orders accepted; however, my supply is limited. Please contact me in advance to make sure seeds are still available. All plants have been grown using organic methods. Soil quality on my property varies widely and continues to be a work in progress! In some parts, it is very poor and clay-heavy. In others, it is richer and relatively well-draining. My immediate area also includes sensitive karst features.

Listings: 1 Misc Flowers, 1 Total

IN GR C  Charles Grimes , 17713 Pixley Knob Rd, Henryville, IN 47126 , USDA Hardiness: 6 , Email: writer@susanbrackney.com, I garden on our farm in rural northern IL, which has been in my family since 1913. My garden isn't certified organic but I don't use any chemical pesticides or herbicides and I fertilize only with compost, organic fertilizer and soil minerals. You can order from me via email or snail mail. I am offering what seeds I have available at no charge, except for the beans which require more postage (using recommended price for large seeds). Our farm is in Newark, IL, in the north central part of the state. We are hardiness zone 5b. Listings: 1 Bean, 1 Cucumber, 1 Kale, 1 Melon, 1 Misc Flowers, 5 Total

IN SE D2  Durgha Seerla, Email: dseerla@yahoo.com Listings: 1 Chives, 1 Cilantro/Coriander, 2 Total

IN SE J2  Josselyn Seeds, 6 Plymouth Ct, Lincolnshire, IL 60069, Phone: (847) 8675677, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 6, Email: josselynfnano@gmail.com. Illinois gardener experimenting with the boundaries of my hardiness zone. Listings: 1 Parsley, 1 Total

IN SI J  Jim Simeone, 1923 E Taylor St, Bloomington, IL 61701, Phone: (309) 556-3126, Email: jsimeone@iwu.edu Listings: 1 Chicory/Radicchio, 1 Total

IN SW G  Glenn K. Swenson, 2953 N 4750 Rd, Sandwich, IL 60548, Phone: (815) 786-2786, USDA Hardiness: 5, No requests after May 1. Listings: 4 Gourd, 2 Squash, 1 Watermelon/Citron, 7 Total

IN TO J  Joanna Tomlinson, 30815 Lincoln Rd, Genoa, IL 60135, Phone: (815) 5753345, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 5, Email: jtomlinson224@gmail.com, I'm a back yard gardener with a newly established permaculture style garden, growing berries, fruit trees, vegetables, and flowers. I garden with a help of two toddlers, specialized in eating anything right off the plant. I like growing unique and lovely things that bring joy to my day. I follow organic growing practices, but I'm not certified. Cash or check. I have a limited supply as a small grower. Please send me an email or text before mailing the order to verify I have enough to fill your request. Thank you. 

Northern Illinois, zone 5b Listings: 1 Misc Flowers, 1 Total

Indiana
Indians and colonists, especially in Ohio Valley and Great Lakes region. I grow organically, though not certified. No requests after June 1. No international orders please. Cash only please. Listings: 3 Bean, 3 Corn, 5 Cowpea, 1 Cucumber, 3 Lettuce, 3 Lima Bean, 2 Melon, 1 Misc Herbs, 1 Okra, 2 Pea, 1 Pepper, 4 Radish, 1 Spinach, 2 Watermelon/Citron, 1 Wheat, 33 Total

IN KA J Jill Kassebaum , 7241 W 34th Street, INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46214 , USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: jlk@kassebaum.net, I'm a home-grown IN home grower who loves to dabble in curious seeds every now and then. All varieties I grow are open-pollinated. Pay pal is accepted, as are cash and check. It will help me if you email me first to warn me you're sending a request so I know to be watching for it. Please put Seed Saver Exchange in the subject. We live in central IN where the temps range from teens to 90s. Being surrounded by forest makes it hard for me to grow some of the long-sun varieties, I still do my best. My cotton actually produces well enough and the corn does too, surprisingly. Likely it's the humid heat of the summer that helps. The main soil of the area is heavy clay, which grows the best-tasting tomatoes, but generally we've given up and put in raised beds of Mittleider soil. I grow my cotton in a garden blend of soil from the local landscaping company in pots on my porch - to keep the mice from harvesting it before I can. Listings: 1 Cotton, 1 Total

IN MO J2 joseph-lee morehouse , 1146 East Donald Street, South Bend, IN 46613 , Email: twohorses0714@yahoo.com, I have been gardening and small scale farming for most of my life. I have found myself worrying about the future and how people will feed themselves. Everybody should grow as much of there food as possible to have some control of their lives. I am always open to trade for seeds as long as they are not GMO's. Will list more seeds as time go's on. Please send cash - no stamps - U.S. currency only. Well accept Mercury dimes one per item. I do not accept PayPal at this time. I live in 2 area's of the country Northern Indiana and the middle part of Arizona have 2 small farms. I grow regional crops in those area's. Listings: 1 Corn, 1 Garlic, 1 Squash, 1 Tomato, 4 Total

IN SA G Gayle Saberniak , 5074 S 50 E, Chalmers, IN 47929 , Phone: (219) 6041513 , USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: gsaberniak66@gmail.com, Please, no checks under $10.00 and US orders only. Cash is preferred, no PayPal, etc. For 2023, order fulfillment will begin around Mar 15. You may send orders anytime. All seeds standard prices as listed in the current Yearbook. I hope the Garfield Farm & Museum Heirloom Garden Show in La Fox, IL will resume in late August of 2023. Their website is www.garfieldfarm.org for schedule of events. I've enjoyed showing my favorite heirlooms there for a number of years. Exhibit space is free and you don't have to have a huge collection to participate. The museum staff really welcomes and appreciates exhibitors and visitors. Listings: 3 Bean, 1 Celery, 2 Columbine, 2 Cowpea, 1 Okra, 5 Pepper, 1 Petunia, 10 Tomato, 25 Total

IN ST S Steve Strickler , 1462 E Commander Ct, Bloomington, IN 47401 , Phone: (812) 824-5538, Will Ship Year Round , USDA Hardiness: 6 , Email: Bogeymeister@bluemarble.net, I am an heirloom tomato afficionado for many years now, have participated in some tomato cross growouts & actually have 3 varieties I have created myself. I delight in the great variety of size, shape and colors of tomato fruits. In the last few years I have grafted all my tomato plants. I am now involved in giant tomato competitive growing & in 2017 set the state record for giant tomatoes in Indiana at 5.42 pounds. I have also started growing giant pumpkins & squash. My personal best for Dill's Atlantic Giant Pumpkin is 1,468 pounds. I set the new state record for Giant Green Squash in 2018 at 1,035.5 pounds. Cell phone 812-345-3937. My heart was broken this year with the passing of my good friend Al Anderson (OH AN A) Prolific extremely enthusiastic lister of tomato varieties! I am sure many other people will miss him also. I will accept requests year round, standard SSE prices. Southern Indiana Listings: 2 Squash, 112 Tomato, 1 Cowpea (current), 115 Total

IN TO V Vincent Todd , 1357 W Sherwood Ter, Fort Wayne, IN 46807-2955, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: vincent.todd@myyahoo.com, This region of Northeastern Indiana has flat plains or low rolling hills occasionally drought and flood prone, with 38” of precipitation a year and occasional severe thunderstorms in the summer or heavy snow in the winter. I have a small garden at home, but I often grow these varieties on my farm, being the case of larger seed amounts available. My profile photo is my favorite fishing lake, near Kendallville Indiana. Several of the varieties I’m offering this year are seeds from trial varieties. Finally, I’m looking to buy some acreage in Northeast and Eastcentral Indiana. If you’re considering selling your land, or a portion of it, feel free to contact me. If you have questions or would like to make an order, just right me a letter or e-mail me. I don’t mind to receive an order without prior contact, but sometimes varieties become unavailable before I can update my profile, so I prefer you contact me first. Also because shipping as gotten so expensive, I may need to adjust some of the prices of the corn and beans. I can accept cash, check, postal money order, or cashier’s check as payment. Listings: 12 Bean, 1 Carrot, 2 Celery, 1 Chicory/Radicchio, 1 Columbine, 6 Corn, 1 Cosmos, 1 Cucumber, 1 Lettuce, 1 Lima Bean, 1 Misc Herbs, 1 Pea, 4 Pepper, 11 Squash, 2 Tepary Bean, 7 Tomato, 1 Yard Long Bean, 54 Total

IN WO S Steve Wood , 6725 W County Road 50N, Sullivan, IN 47882 , Phone: (812) 382-4105, Will Ship Year Round , USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: oldguy@senior-gardening.com, Editor of Senior Gardening - http://www.senior-gardening.com/Orders may be mailed on sent via SSE using Paypal. Listings: 1 Cucumber, 1 Misc Flowers, 1 Pepper, 1 Squash, 4 Tomato, 8 Total

Iowa

IA AL J John Aldridge , 2075 lwv Rd SW, Oxford, IA 52322 , Phone: (415) 613-6580, Organic , Will Ship Year Round , USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: drjcktve@yahoo.com, Currently growing with organic principles outside of Iowa City, Iowa. Seeds available any time of year. Listings: 1 Bean, 1 Total

IA CH S Sydney Christensen , , , IA , USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: dsdtew03@gmail.com, I've been gardening in central Iowa since 2019. What started as a single 3x8 bed has turned the entire yard into several annual beds and a sapling food forest. I started the second season by growing from seed and have been saving seed ever since. I started a seed library through our county Master Gardener's program. I am passionate about creating a more resilient food future, one aspect is through locally and regionally adapted seeds. I am in zone 5, central Iowa where our season is relatively short, but hot and humid. We get about every pest pressure I've heard of, and if we don't have it now I wouldn't be surprised to see it the next year! I save seeds from a small number of plants as my place isn't large, but I select for the best tolerance and best tasting. I am not certified organic, as I am just a backyard gardener, but I don't use any sprays or synthetics. Please email me to check availability. I am new to using this exchange so I am still learning how to keep it running smoothly. Payment can be through PayPal, Venmo or Zelle. If there's another method that is easier for you, please let me know and we can see what works best for both. I am in zone 5, central Iowa. Our winter is cold and summer season is relatively short, but hot and humid. My property is very windy, so I don't keep any 'tall' plants very tall or they risk getting snapped in half. I grow in mostly clay soil but am working on amending it every year with compost and raised 'bed' gardening. We get about every pest pressure I've heard of, and if we don't have it now I wouldn't be surprised to see it the next year! Listings: 3 Bean, 1 Corn, 1 Hollyhock, 1 Jersey Hilton Artichoke/Sunchoke, 1 Mexican Sunflower, 4 Misc Flowers, 1 Misc Herbs, 1 Misc Vegetables, 1 Morning Glory, 1 Pea, 1 Poppy, 2 Tomatillo, 12 Tomato, 30 Total

IA FE S Sondra Krueger Feldstein , 9095 NE 72nd St, Bondurant, IA 50035 , Phone: (515) 250-2330, USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: sondrafuchicago@yahoo.com, In an effort to live in general and gardening in particular, I have drastically cut back on both size and numbers in my seed saving. I will continue to grow out, and save seed from the varieties that have become my favorites over the years. NO REQUESTS AFTER APRIL 1, NO TIME! Please send cash for requests below $10. I save seed; I am not a seed company; I will ignore requests for more than the standard sample size. Please DO NOT call or email asking for a price discount. This isn't fair to those members who send the standard amount. I fill requests once every two weeks or so and do a happy dance when people include a printed label for me to use on the mailer. $5 minimum for everything except a single sample of

LISTER PROFILES SECTION
tomatoes or peppers; postage alone for a padded envelope is over $4. Listings: 1 Basil, 9 Bean, 2 Cucumber, 1 Eggplant, 1 Melon, 1 Misc Flowers, 1 Okra, 3 Pea, 5 Pepper, 2 Runner Bean, 1 Sage, 1 Squash, 5 Tomato, 1 Yard Long Bean, 34 Total

IA FI P
Phillip Filides, 59457 Highway 64, SABULA, IA 52070-9459, Phone: (563) 2102886, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 5, Email: philipfilides257@gmail.com, Gardener located in Sabula, Iowa continuing the tradition of growing all things taught to me by my mother & grandmother. Specializing in Scotch Bonnet (Red) cultivation and seed saving.Mail $3.00 cash for 25+ seeds per listing along with return mailing address. East Central Iowa located next to the Mississippi river in the town of Sabula also known as "Island City". Sabula town proper is actually in the middle of the river located on a sandbar. Listings: 1 Pepper, 1 Total

IA FR J
Judson Frisk, PO Box 128, Logan, IA 51546, Phone: (712) 6442833, Email: judsonfrisk@gmail.com, Listings: 1 Annona, 11 Apple, 12 Total

IA HO C
Charles L. Hoehnle, 4118 V St, Homestead, IA 52236, Phone: (319) 622-6381, Organic, Will Ship Year Round, USDA Hardiness: 5, Live in a former communal society, Amana Colonies, I offer several seed varieties from the communal gardens. Hobbies, gardening vegetables and flowers - beekeeping -- showing fruits and vegetables at county and state fairs, interest in pumpkins and unusual plants, I do farmers markets. Will ship year round except for scions. Listings: 1 Apple, 1 Aster, 2 Cactus, 1 Kohlrabi, 2 Misc Flowers, 2 Misc Vegetables, 1 Onion, 3 Pear, 2 Plum, 1 Tobacco/Nicotiana, 1 Willow, 1 Yard Long Bean, 18 Total

IA KE C
Carole Kern, 3281 Jewel Avenue, Salem, IA 52649, USDA Hardiness: 5, Email: naturecarole@gmail.com, All seeds grown in SE Iowa without herbicides or pesticides. Plantings are set up for seed diversity/preservation, as well as, habitat for wildlife. This means a mix of tall grass, wild flowers, young fruit trees and shrubs, mixed gardens, aging hollow maples, and gently encouraged volunteer trees. As with most people in SSE, spring is very busy for me. I am happy to email with fellow gardeners/growers but may take a little while to get back to you. During the winter, if you want to discuss growing food indoors or outdoors, I have a little more time to visit. Please understand that I do not check my email everyday but will get back to you. If you haven't heard back in 2-3 days, don't hesitate to email again. Thank you for your patience and for growing heritage varieties. Please feel free to tell me about your gardens, challenges gardening and favorite recipes. I am not a commercial producer. My gardens are done by hand without heavy equipment so everything is fairly small scale. Each year I expand the gardens a little but because of space and time restrictions, I do not grow out all varieties every year. Some years I don't get to eat a variety since my initial acquisition was too small to risk losing part of the crop. I will do my best to take photos and write up descriptions of how they do on my property. You may find different results depending on your land and weather. Diversity and dispersal of such diversity is all that will keep these varieties on this good earth so your assistance sharing and maintaining them is appreciated. Thank you for growing and saving seeds. If you have the space, please consider growing extra plants for the pollinators and their prey. I plant volunteer tomatoes off to a separate area so that the tomato horn worms have food and turn into the lovely sphinx moths who pollinate my flowering tobacco. This also allows their parasitic wasps to have food. May your gardens flourish.Due to limited space and time, I rotate my grow-outs, so some varieties are limited or only previous years seeds are available. Read over the information and if multiple years seeds are available please indicate which year you are requesting. I make prior years seeds available for less with the understanding that germination may decrease slightly and that not everyone can afford to buy full price seed. If you are ordering only a single type of small seed, I may be able to just send it out in a SASE. Contact me and I will let you know if that is an option. An example is marigold. If that is all you want just mail me a SASE and I will send you a few seeds. Beans and larger seeds require me to use a US Post Office mailers or box, it is helpful if you order more than one variety or multiple types of seeds to help cover the shipping costs. Generally the mailer costs me around $6 to send out so 2 or 3 selections will take it to the cost break even stage. I like to share out extra seeds if I can to make mailings worth your while. If you don't want extra seeds, just let me know. If you have things you are interested in, feel free to mention it. I may be able to gift you with something you have been hoping for but isn't on my list. Some people like surprises and I can put together a sampler of seeds, some of which I may not have listed since I only have a few seeds. If you want a surprise package tell me what your gardening conditions are (zone, dry/wet/moderate, full sun/part shade, foods or flowers). If your order already is $8 or more the sampler is free. Otherwise small seed samplers are $5 and large seed samplers are $8. Be sure to give your complete mailing information so your seeds make it to you safely. All orders should be sent with cash, money order or check to Carole Kern, 3281 Jewel Avenue, Salem, IA 52649. As someone on a limited income, I strongly believe in sharing with others who have the desire for a garden even if they have little cash. Email or write me if you want something but can't afford to pay the suggested amount or if you would rather barter. I am not trying to exclude anyone from the joys of fresh home-grown food and flowers. I am sorry but no international shipping is available. I appreciate your respect for my privacy. Please don't just show up at my house unannounced. We are not set up for interns, camping or guests. I don't like to be inhospitable, but our old place just isn't up to company. Someday when we get done working on the 1800's house perhaps I will be able to have garden tours, but no guests at this time. rural SE Iowa, United States. Listings: 2, 7 Bean, 6 Melon, 1 Misc Flowers, 1 Pea, 6 Pepper, 9 Tomato, 1 Watermelon/Citron, 33 Total

IA KN J
Jonathan Knott, 1000 East Mississippi Dr, Muscatine, IA 52761, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 5, Email: jeknott@gmail.com, Listings: 2 Bean, 1 Lima Bean, 1 Okra, 1 Yard Long Bean, 5 Total

IA ME M
Matt Melcher, 812 E 18TH ST, NORWALK, IA 50211, USDA Hardiness: 5, Email: matt.melcher@gmail.com, Lifetime gardener - 28 years at this location. Only an occasional seed saver.Email contact is bestCentral Iowa Listings: 2 Eggplant, 1 Misc Flowers, 27 Pepper, 1 Tobacco/Nicotiana, 25 Tomato, 56 Total

IA NE M
Br. Joseph Kronebusch, 6632 Melleray Cir, Peosta, IA 52068-7079, Phone: (563) 588-2319 ex140, USDA Hardiness: 5, Email: brjoseph@newmelleray.org, Garlic requests filled around Sept 15. If possible please make requests for garlics by Sept. 1. Please list alternate selections or contact me before ordering in case I run low on any variety, since I only grow about a dozen of many varieties. A great resource for garlic growers is a listing of all the garlic strains in the Heritage Farm collection at SSE adviser Jeff Nekola's website (http://biology.unm.edu/jnekola/Heirloom/garlicA.htm). For each strain he has included descriptions, source information, photographs and variety type. I would like to see more garlic growers use these variety type classifications also used by Filaree Farms, Ted Meredith, and most online garlic catalogs. The terms hardneck and softneck are too ambiguous. Some recently collected wild strains may remain as unclassified for a while. I highly recommend "The Complete Book of Garlic" by Ted Jordan Meredith to anyone serious about garlic. It is fabulous and in a class all by itself. I am no longer able to continue growing the large number of garlic strains I am now. I have plans to cut back, and even if I don't do it intentionally, each year I am at risk of not getting them planted before the ground freezes. I discontinued over 30 varieties in the past, and I will cut back more in the future, so if you want to see strains that only I am now listing in future Yearbooks, others will need to re-offer them.$6.00 for non-listing members, $5.00 for listed SSE members. Listings: 58 Garlic, 58 Total

IA SA J
Jim Salat, 301 West St, Stanwood, IA 52337, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 5, Email: jim.salat@gmail.com, I work at home for an IT business in Iowa City. I live on an acreage in Stanwood, Iowa where my gardens are located. I really enjoy collecting, growing, and sharing pole beans. I offer a special "All You" collection where you can order ten seeds from any five varieties that I currently have, plus gift you with something you have been hoping for but isn't on my list. Some recently collected wild strains may remain as unclassified for a while. I highly recommend "The Complete Book of Garlic" by Ted Jordan Meredith to anyone serious about garlic. It is fabulous and in a class all by itself. I am no longer able to continue growing the large number of garlic strains I am now. I have plans to cut back, and even if I don't do it intentionally, each year I am at risk of not getting them planted before the ground freezes. I discontinued over 30 varieties in the past, and I will cut back more in the future, so if you want to see strains that only I am now listing in future Yearbooks, others will need to re-offer them.$6.00 for non-listing members, $5.00 for listed SSE members. Listings: 58 Garlic, 58 Total
looks really good on one side may have a brown spot on the other that I miss. So, I often toss in a few extra beans in case that should happen. I reuse packaging to keep the cost and waste low. My profile picture is me atop an eight foot ladder picking beans from 16 foot trellis. Please email me at jim.salat@gmail.com regarding seed availability prior to ordering. I prefer email so I can get back to you right away if need be. You can also request seed using regular mail. Please submit a list, short note, or SSE request form listing what you would like along with your payment. Payment for seed requests can be made by personal check, money order, cash, or PayPal (at jimmy.the.pole.bean@gmail.com). Postage is $2 for one or two orders, $4 for 3 or 4 orders, and free for 5 orders or more. I really look forward to filling seed requests every year to keep these beans from getting lost to future generations. I try to have orders filled over the weekend and in the mail on Monday morning. Listings: 1, 116 Bean, 1 Chives, 1 Cowpea, 1 Runner Bean, 2 Soybean, 1 Squash, 1 Watermelon/Citron, 124 Total

IA SC J2 Jeanine Scheffert, USDA Hardiness: 4, Email: jscheffert@seedsavers.org Listings: 1 Squash, 1 Total

IA SSE HF SSE Heritage Farm, 3094 North Winn Rd, Decorah, IA 52101, Phone: (563) 3875694, Will Ship Year Round, USDA Hardiness: 4, Email: preservation@seedsavers.org, Thank you for participating in the Exchange! The Preservation Collection at Heritage Farm contains over 20,000 varieties of seed and vegetatively propagated plants. Our listings in Exchange are the primary way gardeners can access the varieties in the Seed Savers Collection. We will list a variety if we have distributable inventory and if it is not currently available from another lister. However, because our potatoes are grown from virus free tissue culture, we will list potato varieties even if they are being offered by another lister. Heritage Farm distributions contain enough seeds that requesters should be able to harvest enough seed to list the variety in the Exchange in the future. The amount of seeds we send depends on the pollination method and population size: corn and grains - 300 seeds; biennials and outcropping crops - 200 seeds; alliums - 100 seeds; cucurbits and legumes - 60 seeds; solanaceous crops - 40 seeds; scion and grape cuttings - 2 to 4 cuttings depending on the number of buds; garlic - 2 bulbs; vegetative alliums - 4 bulbs; potatoes - 4 tubers. Please contact us directly if you need further details on seed quantity per packet. Germination test dates and percentages are listed on packet labels for all varieties that have been tested. In cases of older seed lots or varieties that have not been germination tested, more seed may be sent to offset the possibility of low germination. We are continually updating the quantity and quality of our seed listings. We would love to hear back from you about the varieties you grow from Heritage Farm. Heritage Farm accepts and fills requests year-round, but may take a few weeks from the time an order is received. We have 1 employee who fills orders and their response time depends on the number of requests received and the time of year. In order to get your requests to staff as quickly as possible, please write "Yearbook/Exchange Request" on the outside of the envelope if sending via mail. Please use the Seed Request Form for all requests and be sure to include the six-digit accession number found at the end of the seed listing. Requests for more than one sample of a variety will be filled provided we have enough inventory. Requests for apple scionwood and grape cuttings must be received by February 28 and will be shipped by March 15. Potato requests must be received by April 1 and will be shipped the last week of March and the second week of April. We can send vegetative alliums and Jerusalem artichokes in early spring and/or late summer. For vegetative plant requests, please indicate a substitute. If no substitute is indicated and the requested variety is not available, we will send a refund for the request. If you are requesting seeds and live internationally, a Phytosanitary certificate (US $5) and an Import Permit may be required. Also, we may not ship to certain countries due to the required disease testing needed to issue a Phytosanitary certificate. All permit expenses are covered by the person requesting the seeds. We will contact anyone living outside the United States before shipping seeds. Listings: 1, 1 Adzuki Bean, 34 Amaranth, 159 Apple, 1 Arugula, 16 Asian Greens, 2 Asparagus, 4 Barley, 3 Basil, 678 Bean, 42 Beet, 7 Broccoli, 2 Broccoli Raab/Rapini, 1 Brussels Sprouts, 24 Cabbage, 79 Carrot, 7 Cauliflower, 11 Celeriac, 25 Celery, 7 Chicory/Radicchio, 1 Chives, 15 Collard, 174 Corn, 7 Cornsalad, 1 Cotton, 88 Cowpea, 113 Cucumber, 52 Eggplant, 9 Endive, 1 Fava, 1 Garlic, 3 Gourd, 64 Grape, 10 Ground Cherry, 2 Hollyhock, 16 Kale, 5 Kohlrabi, 33 Leek, 352 Lettuce, 54 Lima Bean, 110 Melon, 2 Millet, 1 Misc Flowers, 4 Misc Legumes, 25 Mustard Greens, 3 Oat, 54 Okra, 78 Onion, 5 Orach, 9 Parsley, 16 Parsnip, 238 Pea, 2 Peanut, 460 Pepper, 2 Poppy, 24 Potato, 56 Radish, 6 Runner Bean, 38 Rutabaga, 29 Sorghum, 32 Soybean, 21 Spinach, 202 Squash, 13 Sunflower, 18 Swiss Chard, 4 Tepary Bean, 3 Tobacco/Nicotiana, 11 Tomatillo, 1812 Tomato, 6 Tomato (currant), 49 Turnip, 5 Watermelon/Citron, 2 Wheat, 5445 Total

IA SU S Sally Sutton, 0000, Muscatine, IA 52761, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 5, Email: ts2648@caa.columbia.edu, I'm a lover of trees and flowers who grew up in the prairies of Iowa. I worked at Seed Savers for a little bit and there nurtured a love for stewarding our garden heritage and cultivating new varieties of plants, too. I'm relatively new to serious horticulture but aim to collect quality seeds to share with the community here. Order through the Exchange or send me an email at TS2648@caa.columbia.edu. Please use subject line "Seed Request." I take Paypal, cash, and check. $3 per small seed lot and $5 per large seed lot (since they need padded envelopes, which are more expensive). You can request any quantity you want, but if you require larger quantities, definitely check in with an email to investigate supply first. Thanks! While my family's heritage seeds originated in compacted clay soils, I currently grow in sandy, organic-rich bottomland soil that's world-famous for melons and tomatoes. So any genes going forward will be somewhat adapted for both. Listings: 1 Peach, 1 Total

IA SW D David Swaim, 60202 690th St, Wiota, IA 50274, Phone: (712) 2501171, Email: swaimpoultry@yahoo.com, I am in southwest Iowa and have been gardening since I was a child. My focus is on Midwest cultivars, particularly with an Iowa connection or Native American connection. I'm always on the look out especially for cultivars from the Meskwaki and Iowa tribe. For now I will only be listing cultivars that are not readily available in the commercial trade. Minimum order is $5. I will only send seeds within the United States. Listings: 1 Lima Bean, 3 Tomato, 4 Total

IA WA M Mark R. Walker, 676 640th St, Storm Lake, IA 50588, Phone: (712) 7325017, USDA Hardiness: 5, Email: kapitan@bvu.edu Listings: 1 Lettuce, 1 Orach, 2 Total

IA WA M2 Michael Washburn, 2725 270th Ave., Rodgeway, IA 52165, USDA Hardiness: 4, Email: farmerwashburn@gmail.com, I'm currently living in Decorah, Iowa. I'm a long time gardener/farmer and have done most of my growing in the southeast, mainly in Tennessee. I've grown about everything I can get my hands on but have a particular interest in Heritage grains. Much of my farming knowledge has come from my good buddy and long time SSE member John Coykendall. I'm not organic certified but I don't use a thing except some good ole compost tea and sound rotational and companion planting practices. Feel free to pay by Paypal or send me a check in the mail. Listings: 1 Corn, 1 Okra, 1 Squash, 1 Wheat, 4 Total

IA WA N Nick Wallin, 107 W North St, Calmar, IA 52132, Phone: (563) 3808023, USDA Hardiness: 4, Email: nrw2254@gmail.com, I love gardening and I spend most of the warmer season planting and photographing my flower gardens. I'm interested in anything rare or with unique colors. Always excited to find other flower lovers! Place requests using the website, mailing me a letter, or contact me via email. Will ship all year. I work for Seed Savers Exchange and thus the Amaranth seeds I'm offering this year are from SSE's collection. Northeast Iowa Listings: 9 Amaranth, 1 Poppy, 10 Total

IA WI R Rochelle Wiedenhoeft, 206 Iowa Ave, Decorah, IA 52101, Organic, Will Ship Year Round, USDA Hardiness: 4, Email: rockwied@gmail.com, My listings are extra seeds from the Seed Savers collection. They were grown on Heritage Farm in Decorah, Iowa within the last few years. Email or snail mail me your requests. You can send cash or check. Payment covers the cost of shipping. Listings: 1 Corn, 1 Lima Bean, 3 Sorghum, 5 Total

Kansas
KS CO J2  Jonathan Conard , USDA Hardiness: 6 , Email: jmconard@hotmail.com , We are a holistic orchard that grows heirloom apples, blackberries, and strawberries in the heart of Kansas. We will ship promptly in padded envelopes and will include around 20 seeds per order. Located in the heart of Kansas, Tenth Street Orchard grows heirloom vegetables and strawberries on the rich sandy loam soil of the Arkansas River lowlands. Our seeds have withstood the heat and wind of a Great Plains summer. Listings: 5 Apple, 5 Total

KS DU J  Jessica Dubin , 5951 Garnett St, Shawnee, KS 66216 , Phone: (913) 406-1211 , Email: dubindvm@gmail.com Listings: 1 Tomato, 1 Total

KS KN R  Richard L. Knight , 1618 NW Grove Ave, Topeka, KS 66606-1236 , Phone: (785) 4081094, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 5 Listings: 1 Bean, 1 Okra, 1 Onion, 1 Tomato, 4 Total

Kentucky

KY CU D  Deno Curris , 2061 Lakeside Dr, Lexington, KY 40502, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 6 , Email: cwcurris@gmail.com , Formerly MD CU D, IA CU D, SC CU D. No requests after June. Listings: 1 Tomato, 1 Total

KY DE S  Steve Delaney , 90 CARDINAL DR, OWENTON, KY 40359, USDA Hardiness: 6 , Email: outdoorsruff73@gmail.com , I have gardened in some form for nearly my entire life. I began to study seed saving around 2018 and found the exchange in 2019. In the spring of 2020 I made my first request off the exchange and in the fall I decided to make my first listing to share what I have with others. Will accept cash or check through mail or you can use PayPal. These seeds are my personal garden seeds, so the number of individuals I can send samples to is limited but I will try to fulfill all requests. My garden is about two tenths of an acre of Kentucky ridge-top clay, not super fertile but its being amended each year. I use an electric fence to keep deer and coons at bay, and have thus far not used any pesticides (though I will use some if needed, I have to keep them as pollinator friendly as possible.) My garden sits about 100 yards from my apiary and has lots of pollinators in it. Listings: 1 Bean, 2 Cowpea, 3 Total

KY SP L  Lisa Spencer , 317 Brooks Station Drive, Brooks, KY 40109, Organic, Will Ship Year Round , USDA Hardiness: 6 , Email: ellerswspencer@aol.com , I spent my youth learning to garden in Smith county, Mississippi. As an adult, I have lived and gardened in Wisconsin, Indiana, Alabama, and Georgia. I now reside in Brooks, Kentucky. My prize offering is a personal family heirloom, the T.E. Martin Original Purplehull cowpea. I also offer another rare family heirloom, the T.E. Martin Original Pink-eyed Butterbean. I am happy to trade seeds with other members. I maintain a YouTube channel, “Lisa Ann Spencer” and a Gardening Playlist. I hope you’ll come for a visit. I am happy to fill orders, by snail mail or email, year round as long as I have seeds available. I accept PayPal. I am willing to accept cash, check, or trade seeds of equal value. I will gladly accept $2 cash with a Self-Addressed-Stamped-Envelope for very small seeds, such as tomatoes, marigolds, cleome and zinnias. Brooks, KY Listings: 1 , 1 Bean, 2 Cowpea, 1 Four O’Clock, 1 Hibiscus, 1 Lima Bean, 1 Marigold, 1 Melon, 1 Morning Glory, 2 Okra, 1 Parsley, 4 Pepper, 1 Radish, 1 Spider Flower, 4 Tomato, 1 Zinnia, 24 Total

KY SU S  Sarah Sutherland , 561 Blankenbaker Ln, Louisville, KY 40207 , Phone: (502) 8979845, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 6 , Email: ssutherland@locustgrove.org , Please follow yearbook guidelines carefully and use the current yearbook request form only. Correspondence: With others working at historic sites. I would like to correspond with homesteaders. Looking for good info on recreating an 1809 farm, garden and greenhouse. No requests after July 1, please. Please include the correct amount, and if you have any questions about “Is this a large or small seed?” please email/call and ask! Listings: 1 Amaranth, 1 Castor Bean, 1 Metol, 1 Misc Cucurbitis, 3 Misc Flowers, 1 Okra, 2 Pepper, 1 Tomato, 11 Total

Maine

ME CL T  T. Clark , 651 Sugar Hill Rd, Eastbrook, ME 04634 , Phone: (207) -565-3059 , USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: tclark@downeast.net , PLEASE contact by phone or by letter only. Please call or send written communication via USPS for any orders. Listings: 1 Bean, 1 Runner Bean, 2 Total

ME LA N  Neil Lash , 320 Mantkind Rd, Waldoboro, ME 04572 , Phone: (207) -322-3089 , USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: neil_lash@msad40.org , Please, no requests after June 1st. Formerly ME TH J. Please send orders to Medomak Valley High School, c/o Neil Lash. Make checks out to SAD#40. Our seeds are maintained by the Medomak Valley High School Heirloom Seed Project. This project is run by high school students and they appreciate any correspondence from other schools and organizations studying the history of heirloom seeds. We are also looking for tree seeds from "historical" trees for our Living History Arboretum. Also the history to go with the seeds. Please only send requests via snail mail before June 1.. Listings: 2 Barley, 1 Basil, 96 Bean, 1 Chestnut, 6 Corn, 2 Cowpea, 6 Cucumber, 1 Eggplant, 11 Garlic, 2 Ground Cherry, 3 Jerusalem Artichoke/Sunchoke, 3

Louisiana

LA BR E  Elizabeth Brooks , 7041 Golden Tee Dr, Slaughter, LA 70777, Organic, Will Ship Year Round , USDA Hardiness: 8 , Email: lisadough@toast.net , It can be frustrating to garden organically when disease and rabbits and bugs want to destroy everything. The low point for me was 2016. Despite regular applications of compost and other organic amendments, fungal disease and leaf-footed bugs killed my tomato plants before they could flower. Peppers struggled after being fed bone meal, an organic product that was supposed to help them flourish. Beans did okay until 25” of rain fell in a two-day period. My plastic fence fell down and rabbits ate everything that survived the floods. My organic approach wasn’t working, and I wasn’t sure what to do. I had been reading some arguments on the Garden Web soil forum which cast doubt on the usefulness of compost and bone meal. I disagreed with a lot of it, but decided to follow some of the suggestions. First I put up a sturdy fence to deter the rabbits. I then planted Territorial Seed Company’s ‘fungus fighting” Mighty Mustard Trifecta Power Blend” in my tomato beds. I also planted buckwheat, fava bean, and other fall and winter cover crops in some other raised beds and mixed in some bagged soil containing mycorrhizae. I also decided to stop adding bone meal to peppers and other plants after reading about its negative impact on mycorrhizae. Six months later, I was convinced I had wasted my time. Tomatoes planted in March 2017 followed the previous three years’ pattern. They did well for a few weeks then started to exhibit signs of fungal disease. Before I could pull them, however, all 30+ began producing lush foliage. I left them alone. All but one flourished, and I was rewarded with healthy plants and a decent crop of tasty unblemished tomatoes for most of the summer. Eight of my plants (cherries and small Cuban varieties) actually produced tomatoes through 100 degree heat and were only killed when frosts struck them in mid-November. I have never had tomato plants live or produce this long. I dug up these eight plants and observed numerous white mycorrhizal filaments, something I had not seen in previous years. I immediately started planting winter cover crops and have been trying to nurture mycorrhizae in the soil ever since. Not all of my harvests are huge, particularly in times of drought. However, I can honestly say that the plants are much healthier and struggle less with disease and bugs than in the past. If you are having trouble with fungal disease, you might research mycorrhizae and see whether adding it and/or nourishing it may be beneficial. Use the SSE form/price listings. Payment should be made by cash or check. Central Louisiana, USDA Zone 8b/9a. Listings: 2 Bean, 1 Cowpea, 1 Fava/Broad Bean, 1 Pea, 1 Tomato (currant), 6 Total
Maryland

MD CH K Kaitlyn Chambers, MD, USDA Hardiness: 7, Email: kaitlynchambers11@gmail.com, Maryland based, interested in seed keeping and edible food forest. Focus on organic no-till/flow till practices, low inputs, and drought tolerant food producing plants. Purple Husk Rainbow corn available! Super excited to have grown this from SSE's collection and able to share for 2022 growers. Listings: 1 Corn, 1 Lima Bean, 2 Total

MD GO E Edwin Gould, 6505 Carlinda Ave, Columbia, MD 21046-1019, Phone: (410) 7302146, USDA Hardiness: None, Email: pottergoulddee@gmail.com, Cash only. No checks. I ship seeds from March to June. Seeds are grown using organic methods but are not certified. Listings: 1 Castor Bean, 1 Hibiscus, 1 Misc Flowers, 1 Misc Legumes, 1 Okra, 1 Poppy, 1 Sunflower, 1 Swiss Chard, 8 Total

MD MA J2 Julia Mandes, MD, USDA Hardiness: 7, Email: ldgy@gmail.com, Urban gardener hailing from Baltimore City, clinical herbalist and acupuncturist. Email me to make arrangements. Baltimore, MD, USA Listings: 1 Amaranth, 1 Celosia/Cockcomb, 2 Total

MD MI R Robert Michell, 8100 Cedarge Pl, Glenn Dale, MD 20769, Phone: (301) 8058174, Organic, Will Ship Year Round, USDA Hardiness: 7,

Email: rmichell145@gmail.com, I have a full time job and 2 kids. Gardening is my hobby, I am basically a home gardener with a couple garden plots where I grow things. I grow things on a fairly small scale, I hope one day to grow on a larger scale. I am in Maryland (zone 7), and I am most interested in heirloom and Native American varieties. I also maintain a fairly large number of potato varieties and several garlic and shallot varieties, which I will try to list when available. I may be slow in adding different seeds to my list, but I will work on getting them posted and keeping the list up to date. I do have a PayPal account set up with my email address, but I also accept cash sent in the mail, whichever is easier. This is my first year listing, so I am sure my descriptions and instructions will evolve over time. It is always best to email me first before sending a request for seed. I am happy to ship seeds year round when I have them available. For Potatoes: The best time to request potatoes is in the fall (starting in late-July) and extending through late winter. I would prefer to send them in the late summer and fall before the cold weather sets in. That is when I can tell best what I have available for sharing as I usually have most varieties dug up by the end of July. Best to just email me about availability. For Garlic and Shallots: The best time to request is between July and October. This is when I also know best what I have available for sharing. I may have some shallots available during the winter as I may keep some for spring planting. Again, it is best to email me first to check on availability. For all other seeds, I will be adding them to the list as I can and you can email me at any time about these to check on availability. I grow everything organically (not certified). I don’t use anything chemical. Compost and grass clippings are my favorite soil amendments and weed control. Listings: 1 Garlic, 9 Onion, 35 Potato, 55 Total

MA HE S Susan Hegarty, 245 S Main St, Andover, MA 01810, Will Ship Year Round, USDA Hardiness: 6, Email: shegarty@massnature.com, USDA Zone 6A. Home gardener. No pesticides or chemical fertilizers used on the property. Please send cash or check with your seed request. USDA Zone 6A, Listings: 1 Pea, 1 Total

MA HO K Erbin Crowell, 20 E Buckland Rd, Shelburne Falls, MA 01370, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 5, Email: erbin3@gmail.com, Garlic nut, working to preserve as many varieties as I can manage. Also interested in preserving Quaker, Swedish and Czech heirlooms and varieties indigenous to Southern New England. Formerly RI HO K. Please place orders via mail with payment. Use the website or email to make requests. Seeds are shipped year round, and garlic beginning in August through November. Prices are those recommended by SSE: Small Seeds - $3.00; Large Seeds and Biennials - $4.00; Roots, Bulbs, Tubers, Cuttings and other Non-Seeds - $5.00. Please email with any questions. Listings: 2 Bean, 14 Garlic, 2 Onion, 1 Runner Bean, 1 Squash, 20 Total

MA MU P Peter Murphy, 12 Atwood St, Kingston, MA 02364, USDA Hardiness: 6, Email: enarril@gmail.com, e-mail first. Listings: 6 Bean, 1 Pepper, 7 Total

MA PI R Roger W. Pied, 23 Phelps St, Salem, MA 01970, Phone: (978) 744-2909, USDA Hardiness: 6, Email: RWPIED5@GMAIL.COM, Listings: 5 Corn, 1 Misc Flowers, 1 Tobacco/Nicotiana, 7 Total

MA QU L Louise R. Quigley, 41 Bower Rd, Braintree, MA 02184, Phone: (414) -962-2703, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 6, Email: chuckgyver@aceweb.com, I’ve started using no-till techniques and cover-cropping, and find my vegetables grow well when inter-planted with cover crops. All of my current offerings have grown well for me in both Milwaukee (zone 5) and Boston areas (zone 6). Communication by snail mail and email are preferred: I get so many robocalls that I only answer the phone if I recognize the number. If you must use the phone, leave a clear message. Listings: 1 Bean, 1 Dill, 2 Lettuce, 2 Misc Flowers, 1 Pea, 1 Radish, 5 Tomato, 13 Total

MA RE E Elaine Reidy, 302 Euclid Ave, Lynn, MA 01904-1940, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 6, No checks, please! Dollars only. Listings: 1 Anise, 1 Grape, 1 Melon, 1 Misc Flowers, 4 Total

MA SE M Michelle Sears, 15 Summer St, Wrentham, MA 02093, Phone: (774) 2192695, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 6, Email: blueberrycisp@gmail.com, I’ve been gardening for several years, but only started saving seeds recently after reading Epic Tomatoes. The process was intriguing and was much easier than I’d expected! I have 2 small children, so gardening is currently on

MA BA D Donald Baptiste, 175 School St, Rehoboth, MA 02769, Phone: (508) 252-4177, USDA Hardiness: 6, Email: kofield@comcast.net, No onion requests after October 31, 2016. Request Jerusalem Artichoke between May 2016 and September 2016, Listings: 1 Jerusalem Artichoke/Sunchoke, 1 Onion, 2 Total

MA LISTER PROFILES SECTION
the back burner, but I am excited to be part of this community and learn! PayPal or Venmo preferred (@Michelle-Sears-78) but cash or check are also fine. Listings: 1 Misc Flowers, 1 Total

**MA TE A**  
Adam Tedeschi, 140 Tremont St, Mansfield, MA 02048-1718, USDA Hardiness: 5
Email: adamtedeschi@gmail.com, I will accept garlic requests after August 1, when I know exactly how much garlic I have to offer. My listings are Must Reoffer to encourage others to offer garlic in the Yearbook, so that we move away from relying on a small number of members for a large diversity of garlic. All requests filled and mailed first half of October. Listings: 2 Tomato, 2 Total

**MA TH C**  
Cathryn Thomas, 35 Cross St, Bernardston, MA 01337-9566, Organic, Will Ship Year Round, USDA Hardiness: 5
Email: catta@earthlink.net All garlic orders are $10.00 for a quarter pound, per variety, and are shipped in September only. Listings: 3 Garlic, 1 Tobacco/Nicotiana, 4 Total

**MA WE A**  
Matthew Webb, 101 Decker Street, Milton, MA 02186, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 6
Email: magnuswebb@gmail.com, Recovering educator turned full-time farmer and (nano)farmer. Experimenting with fruits, vegetables, flowers, maple syrup, chickens, worms, and woodworking on less than a quarter acre, fighting the shade. Assisted by two toddler farmhands. Growing on the South Shore of Massachusetts, with New England weather tempered by proximity to the Atlantic Ocean, zone 6B, (sub)urban farming! Not certified organic, but following eco/organic practices. Check or PayPal preferred. Listings: 3 Apple, 1 Asparagus, 1 Horseradish, 1 Jerusalem Artichoke/Sunchoke, 1 Misc Berries, 1 Onion, 2 Strawberry, 1 Walnut, 11 Total

**MA WE S**  
Suzanne Werner, , , MA, Phone: (508) 3477191, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 6
Email: ssicard@verizon.net, I've been growing veg for more than 20 years. I've been seeking out heirloom varieties, particularly Native American and French varieties for over 10 years. Please e-mail any requests. Payment is via PayPal. All Garlic will be shipped in Oct. I grow on a small organic homestead, in Central Massachusetts. Listings: 3 Garlic, 1 Squash, 4 Total

---

**Michigan**

**MI BE O**  
Otto Bennig, N12016 Junet Rd, Ironwood, MI 49938, USDA Hardiness: 5
Email: t00to01@gmail.com, No requests after May 15. Listings: 6 Potato, 6 Total

**MI BU A**  
Andrew Bucienski, 25945 Badger St, Flat Rock, MI 48134, Phone: (734) -782-4672, USDA Hardiness: 6
Email: plantguyandrew@gmail.com, I have an interest in as local as possible regional plants. Native American domesticated plants, useful Native American plants, old regional plants of historic interest, uses of common plants that grow around people in their gardens, plant traditions and preservation of plants with people/groups of people who will be most likely to raise and carry on plant saving traditions into the future. I would appreciate any help that you could offer in finding these plants and preserving them into the future. I would also like to share my harvest with regional Native People where appropriate. Contact me at plantguyandrew@gmail.com or call me at 734-782-4672 and leave a message, tell me your story, give me your contact information, and we'll work something out. I ALSO HAVE SMALL NUMBERS OF OTHER REGIONS TO SHARE UPON REQUEST, SOME NATIVE AMERICAN. Located on Historic Grosse Ile, at Westcroft Gardens, Westcroft (meaning West Farm) Gardens is the oldest family owned and operated farm in the state. Established on July 6, 1776. Westcroft is currently owned by the 7th generation of Macomb descendants and operated by the 8th generation. Purchased from the Potawatomi (246 years ago) with whom a signed deed on display at the office shows animal pictures as signatures. Land our regional Native American garden is grow on is leased by Community Grown Gardens, whose motto is Teach, Grow, Give. We provide inclusive opportunities in agriculture, feed needy community members, provide an opportunity to display farming an gardening year round, and also are working on reaching out to regional Native Americans, and many of us are or once were teachers, and we welcome visitors and participants in our community gardening experience. Listings: 1 Bean, 1 Total

**MI DO M**  
Mark & Sandy Dodes, 14581 Sharrard Rd, Allenton, MI 48002, Phone: (810) 5430553, Organic, Will Ship Year Round, USDA Hardiness: 5
Email: eadsarah31612@gmail.com, We started aquaponic gardening in 2012, as a proactive plan to continue self-sufficiency. Thistle had taken over our 7000' sq ft. garden. January 2018 we opened a YouTube channel & Facebook page under the name 2 Makkers Homestead. It is not updated regularly. Not all items are available year round. There may be a substantial wait period, (see location info). Please contact via text, email or post card. Requests are returned with similar free seed, cuttings or roots. If you'd rather NOT receive extra, note it so. Please mail cash only. PayPal charges 2.9% + $0.30 per transaction, if using a credit card. No fee from your bank. This area of Michigan can still be under snow in April. Please take this into account when requesting. Some herb cuttings may need to be under snow in April. Please take this into account when requesting. Some herb cuttings may need to be rooted, before shipping. Crown roots are available early spring till ground freezes. Most branch cuttings November through March, as after that buds have begun to open. Listings: 1 Apple, 1 Asparagus, 2 Chives, 1 Corn, 1 Dill, 1 Hibiscus, 1 Horseradish, 3 Jerusalem Artichoke/Sunchoke, 3 Mint, 1 Misc Aslers, 7 Misc Flowers, 1 Misc Herbs, 1 Misc Others, 1 Misc Vegetables, 1 Rosemary, 1 Sage, 1 Sedum, 1 Sorrel, 3 Strawberry, 38 Total

**MI DU S**  
Samantha Dukes, 2509 Holland Lake Road, Sheridan, MI 48884, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 5
Email: hattis@ymail.com, I'm a home gardener with a deep love for heirloom tomatoes. I'm also passionate about photography and find just as much joy in taking photos of my harvests. I truly care a lot about saving and preserving our heirloom seeds. Kim Lund and I started a local Seed Library at the White Pine District Library in Mid-Michigan to try and help preserve seeds in our community for the future. Kim was recently picked by the late Marin Longscht to take over his seed collection. I also have several varieties from Martin. I plan to help Kim keep his seed saving legacy going. I do a lot of seed trading, collecting, growing, and sharing. I'm a big sucker for heart varieties of tomatoes! PayPal Payments - PLEASE USE FRIEND/FAMILY WHILE PAYING SO I'M NOT CHARGED A FEE! My location is Central Michigan. Zone 5b Listings: 13 Tomato, 13 Total

**MI FA J2**  
Justin Fast, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 5
Email: justinfast@gmail.com, We are a small family-owned and operated organic farm network specializing in rare, open-pollinated, heirloom, indigenous, and culturally important Midwestern food crops and edible landscape design. We farm primarily to nourish our neighbors. We steward and save seed to share the abundance with you and as a tangible act of reconciliation with our Anishinaabe neighbors. Each of your purchases supports community food security and food sovereignty in Michigan and across the Midwest, including preservation and rematriation of indigenous seeds to tribal nations. Thank you for your support! Our story: https://lighthandlife.fm/seeds-of-collaboration-and-multiplication-in-michigan/ https://lifesomethings.blogspot.com/2022/06/an-interview-with-justin-fast-samara.html

**MI HU D**  
Dolly Hunt, 1171 N Ellsworth Rd, Petoskey, MI 49770, Phone: (231) 3303126, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 4
Email: Dollsnook2017@gmail.com, I am looking for rare seeds and to share or sell mine. I live in northern Michigan so my growing season begins in late May and ends late September which gets a little tricky without a heated greenhouse. If someone wants to order seeds from me I prefer to use Venmo payment system or money order. Petoskey Michigan Listings: 3 Basil, 8 Bean, 1 Black-Eyed Susan, 2 Cilantro/Coriander, 1 Columbine, 2 Coneflower, 1 Com, 5 Cucumber, 1 Dill, 1 Gourd, 1 Kale, 1 Lemon, 3 Melon, 5 Pepper, 1 Poppy, 1 Radish, 1 Rhubarb, 1 Sage, 1 Soybean, 1 Spinach, 1
Squash, 1 Sunflower, 20 Tomato, 1 Tomato (carrunt), 64 Total

MI HU E Eleanor Hucker , 1724 S Hadley Rd, Ortonville, MI 48462-9110 , Phone: (248) 6275271 , Organic , USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: mi.pondsedge@hotmail.com , The seeds I offer are grown with love on our southeast Michigan homestead that we share with a sizeable herd of rowdy, fun-loving (and sometimes naughty!), free-range heritage poultry. Passionate about eating flavorful, wholesome food, expanding our degree of self-reliance, and strengthening the biodiversity of northern adapted crops, our gardens focus on staple crops grown responsibly with ecologically sustainable, regenerative practices. Though not certified, organic practice guides our cultivation methods. We consciously grow our seed to maintain varietal purity and healthy genetics, incorporating isolation by distance, blossom bagging, barrier cropping, hand-pollination, and growing sufficient population sizes. Our gardens have a lot of clay soil and are full sun. We typically see 145 frost-free days with the average annual minimum temperature range of -10°F to -15°F. Please check the online exchange for up-to-date offerings. Please visit GreatLakesStapleSeeds.com for additional varieties. PLEASE CONTACT ME BEFORE ORDERING TO CONFIRM AVAILABILITY. Please paypal address available upon request. Please check additional family listings at Hucker, Scott (MI HU S). Looking forward to hearing from you! =)Our homestead is in Brandon Twp, northwest Oakland County, Michigan, between Pontiac and Flint. Listings: 1 Tomato, 1 Total

MI HU S Scott Hucker , 1724 S Hadley Rd, Ortonville, MI 48462, Organic, Will Ship Year Round, USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: Scott.Hucker@yahoo.com , I am on a small family farm in northwest Oakland County, Michigan. I have been a gardener for many years. I remember as a child gardening with my father. I started raising heirloom tomatoes for people in my area in my small greenhouse for my health. $4.00 a packet for everyone. I prefer 'free gifts' similar to what you ordered. Please include contact info - email or phone number. Please try to order Feb-April. May and June are busy. The seeds get refrozen by July 1. Zone 5B. Winter lows to -22°F (1986) or this century about 10F, and summer highs in 80s and 90s. Typically wet spring, dry June-July, wet from mid August, or not. Last frost early to mid May, first frost early October to early November. I plant beans and tomatoes June 1-10 when ground dries. Yards is half shade, so things ripen late. I start tomatoes indoors Apr 15-21 and grow the seedlings outdoors when over 40F. No insect pests except on kale some years. In 2021 and 2022 several tomato varieties wilted and died. We trap for raccoons, possums, and groundhogs. This lets our neighbors also garden. Listings: 5, 1 Amaranth, 116 Bean, 1 Beet, 2 Carrot, 2 Chives, 1 Cilantro/Coriander, 3 Cowpea, 2 Cress, 1 Dill, 1 Fennel, 1 Kale, 1 Lamb's Quarters, 1 Leek, 4 Lettuce, 4 Lima Bean, 4 Mustard Greens, 1 Okra, 1 Onion, 1 Orach, 1 Purslane, 1 Radish, 5 Runner Bean, 1 Swiss Chard, 1 Tepary Bean, 115 Tomato, 1 Turnip, 1 Yard Long Bean, 279 Total

MI KE C Cynthia Keesan , 1730 Charlton Ave, Ann Arbor, MI 48103 , Phone: (914) 2366123 , Organic , USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: keesan@sdf.org , https://keesan.freeshell.org/seeds/2021-beans-germ.txt germination rates https://keesan.freeshell.org/seeds/2021-beans-ripe.txt days to ripe seed https://keesan.freeshell.org/seeds/2022-beans-left.txt (needs updating to 2023) https://keesan.freeshell.org/seeds/2023-tomatoes.txt https://keesan.freeshell.org/seeds/2022-greens-roots.txt (needs updating) Please order before Dec 1 or after Feb 15 - May/June 1. I freeze my seeds from Jun. to Dec. I like trades of beans, tomatoes, greens. Too much shade for most roots. I can send Apios americana in spring. New tomatoes in 2022: Ayas (Turkish), Brin de Muguet (not suited for our climate or soil), Gardener's Delight (productive small red cherry), Nepal, Orange Pixie (dwarf) Pink Grapefruit, President Garfield, Spudakee Purple, Weight in Gold (cherry - pink/gold), New greens - a Turkish okra (huge pods). New beans - see below (2021 wet dry spring, highs 90F, dry/rotten, bean beetles) the best yielding beans were: Pole snap: Aunt Adah's Italian Pole, Cottontail, Falsest, Fortex, Frye's Golden Goose (super producer), Gold of Bacau, Grandma Nellie, Italian Pole, Ma Williams, Margaret Best's, Tennessee Wonder, Zona Upchuch Goose. Pole horticultural: Brockton's RED - productive but half stayed unripe. Pole dry: Anasazi (spackled type), Chest, Good Mother Stallard, Kirschbohne, Lambada, Snowcap A mystery dark purple, super productive, from seeds of Gold of Bacau wax. https://annarborfamily.com/spottedlight/neighborhood-woman-shares-tomatoes/ - article by wife of local gardener that I gave tomato seeds to. 2022 (hot dry) best yielding beans include the new Amish Half Runner, Greasy Grits, Haudenosuaneen Skunk, Monachelle di Trevio, Violet Queen, Vermont Cranberry, Annie Jackson, and also Blue Shackamaxon, Anasazi, Succotash, Flor de Mayo, Runner beans set seed late due to 90s weather. Very late frost (Nov 12 in upper garden). Photos are by my partner Jim Deigert, using a Fujifilm Finepix X100t, with a 6" saucer or a 4 1/2" tofu tub lid for beans and tomatoes. Shrunken to 240x240 60% with linux montify. Bean photos on a metric/imperial ruler. He also built gas-pipe/chicken wire bean trellises and an 8' sturdy Apios american trellis near the rain barrel overflow.$1 per variety plus $1 EXTRA per total order for non-listing members. $3 minimum for orders with bean seeds to cover shipping costs of large envelopes. ($3 for 1-3 varieties, $4 for 4 varieties). Free orders of up to 3 small seeds if you phone or email me the order. I do not take Paypal. Cash or check only please. I add 'free gifts' similar to what you ordered. Please contact me email or phone number. Please try to order Feb-April. May and June are busy. The seeds get refrozen by July 1. Zone 5B. Winter lows to -22°F (1986) or this century about 10F, and summer highs in 80s and 90s. Typically wet spring, dry June-July, wet from mid August, or not. Last frost early to mid May, first frost early October to early November. I plant beans and tomatoes June 1-10 when ground dries. Yards is half shade, so things ripen late. I start tomatoes indoors Apr 15-21 and grow the seedlings outdoors when over 40F. No insect pests except on kale some years. In 2021 and 2022 several tomato varieties wilted and died. We trap for raccoons, possums, and groundhogs. This lets our neighbors also garden. Listings: 5, 1 Amaranth, 116 Bean, 1 Beet, 2 Carrot, 2 Chives, 1 Cilantro/Coriander, 3 Cowpea, 2 Cress, 1 Dill, 1 Fennel, 1 Kale, 1 Lamb's Quarters, 1 Leek, 4 Lettuce, 4 Lima Bean, 4 Mustard Greens, 1 Okra, 1 Onion, 1 Orach, 1 Purslane, 1 Radish, 5 Runner Bean, 1 Swiss Chard, 1 Tepary Bean, 115 Tomato, 1 Turnip, 1 Yard Long Bean, 279 Total

MI KE S Cynthia Keesan , 1730 Charlton Ave, Ann Arbor, MI 48103 , Phone: (914) 2366123 , Organic , USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: kdlund121@gmail.com , I have been a gardener for many years. I remember as a child gardening with my father. I started raising Hierloom tomatoes after my first taste several years ago. I got into saving seeds about 12 years ago when I couldn't find good heirlooms around here. I grow plants for people in my area in my small greenhouse as well. A friend and I started a Seed Library at our local library this past year and it is going great. I love to go seed exchanges and chat with friends on seed groups on line. I have mentored several new gardeners, and shared seeds with them or gave plants to get them started with the bug. I grow...
several types of Heirloom tomatoes every year in my greenhouse and sell them around the state. I am going to be planning a vegetable garden in honor of Martin Longseth at our new Library location. Martin is no longer able to sell his seeds so he will be shipping them to me to carry on his legacy, what an honor, cash or check and now accepting paypal. Please if paying paypal do a friend and family. They take too much money out for their fee and I get less than it cost to package them. I do not charge shipping. Thank you.Sherdan, Mi Right in the middle of the mt. Listings: 1, 1 Cabbage, 1 Pepper, 987 Tomato, 1 Turnip, 991 Total

**MI MO S2** Sarah Morrish , 5005 w Taylor rd., Blanchard , MI 49310 , Phone: (989) 3041566, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: sarahmorrish32@gmail.com , I am a rare seed collector, a avid gardener for over 10 years, on our homestead we raise, poultry, rabbits and many rare vegetable and medicinal herbs, we practice no till gardening and organic gardening.Will ship by mail, check ,money order or PayPal, cash app. Will trade seeds or plants as well.Northern Listings: 1 Dill, 1 Gourd, 1 Melon, 2 Misc Herbs, 1 Poppy, 1 Squash, 1 Tobacco/Nicotiana, 1 Tomato (currant), 2 Yarrow, 11 Total

**MI PA R** Ryan Padgett , 1730 Warren, Ann Arbor, MI 48105 , Phone: (734) 489-4119, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 6 , Email: radiclerootscommunityfarm@gmail.com , "Beyond Organic" CSA Farm specializing in Heirloom varieties. Inspired to collect and share as many Slow Food Ark of Taste varieties as possible. The farm grows a little bit of everything, but specializes in beefsteak tomatoes, spring/winter head lettuce, watermelons, spring radishes, winter tat soi, and winter/spring kale raab.Feel free to order anytime! Listings: 7 Tomato, 7 Total

**MI RH M** Mark Rhodes, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: marhodes@mtu.edu , I'm a geography professor at Michigan Technological University studying memory and heritage, and as an avid gardener my whole life, I've finally begun to explore the history and potential in certain varieties of food named as memorials to others. I have established the Living Memory Lab as a home to better explore these questions, seek out unique varieties, and learn as much about their histories and impacts as I can. You can see my full list at https://www.livingmemorylab.com/home/learn-more. If you know of other varieties named after individuals that weren't connected to the seeds themselves, please get in touch! We're trying to assemble oral histories to accompany these seeds.Please simply fill out the request form and email it to me at marhodes@mtu.edu. Listings: 1 Bean, 1 Pea, 1 Pepper, 1 Potato (True Potato Seed), 5 Tomato, 9 Total

**MI ST T** Tara Stow , 5477 Bethel Church Rd, Saline, MI 48176 , Phone: (734) -944-3918 , USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: tskstow@frontier.com , I've been a member for over 30 years- listing intermittently while living in 4 different States, NC, WI, SC, & MI. I use organic methods.No special requests. Will fulfill orders anytime. Listings: 1 Garlic, 1 Huckleberry, 1 Melon, 1 Misc Flowers, 1 Morning Glory, 1 Parsnip, 3 Pepper, 2 Tomato, 11 Total

**MI WP S** Ward Produce and Seed , 4806 Ashley Rd. Smiths Creek, MI 48074-2702, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 5 , Saturday, my Sabbath. Thank you. All my seed is certified naturally grown. Minimum $25.00 request only. The nearest Post Office is 27 miles away - so that is why I only ship once a month. Sorry I am a one man growing operation, not a seed store. But I do love gardening. Now that I am retired I have more time to do what I love. In God we trust. I had a 250 lb Black Diamond watermelon this year. It has been too wet, better days ahead. It is lovely. Everybody have a great growing year. Any requests received without proper payment or postage will be returned. I will accept cash wrapped in dark paper only. No checks at all. Glue envelope flap tight. All requests filled the last week of each given month they are received.I ship year-round. Any requests received without proper payment or postage will be returned. I will accept cash wrapped in dark paper only. No checks at all. Glue envelope flap tight. All requests filled the last week of each given month they are received. Requesters please send phone number. Listings: 4 Apple, 1 Asparagus, 1 Basil, 6 Bean, 4 Blackberry, 2 Corn, 3 Melon, 1 Misc Berries, 6 Misc Flowers, 1 Misc Fruit, 1 Misc Herbs, 1 Misc Nuts, 3 Misc Others, 1 Morning Glory, 2 Okra, 1 Onion, 1 Oregano, 3 Pepper, 1 Raspberry, 2 Rutabaga, 7 Squash, 3 Strawberry, 13 Tomato, 3 Watermelon/Citron, 71 Total

---

**Minnesota**

**MN AN N** Neil Anderson , 746 Wheelock Plwy E, St. Paul, MN 55106-1736 , USDA Hardiness: 4 , Email: ander044@umn.edu Flower breeder/geneticist, urban farmer with a canning disorder. I maintain several fruit heirloom collections from my family in Vermont.Send me an email with what you want, I'll let you know if I can supply your request, and then I will send your payment appears in my PayPal.Saint Paul, MN Listings: 4 Apple, 4 Total

**MN BE Z** Zachary Benson , 511 S Glen Trl, Lino Lakes, MN 55014-5497 , USDA Hardiness: 4 , Email: zacmbenson@gmail.com , After 2021 proved to be the worst year for gardening I have ever experienced, the burnout was real in the 2022 growing season. I did manage to successfully obtain seed from one pepper variety this year. I remain unsure if I will plant garlic somewhere this fall. However, I do plan to grow some things for the 2023 season. Again, feel free to ask if you have interest in other growing seasons' listings.Cash or trades for seeds I'm interested in are preferred. Feel free to email and ask for a lower price per packet. Listings: 1 Fava/Broad Bean, 1 Misc Alliums, 1 Pepper, 3 Total

**MN EV R** Roger Everhart , 6555 131st St W, Apple Valley, MN 55124-7963 , Phone: (952) 953-4081 , USDA Hardiness: 4 , Email: reverhart@charter.net Listings: 1 Bean, 1 Corn, 1 Hollyhock, 1 Morning Glory, 4 Total

**MN FU W** Wendy Fuglestad , 205 1st Ave NE, Dilworth, MN 56529 , Phone: (612) 8121842, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 4 , Email: veryverazasulich@gmail.com , There is always space to garden! I have a small property but a huge garden! I use the square foot method and grow everything that vines, vertically. Each year I have been reducing the amount of lawn around my property to grow food, herbs, and flowers including native species. Besides growing in the beautiful red river valley soil, I also grow in raised beds and bags. I use organic growing and pest control methods, though I am not usda certified. I do my best to isolate seed/bag blooms/hand polinate for all my heirlooms, and will indicate in the listing of there was potential for cross polination. I have a more difficult time ensuring flower and herb seeds are not crossed, but I do try my best to offer pure seed. Everything I offer comes from my garden and will be planted in my garden again. Seeds are stored dry, in the dark at a cool temperature. I love heirloom varieties that are tasty, beautiful, unusual, and difficult to find in grocery stores (around here anyways). My perennials are cold hardy as winters here are tough, sometimes falling below -40F. Summers are usually short, and unpredictable (cool or hot, wet or dry-- even during the same season).Email me with "Seed Savers" in the subject line, or, mail me your list. PayPal or check preferred.Dilworth, MN Listings: 1 , 1 Melon, 5 Pepper, 15 Tomato, 2 Watermelon/Citron, 24 Total

**MN HE R** Ramona Heitmann, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 4 , Email: ramonastango@gmail.com , I have a 0.25 acre garden on the edge of the Prairie in West Central Minnesota. I garden using organic practices mostly for my own eating but have done CSA boxes in the past. I love the seed saving process and allowing for varieties to really flourish based on soil and location. I have been most successful saving seeds from beans, lettuce, onions, tomatoes, and squash. I would like to be able to save seeds from melons, but have yet to be successful with hand pollinating.I will except seed orders year-round (depending on stock). Please email prior to sending money to ensure that I have the seeds you are requesting. Listings: 1 Cucumber, 1 Lima Bean, 3 Onion, 1 Squash, 1 Tomato, 7 Total

**MN LA C** Christina Larson , PO Box 294, Sanborn, MN 56083 , Phone: (651) 329-2764 , USDA Hardiness: 4 , Email: larsonchristina@gmail.com , All plants grown in containers. It's fun! Try it! (Frequent watering is crucial). Interested in little-known or wild edibles, particularly greens, as well as cold-hardy perennial or freely-reseeding vegetables. Listings: 1 Misc Nuts, 1 Total
MN MU R
Raechel Murphy , 7905 County Road 19 Southeast, Rochester, MN 55904 , Phone: (507) 2526958, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 4 , Email: Raechmarie73@hotmail.com, I live on a small homestead in SE Minnesota nestled in the bluffs along the Root River. I love to garden, save seed, and preserve the harvest. Each passing year I gain a little bit more knowledge and experience, and finally feel ready to offer a few seeds. Please request seeds by mail, email, or phone. I am located in rural SE Minnesota. Listings: 1 Arugula, 5 Bean, 2 Chives, 1 Cosmos, 1 Cucumber, 1 Gourd, 2 Hollyhock, 2 Marigold, 2 Misc Flowers, 1 Misc Herbs, 1 Morning Glory, 1 Onion, 2 Pea, 1 Poppy, 1 Squash, 1 Sunflower, 6 Tomato, 31 Total

MN ST E
Elizabeth Stearns , 1235 N River Rd, Luverne, MN 56156 , Phone: (507) 2901646 , USDA Hardiness: 4 , Email: liberty@rtconnect.net, Interested in sustainable and ecologically minded growing. I love to share seeds and improve genetic diversity. Located in Luverne MN, the SW corner of Minnesota, so our climate is much more like the plains of Eastern Dakota. Make checks payable to Elizabeth Stearns. PayPal payment also available. E-mail address is riverbendberries@gmail.com Growing location is sandy river bottom, with very rich soil, on the alkaline side. Here we experience very high winds and extreme temperature change. When it rains we get too much, and droughts can be very long and hot. Rock County, MN is known for some of the most valuable com/soybean farm land in the nation...for now. Lots of drain tiling and chemical use in the county. I do not use chemicals on my garden, and do my best to protect it from drift. Do lots of companion planting and no-till practices. Listings: 1 Bean, 1 Radish, 2 Total

MN TJ J
Jim & Kathryn Tjepkema , 5031 41st Ave S, Minneapolis, MN 55417-1606 , Phone: (507) 210-2286, Organic, Will Ship Year Round , USDA Hardiness: 4 , Email: jmtjepkema@gmail.com, I am a long term listing member of SSE. I think more effort is needed to increase the number of listers. There is no point to having a collection, like the one at heritage farm, if these seeds are not grown out and exchanged by home gardeners. I have a policy of only sending seeds to people who offer seeds to others through the Exchange or plan to start doing this. Therefore, you will need to let me know that you intend to become a lister of any seeds you request from me when you request seeds I am willing to make exceptions to my policy in some cases. Let me know if you see any problems with the seed you get from me. I don’t usually find problems in the seed I produce. However, I do want to know about any problems that you find. When I have time this winter I plan to take a closer look at the seeds I am offering and might make some changes, including adding or subtracting from the number of seeds I am offering, which might show up in my online listings. I will be cutting back on seed saving in 2023 and may not have some seeds available next year that I am currently listing. I have a fairly large back yard where I grow my seeds in Minneapolis. I garden organically. Listings: 14 Bean, 1 Cowpea, 1 Jerusalem Artichoke/Sunchoke, 6 Lettuce, 1 Miso Legumes, 2 Mustard Greens, 2 Onion, 1 Orach, 1 Parsley, 1 Pea, 9 Pepper, 1 Potato, 1 Runner Bean, 5 Spinach, 4 Tomato, 50 Total

MN VA J
James Vanderwaal , 637 Birch Lane North, Shoreview, MN 55126, Organic, Will Ship Year Round , USDA Hardiness: 4 , Email: jamesvwaal@gmail.com, Listings: 1 Bean, 3 Pepper, 4 Total

MN WE K
Karen Weidner , 730 N 4th St Unit 901, Minneapolis, MN 55401 , USDA Hardiness: None , Email: kare5620@gmail.com, Karen Weidner has lived in the Twin Cities during her membership in Seed savers exchange. Her favorite vegetables are heirloom eggplant and hot peppers. She has gone to several campouts at seed savers exchange and loves to dance in the barn! She is amazed at all the wonderful heirloom varieties. She looks forward every year to see the varieties of seeds offered. NA Listings: 2 Bean, 1 Cilantro/Coriander, 1 Dill, 1 Eggplant, 1 Fennel, 1 Lettuce, 1 Misc Legumes, 3 Pepper, 1 Spinach, 12 Total

MN YA E
Emily Yager , 65406 Gunpowder RD NW, Grygla, MN 56727, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 3 , Email: yager.emily@yahoo.com, I help care for the gardens on our 300 acre multi-generational family farm - we grow everything organically, though not certified, and as sustainable as possible, using as little water as possible. Care is taken in preserving varieties with proper isolation distances, etc. Ships year-round. To the lower 48 States ONLY. Prefers Paypal or Credit, but will accept checks though they slow down processing. Zone 3, Northern Minnesota. Our soil is sandy and slightly acidic. Our growing season is about 95 days with very wet Springs and the occasional early frost in August. Listings: 3 Bean, 3 Total

Missouri

MO FL J
Jonna Flicker , 4840 NE Antioch Rd, Kansas City, MO 64119 , Phone: (816) 455-2616, Organic, Will Ship Year Round , USDA Hardiness: 6 , Email: jellicker2000@yahoo.com Listings: 1 Sorghum, 1 Squash, 1 Tomato, 3 Total

MO GE J
Jeremiah Gettle , 2278 Baker Creek Rd, Mansfield, MO 65704 , Phone: (417) 924-8937 , USDA Hardiness: 6 , Email: rareseedswarehouse@gmail.com, Please send Requests to ATTENTION MARTIN to ensure a prompt reply. Listings: 1 Amaranth, 1 Arugula, 3 Asian Greens, 1 Asian Pear, 2 Basil, 2 Bean, 1 Beet, 2 Cabbage, 3 Carrot, 1 Cauliflower, 1 Celery, 1 Celosia/Cockscomb, 5 Corn, 1 Cornsald, 1 Cosmos, 2 Cucumber, 6 Eggplant, 1 Gourd, 1 Kale, 4 Lettuce, 1 Melon, 3 Misc Brassicas, 2 Misc Cucurbitis, 13 Misc Flowers, 3 Misc Herbs, 4 Misc Nightshades, 2 Mustard Greens, 4 Okra, 2 Onion, 2 Pea, 14 Pepper, 1 Poppy, 5 Radish, 1 Runner Bean, 1 Spinach, 5

Squash, 1 Strawberry, 3 Sunflower, 11 Tomato, 1 Turnip, 6 Watermelon/Citron, 1 Zinna, 126 Total

MO GO J
Jeffery Goss Jr. , M. H. , PO Box 312, Hurley, MO 65675, Phone: (417) 7087860, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 6 , PLEASE READ this entire section before ordering. If something says “available as seed or tubers,” for example, please specify which one you are ordering, and price accordingly. I can now take US money orders, bank-checks or cash. Canadian cash is acceptable; no cheques. Some past orders that were lost, I have tried to track down and fill; if you were one of those, please contact me; we will make it right. Most of them were for Black Raspberry and Ozark Chinquapin. If you are not in the Yearbook, please include contact phone if possible; I do not have or use e-mail. I am interested in Missouri native plants and in any winter oat varieties, especially the Arkansas selections. Currently editing a newsletter called “The Nod” featuring oat variety reviews, organic oats markets and prices, and other news for oat growers. You can send $12 USD or $16 CDN for a year (4 issues) subscription. Recommended Reading: “Eco-Farm” by Charles Walters; “Weed the Soil, not the Crop” by Anne and Eric Nordell; “Alternatives That Few Consider” by Carroll Montgomery; “Some Fruits of Solitude” by William Penn; “When Weeds Talk” by Jay McCaman; “Minerals for the Genetic Code” by Charles Walters; The Book of II Esdras (IV Ezra) in the Apocrypha. Prices for U.S. customers are as follows: $3.00 for small seeds, $4.00 for large seeds, $6.00 for bulbs, slips, or scion wood, unless specified otherwise. Canadian customers add $2.00 overseas and add $4.00. US or Canadian funds acceptable, but vegetative materials (scion wood or garlic) cannot be shipped to Canada or EU (seeds can, however). Inquire about larger quantity availability on corn, sorghum, soybean, etc.; these may be available in much greater amounts. $3 per bulb of garlic (except Osage); $9 minimum for garlic. Listings: 1 Bee Balm, 1 Carrot, 1 Chives, 1 Corn, 1 Cress, 1 Elderberry, 3 Garlic, 1 Gourd, 1 Jujube, 1 Lamb’s Quarters, 1 Misc Alliums, 5 Misc Berries, 13 Misc Flowers, 5 Misc Fruit, 1 Misc Grains, 7 Misc Herbs, 1 Misc Legumes, 1 Misc Nuts, 2 Misc Others, 1 Misc Umbels, 2 Misc Vegetables, 1 Morning Glory, 1 Oat, 1 Onion, 2 Pansy, 1 PawPaw, 1 Pea, 1 Pepper, 1 Rye, 1 Sedum, 4 Squash, 1 Strawberry, 1 Sweet Potato, 8 Tomato, 1 Watermelon/Citron, 76 Total

MO HE R
Mimi Hedl , 20 County Road 725A, Belle, MO 65013 , USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: mimi@elevenstones.com, Project: Summer intern position available. Specialize in herbs, native plants and heirloom vegetables. Want someone who wants to learn about the above. Write to the above address. Listings: 1 Asparagus, 1 Lamb’s Quarters, 3 Melon, 1 Squash, 1 Swiss Chard, 7 Total

MO MO P
Philip K. Moore , 28801 E 219th St, Pleasant Hill, MO 64080 , Phone: (816) 540-3169 , USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: pecanman@centurylink.net Listings: 2 Corn, 1 Elderberry, 2 Hickory, 1 Pecan, 1 Persimmon, 1 Tomato, 1 Walnut, 2 Watermelon/Citron, 11 Total
was filled with processing persimmons and Burr oak acorns. The rest of fall and winter will be spent creating new garden fence to prevent access by any and all wildlife. When fence is complete, will upload picture. Became a Lifetime Member decades ago, and need to verify exactly which year joined. Zero interest in offering seeds to anyone connected in any way with genetic engineering, genetic modification, or any other terminology indicating lab tinkering, etc., of seeds and/or germplasm. I post this notice as years ago a member from Taiwan moved to another state to offer some pepper seeds, but it was only after ordering them that she admitted she was engaged in genetic engineering. Cut off date 12-31-23 Located in foothills of Saint Francois Mountains in southeast Missouri, at approx. 37°8' north latitude, 800-1000' elevation, USDA hardiness zone 6, but we are in an unusual pocket of seeming extreme nighttime cold in winter. Listings: 1. Misc Fruit, 2. Misc Nuts, 1. Pepper, 1. Persimmon, 1. Sunflower, 1. Watermelon/Citron, 7 Total

Montana

MT AU J  John Austin , 802 N 17th Ave #32, Bozeman, MT 59715-2755 , Phone: (406) -586-7885, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 3, No requests after May 30. I live in zone 3b, 96-day growing season, 5000 feet, clay loam soil, 19° annual rainfall/7° snow. Re-creation of an 1880s garden for a local living history farm. Also re-creation of Buffalo Bird woman's garden, including 12 Mandan coms as listed by Oscar Will in 1917, 6 colors of beans, squash, pumpkins, watermelon and sunflowers are of Hidatsa, Mandan, or Arikara origins. No longer at the museum, but still have a large collection of 17-1800's seeds plus native crops I have offered in the past. I'm now focusing on early, hearty seeds for our bioregion. This years listings contain the results of 40 years of testing plants in our bioregion, selecting for earliness, productivity, and taste.. Listings: 1. Asparagus, 5. Carrot, 5. Cucumber, 1. Ground Cherry, 1. Huckleberry, 2. Kale, 8. Lettuce, 1. Misc Brassicas, 2. Mustard Greens, 4. Pepper, 2. Radish, 2. Spinach, 29. Tomato, 1. Turnip, 1. Watermelon/Citron, 65 Total

MT CH D  Dave Christensen , PO Box 1417, Big Timber, MT 59011 , Phone: (406) 9301663, Email: buckskin@mintouch.net Listings: 1. Corn, 1 Total


MT WA G  Gary Wanner , 222 25th Ave S, Great Falls, MT 59405 , Phone: (406) 564-3725, Email: gwanner1@msn.com Pay via paypal, I will ship out promptly Listings: 1. Bean, 1. Pea, 1. Tomato, 3 Total

Nebraska

NE CU M  Michael Curtice , 11002 Prairie Village Dr, Omaha, NE 68144-4940 , Phone: (402) 321-1716, Organic, Will Ship Year Round, USDA Hardiness: 5, Email: gratefulseedssaver@gmail.com, I own and sustainably operate Grateful Gardens, a vegan organic urban farm in Omaha, Nebraska. I'm an AVID rural & urban farmer/gardener, seed saver/seed producer/steward, plant breeder and land steward of and for vegan /organic native/heirloom/O-P seed. I believe that seeds are in place to bring harmony, balance and life from Mother Earth for ALL that inhabit her. The tradition of stewarding seeds is why we still have those seed varieties today. I hope to do my part stewarding seeds and helping maintain seed diversity into the future, as well. I practice 'dry-farming' when growing tomatoes to help conserve water, increase sugars/brix and conditioning drought tolerance in seeds. Being a 1 person operation on multiple land plots gives me the opportunity to meet, teach and learn from others at my own pace and to utilize different growing techniques in the same season. Plants have given me the ability to learn something new each day. BAYERN/MONSANTO SUCK!!! REDUCE, REUSE, REPURPOSE, RECYCLE...Call/Text me at 402-321-1716 or email gratefulseedssaver@gmail.com to order many other unordered varieties, if interested. Check, cash or PayPal accepted. No credit cards. Michael Curtice 11002 Prairie Village Drive Omaha, Nebraska 68144-4940 402-321-1716 PayPal Account for payments is kidsmiles@cox.net or Michelle R. Lamb live in Omaha, Nebraska (zone 5b). I'm a vegan organic seed producer and I dry-farm vegan organic heirloom tomatoes in clay dominate soil. Listings: 7, 1. Carrot, 1. Colard, 2. Corn, 1. Eggplant, 1. Okra, 101. Pepper, 2. Salvia, 1. Squash, 250. Tomato, 2. Tomato (currant), 1. Watermelon/Citron, 370 Total

NE JO R  Russ Johnson , 308 9th St., Gothenburg, NE 69138-1913, Organic, Will Ship Year Round, USDA Hardiness: 5, Email: russjwa@yahoo.com, I have a very well isolated seed/vegetable garden in the loess hills of south-central Nebraska (Central Great Plains) soil pH 7.5, annual rainfall 22 inches, temperature extremes -25 to 110 degrees Fahrenheit, frost free days 145. My goal is to develop and/or find/regenerate varieties of corn, beans, and squash historically grown by native Americans in my region. I have worn out my copy of “Buffalo Bird Women’s Garden”. Plus, I have read every other book on Native American farming methods I can find. I want a low input, dryland, minimum-till, staple food producing garden. Currently I am only offering one listings. I hope to offer regionally adapted corn and beans along with my current offering of squash seed sometime in the future. I am still searching for varieties that “best fit” in my soil, weather, and...
cultural conditions. I love butternut type Cucurbita moschata. It is easy to grow, harvest, store, prepare, and eat. My current listing is a Waltham butternut squash I have grown in isolation for 9 years. Feel free to contact me via email or postal service.308 9th St, Gothenburg, NE 69138 Will ship year round email: russiaj@yahoo.com USDA Hardiness: 5 Listings: 1 Squash, 1 Total

NE SM Z Zach Smith , Phone: (646) 9156855, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 5, Email: zacharybsmith@gmail.com, I'm a tenured humanities professor with a deep love for the outdoors, endemic plants, and native animals. I live in the central tallgrass prairie of eastern Nebraska. I send you seeds. I'll put them in an envelope and mail them to you. You open the envelope and do seedy things with them. Omaha, NE, is in USDA zone 5 and classified as central tall grasslands by the WWF. Listings: 1 Misc Flowers, 1 Total

New Hampshire

NH HY J John Hynes, 2 Woodman Park Drive, Dover, NH 03820, Phone: (603) 9534290, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 5, Email: john@hytronix.com, Avid organic gardener 30+ years, seed saver, and plant breeder.PayPal to john@hytronix.com, Venmo to @John-Hynes-25, Cash, or Check to the address below are all fine. Please Email your orders to john@hytronix.com and cc jphynes@gmail.com to make sure I see it and it doesn't get eaten by a spam filter. Snail-Mail orders are fine too. $3.00USD per variety requested, unless otherwise listed. Thanks!Zone 5b-6a, Southern/Coastal New Hampshire Listings: 1 Squash, 1 Tomato, 2 Total

NH KA E Erin Kassis, 168F Quaker City Road, Unity, NH 03603, Phone: (413) 3867339, USDA Hardiness: 5, Email: erin.kassis@gmail.com, I'm currently growing in a wet and shady location in Unity NH, although I've also tended these seed lineages in the Hudson River Valley (NY) and lower Connecticut River Valley (Western Massachusetts). I grew up gardening, which evolved into managing farms, a BS in agricultural sciences, and doing regenerative agriculture/land use consultation. But mostly I just love getting dirty and giving people lots of delicious food that makes them fall in love with the world. I especially love wild and wacky plants, seeds with stories, food suited to preservation without electricity, fiber/dye/medicinal, and high-diversity landrace/grex breeding projects. I have a fairly large seed collection and am slowly adding additional varieties here as I reestablish seed lines in a new location, but I'm happy to dig into the archive if you're looking for something in particular. I am not certified Organic, but use "Beyond Organic" practices -- no chemical sprays, mostly sourcing nutrients and herbal preparations via hand collection, occasional use of purchased amendments (lime, rock dust, etc.) that meet Organic certification criteria. Nothing particular! Note that my listed town (Unity NH) is often required to be listed as "Charlestown NH" by US postal code. Ah, yes! Another thing: I live without internet or phone (including cell reception), so it's a bit of a challenge to stay on top of electronic communication. Please feel free to reach out via e-mail, phone call, or text to remind me of your order. Text (413.386.733) seems to be the most reliable way to alert me. Thanks! I'm growing on a rocky hillside in the woods in Unity, New Hampshire. In the Little Sugar watershed, which flows into the Connecticut River Valley. This is only my second season here (as of 2022), but thus far it has been astoundingly wet (somewhere there is standing water on the hillside). Stay tuned for selection for tolerance to cool and wet conditions! Listings: 1 Mustard Greens, 1 Total

NH LU G Gale Luby, 300 Beard Rd, Hillsborough, NH 03244-4703, Phone: (603) 5626537, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 5, Email: gale_luby@yahoo.com, 2021 was a turning point year for me as I decided to concentrate on pollinator plants. Member off and on for 30 years. Growing flowers and vegetables for 55 years! Mom was English. She always had beautiful zinnias growing at our Texas home! I grow these now for remembrance and their fantastic saturated colors. Interested in culinary and medicinal herbs and food crops. Grew heirloom tomatoes and edible flowers for grocery stores. Grew plant starts to sell from my greenhouse. Now have a cattle guard greenhouse that can holdup under sudden snow and ice storms. Summer in New Hampshire where I tend a 5000 sq ft garden. Winter in Florida. In both locations I am working on developing butterfly and bird habitats. I welcome any questions or pen pals and will trade seeds. My seeds are priced at $2. First, email me gale_luby@yahoo.com to check availability. Zone 5B. New Hampshire was in a drought with hotter than normal temps until June when we entered the English climate stage: rain, rain and more rain. Much rotted in the field, will be growing more in greenhouses to keep plants drier, especially the cucurbits. Listings: 1 Celosia/Cockscomb, 1 Coneflower, 1 Mint, 10 Misc Flowers, 1 Misc Herbs, 1 Tobacco/Nicotiana, 1 Yarrow, 16 Total

New Jersey

NJ AN C Christopher E. Andreas II, 16 Linwood Ave, Trenton, NJ 08638, Phone: (609) 209-0625, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 7, Email: c.andreas@comcast.net, Requests between March 1 and June 30, not after July 1. Please include a self-addressed envelope with your seed request. THE BEST WAY TO CONTACT ME IS BY PHONE! the number is 609-209-0625. I work outside all day and do not check in to emails until late at night or sometimes not at all so if you wish a more timely response use the phone. Shipping deadline can be flexible on some items so please check with me on items you may be interested in. Also if looking for a particular pepper or tomato I may have it available as some items are not yet listed. As many of you may have noticed over the years many of my listings had changed from available to limited quantity or must reoffer, in particular the hot pepper seeds. This listing was deleted from the catalog so I would ask you all at this time to Please only request three types of seeds especially hot peppers which I have a less abundant supply of currently. This change in the offering format has brought back the much higher volume of requests from the general public which I simply cannot keep up with to supply. The reason for this change years ago was because so many people would send in orders for large quantities of seed varieties with no intention to try and reoffer. One gentleman I spoke with regarding his order simply came out and said it is easier for him to purchase the seeds from me annually as he does not have the time or energies to save his own seeds for future plantings. A sad comment I feel but probably very
accurate for many, as the number or orders I was receiving was continually increasing. I could not keep up with demand. I am simply a local farmer who loves the soil and what God has given us and over the years have come to realize how valuable it is to me, my family and friends and am trying to do my part to preserve this for the future and offer it to those who see the same vision. The change in listing has slowed the tide as most of the listed members seem to be looking for a few particular varieties rather than enough to plant the whole garden with. I still wish some more people would try to re-offer varieties as it is not that difficult and the difference it makes is significant. Over the years I have seen many of the people I got seeds from in years past no longer listed in the yearbook whether from health or personal issues, so we need the next generation to step in and be a part. Every little bit helps, don’t underestimate the contributions of even one variety. Sorry if this sounds long winded but this space allows for a platform to get out some of my feelings and observations from over the years. I will be offering garlic this year. We had a couple successful seasons growing and feel the quality is of caliber that we can begin to offer. Most of the varieties we are growing are not in large amounts due to the fact that we are not commercial growers just local farmers and our garden size is limited. I would ask if you are interested to place your order early as supplies could be limited and it will be on a first come basis. I do not need money in advance with the order just an idea of demand so I can keep track of things. I would assume about Sept, 1 to be a fair ship date for most of the garlcs. As with the others seeds please call me to discuss any orders. Thanks.

All of our crops are grown organically, and with the utmost care for the environment and the land. Feel free to call me anytime with garden questions or comments. Again the best means of contact is by the PHONE 609-209-0626. Peace and Love, Chris, please contact me about any orders. Listings: 1 Celery, 14 Collard, 1 Corn, 12 Garlic, 9 Kale, 1 Parsley, 81 Pepper, 156 Tomato, 275 Total.

NJ LI M Michael Lindeboom , 352 E 2nd St, Moorestown, NJ 08057, Phone: (609) 7449717, USDA Hardiness: 7, Email: michael.j.lindeboom@gmail.com, I am a home/community gardener in southern New Jersey. I harvested seed pods from milk weed (Asclepias syriaca) growing wild near Ohiopyle State Park in western Pennsylvania. Over the last few years I have grown milk weed from these seeds at my community garden plot and in a butterfly garden at my home. Order a packet of 100 seeds for $3 a pack using PayPal. These seeds are not cold stratified. I reside in the southern part of New Jersey close to Philadelphia. Listings: 1 Misc Flowers, 1 Total.

New Mexico

NM KA J John M. Karon , 2505 Elfgro Rd, Albuquerque, NM 87107-3010, Phone: (505) 342-5639, USDA Hardiness: 6, Email: sierrastew@mindspring.com, Please send cash rather than a check. Garlic shipped in September. Ordering garlic in August (rather than early in the season) makes it less likely I will misplace your order. Please contact me before ordering garlic; quantities available are always uncertain (I shall try to update availability on the website in July, once harvested). Please include your email address or telephone number in case I need to contact you, especially for garlic orders. Minimum order for garlic is $10.00, as a result of postage costs. Listings: 1 Cowpea, 1 Misc Herbs, 1 Parsnip, 1 Pepper, 1 Runner Bean, 1 Swiss Chard, 6 Total.

NM LA M Michael Langford , 723 Kris Ct, White Rock, NM 87547, Phone: (505) 672-4126, USDA Hardiness: 5, Email: michael.j.langford@gmail.com, High desert. Zone 5b, Altitude 6200 feet ASL Listings: 1 Amaranth, 1 Total.

New York

NY BE A3 Allison Berg , 1161 South Main Street Extension, Jamestown, NY 14701, Will Ship Year Round, USDA Hardiness: 5, Email: sylverwolf@gmail.com, I am a 30-something economically challenged lone farmer with my hands in the soil and my heart in my corn. I grew up on this multigenerational family farm of mine and my greatest hope is simply to hold on to it, despite this becoming more and more difficult as the years go by. My seed is grown on a rotation. That means if you see something you want, you get it, because it may not appear again for 10 years. Due to good storage my seed should be germinable several years past original harvest date. All seeds are supplied chemical-free/ununtreated. I recommend freezer storage if you are not going to plant right away. My default bean/other seed quantity is ~20 and default corn quantity is ~200. "Lo"/"Low quantity" items will be allotted at half this amount. Poundage, or multiple samples of the same item, are NOT available. I am happy to help growers with questions even without a request, so please e-mail or write me a letter anytime. You may also contact me on my website or farm Facebook, or come join us on my Facebook group "Serious Seed Savers". My online listings are far more current than print, and may feature "late additions". Online listings may still become outdated in busy season. I have removed most of my varieties from SSE as of the 2022 season. This is because requesters are not asking my instructions here + the new publication deadline is way too early for me to meet. Please go to http://www.stillwatervalley.com if you want to request from a full selection. Many will only be on the website. Requests accepted January 1st - May 1st, 2022. No requests considered outside those dates. I ship once a week. EVERYONE must contact me in some way BEFORE requesting (email, Facebook, website, snail mail). NO phone calls, please!!! Cash or PayPal are accepted. I am no longer accepting checks unless you are requesting above $20 value. Use my pricing I have marked. I do not adhere to SSE pricing. Unless you can pick up locally, the MINIMUM request is 2 items or $10 value. I DO NOT ship 1 item by itself or anything less than $10 value. Shipping to the lower 48 US states only. NO international shipping is offered, NO exceptions, other than for Canadian indigenous folks (for which pre-approval is required). I love trades, but be aware I have a huge collection far beyond what is seen here. I will also barter for items other than seeds. Unlisted members may only request up to 5 varieties, with no more than 1 of them being corn; this should be sufficient for you to get listed, which I will expect you to do. Listed members may request 1 of mine for every 1 you list, but include SSE name/SSE tag when requesting, otherwise you will be treated as Unlisted. I am not able to make variety recommendations for you. I am happy to answer any other questions about the seed or what I do. I am one person that only wants to grow stuff in peace, but my farm loses money already and doesn’t need extra help with that. This is my own private seedbank and labor of love. THIS IS NOT A SEED COMPANY! Please respect that this all takes a huge personal investment that I don’t recover by listing here. Ignoring my instructions will just get your request returned or discarded. I will also decline requests from you in the future if you treat me discourteously, or fail to uphold agreements such as with MR/Must Reoffer seed. Thanks for understanding. Zone 5A. Creek valley in the far southwestern tip of western NY state, snowbelt. We often sit a few degrees cooler than the surrounding area, and have consistently earlier fall frosts (by a few days). Listings: 6 Bean, 3 Corn, 3 Pea, 3 Squash, 3 Tomato, 18 Total.

NY BE C2 Catherine Bennett , 1190 St Hwy 184, Heuvelton, NY 13654, Phone: (315) 7777245, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 3, Email: milkweedtussocktubers@gmail.com, I am a regenerative agriculturist working to create social and ecological diversity in my community. I’ve been farming my whole life, as my family says, and in 2016 I began Milkweed Tussock Tubers. MTT is a small-scale root crop operation focused on restoring rare and unusual potatoes and native roots. I want to be able to spread my joy of eco-ag with others, and I thrive on connecting seeds to seed savers. Contact me in whichever way is easiest: email, phone, Facebook, snail mail, through the Exchange or smoke signals. My earliest shipping date is traditionally April 12, though I am willing to ship earlier if you want to risk it. I will ship April through June, then September through November, based on the harvest and growing seasons of Northern New York. I am in De Peyster, St Lawrence County, New York. We are a valley at the top of the state, 15 minutes across the St Lawrence River from Canada. Listings: 1 Celery, 2 Potato, 3 Total.

NY CA P Patty Carman , 5465 Arbor Rd, Ontario, NY 14519-9506, USDA Hardiness: 6, Email: pcarman@rochester.rr.com, I am in zone 6a Listings: 3 Tomato, 3 Total.

NY CA S Spencer Carter , PO Box 265, Campbell, NY 14821, Organic, Will Ship Year Round, USDA Hardiness: 5, Email: ricspence@hotmail.com, I am newer to seed
saving. I live on a small plot, just under a half-an-acre. I am looking to help keep a variety going. If you would like help please let me know. I would like to try one or two. I do not use spray or use man-made fertilizers. I can send garlic after curing. I am in Upstate NY on an old river bottom. Listings: 2 Garlic, 2 Total

NY CO M Maureen Conway, PO Box 179, Ithaca, NY 14851, Phone: (607) 6218953, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 5, Email: Arxfoxfire@thexyz.com

NY DA M Morgan Dashko, 11 Spring Street, Newburgh, NY 12550, USDA Hardiness: 6, Email: morgan.dashko@gmail.com, I am so very happy to be a humble student of seeds, plants, and the networks that connect us all. I'm particularly interested in flowers, beans, brassicas, and squash, but I'll save seed from just about any plant that ends up in my garden. Currently growing and saving in the Hudson Valley, New York.Hello! Please send cash by mail or use Paypal to fulfill an order. Thank you kindly! Listings: 1 Strawflower, 1 Total

NY DA S Scott Danner, 198 Waterbury Rd, Schoharie, NY 12157, Phone: (740) 262-9442, Organic, Will Ship Year Round, USDA Hardiness: 5, Email: yamabrew@gmac.com, This is our eleventh year to be listed members. I have been a non-listed member since 2004. My family and I moved to our dream farm in July 2014, a small farming named Schoharie in upstate NY. Our northern boundary is Fox Creek which is a tributary of Schoharie Creek in Schoharie County. We are west of Albany, south of I-88. We are in USDA zone 5a. Our home is a 1770's stone house wrapped by 101 acres farmland with 3 distinct areas, creek bottom, rising pastures and a wooded ridge line. The farm was written about in several historical newspapers and was called "The Old Waterbury Place." 2022 marked our eighth growing season on the farm. We garden and farm organically (not certified) since our purchase of the farm, April 2013 using cattle, chicken, hay, leaf and kitchen compost to augment our garden. The garden has four sections facilitating crop rotation by plant families along with several perennial plant beds to include asparagus, numerous berries, and rhubarb. This growing season was truly impacted by 'Global Weirding' with near drought conditions and below average precipitation -7 inches during midsummer. NO RAIN at the farm from mid May through September. It looked like a barren wasteland. Finally in mid September the rain returned and green up was amazing but sadly not super plentiful. We only had 32.1 inches of rain this year which almost 4 inches below normal still. We had an amazing early garden but were not able to harvest any major crops due to the drought and through put. Our farming goals for 2022 hit the wall by mid June before we started our second grazing rotation of the farm. Cattle were placed in closest set of woods and feed the winter hay until late August. We restarted our grazing what little was there, supplementing with hay while rebuilding our weaker pasture areas. I am still dreaming of a water distribution system and fencing our the pastures. So until next year... By the way, did I tell you we got bees? It's amazing what a hive of bees can do for your garden/farm. Its truly the land of milk and honey despite the lack of rain! Our hogs continued working the Japanese knotweed infestation in our orchard. The knotweed is taking a beating. We received our local round bale hay in July from new providers. We needed to purchase additional winter hay due to the drought. Cattle herd is at 22 head. We've processed two steers this year selling USDA grass fed, grass finished freezer beef. Our first one sold out this summer and our second steer is almost sold out! We had 9 calves born this year on pasture. We are raising dairy springers and will have family milk cows for sale in 2024. Molly our boss cow had another beautiful and strong heifer calf this year. Just ask her, she will tell you! Molly is the keystone of our grazing program. Cato, our bull is in his third year. We turned him back in with herd 2 AUG. We should start calving season O/A 14 May 23. We will be grazing into the late November but only because of augmentation with bail feeding and the gracious support of our neighbors pasture. We only completed two full rotations of the farm this year. Please send cash or money order for $7 dollars. Due to the increase in shipping and packaging I have increased the price. Your package will come in a 6" x 9" inch bubble mailer along with seeds, seed packet and a tracking number that I will email to you. Follow SSE's instructions from the yearbook (and send the requested $ amount above) along with a seed request form from SSE. Please email if you have any questions. Listings: 2 Bean, 1 Calendula, 1 Runner Bean, 4 Total

NY DE C Cindy DeFelice, Phone: (565) 6370144, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 5, Email: cindydefelice@hotmail.com

NY FO T Tom & Kris Fox, 4140 County Route 70, Avoca, NY 14809, Phone: (607) -566-2118, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 5, Email: kristalhorse@gmail.com

NY GR C Colleen Green, 6434 Burke Hill Rd, Perry, NY 14530, Phone: (585) 786-8379, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 4, Email: csgreen@wnyti.com
increases packaging + shipping is now $10.00... Listings: 1 Jerusalem Artichoke/Sunchoke, 1 Tomato, 2 Total

NY GR R Richard Grayson , 134 Seacoard Rd, New Rochelle, NY 10804 , USDA Hardiness: None , Email: richard@karengrayson.com , Looking for New England Sugar Pie pumpkin. After growing this variety for multiple decades, crop failures have resulted in a total washout and I no longer have viable seed. Listings: 1 Squash, 1 Total

NY HE C C. Robin Healy , 22 Boylston St, Glens Falls, NY 12801 , Phone: (518) 2233689, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: gulfangofox@gmail.com , I am a permaculture design consultant and teacher in the southern Adirondack section of NY state. I work with my partner, Montant Tracy. We are teaching SSE-related and other classes and looking for property for an edible forest garden landscape for living and teaching purposes for adults and children. I am also looking for various colors of Romano-type pole beans. We are working on a fungi spawn exchange.Can order year round. Listings: 1 Bean, 1 Calendula, 1 Celery, 1 Jerusalem Artichoke/Sunchoke, 1 Misc Herbs, 1 Pepper, 3 Tomato, 9 Total

NY KI N Nancy Kirch , 328 Conklin Ave, Binghamton, NY 13903 , USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: nkrich@att.net Listings: 99 Tomato, 99 Total

NY MO J Jerry Moeller , 111 Frye Rd, Fort Covington, NY 12937-2709, Phone: (518) 3197263, USDA Hardiness: 4 , Garden interests: Fragrant and aromatic plants, wildflowers, bees, birds, butterflies, bugs, vegetables, fruits, shrubs, vines and weeds. Correspondence: Welcome. You write and I respond. All requests for seeds/plants will receive sowing/growing guidance. My trials of garden plants to attract honeybees to blooms end at plain old annual dill, better even thanorage or coves. In the fall it is sweetly fragrant garlic chives (O.S. AR SH J.). Please read my offerings with care whether seed or plants. Send me one dollar for SEED orders to cover postage and the envelope, that is one simoleon no matter the number you request. Send no money with your request for plants. Instead, look on the package of plants I send you and remit that amount to me. My plants are free just as if you drove in and you and I went digging plants for you. But I expect you to carry the cost of the USPS. Listings: 1 Bean, 1 Bee Balm, 1 Bellflower, 1 Blanket Flower, 2 Calendula, 1 Cardinal Flower, 1 Corn, 1 Cucumber, 21 Misc Flowers, 1 Misc Vegetables, 1 Parsley, 1 Pea, 1 Poppy, 1 Potato, 1 Potato (True Potato), 1 Squash, 1 Total

NY MU L Loren & Rob Muldowney , 105 Summit Street, Batavia, NY 14020, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: humfily@gmail.com , Moving around the USA. Last seed grown out in Minnesota and New York. Especially interested in wind-pollinated plants vulnerable to GMO contamination. Growing in isolation or bagging shoots and tassels.request via email, once acknowledged send postal mail to address on file/Western New York, several properties under development for seed saving Listings: 2 Corn, 2 Total

NY NI M Marilyn Nichols , PO Box 843, Millerton, NY 12546 , Phone: (518) 7899079, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: mnnichols843@yahoo.com No seeds sent after May 30th. Listings: 1 Black-Eyed Susan, 1 Mexican Sunflower, 1 Sweet William, 3 Total

NY OS D Don O'Shea , PO Box 1005, Ogdensburg, NY 13669 , Phone: (315) -393-5137 , USDA Hardiness: 3 , Cutoff date for scionwood is April 8 this year. All fruit tree scion wood and cuttings are a MINIMUM of 3 varieties, please. Will do custom grafting using your varieties or mine. Call for details. It is very important that you include your telephone number with your request. NOTE: Some fruit tree varieties are in short supply this year so I offer them as "Custom Grafted Only", for example, see Cortland. Please do not order these for scionwood to graft yourself. Also, check the rules for ordering. Fruit tree varieties are sold as scionwood. Please don't send the amount for seeds and expect scionwood. Correcting such errors is costly and time consuming. I am not on-line and have little time for correspondence by mail so please call my home phone with questions or for additional information. Fruit tree scionwood is offered on a "first come, first served" basis. Scionwood was not abundant (heavy fruiting and weak vegetative growth on most trees). Suggest early ordering to avoid disappointment. Listing substitutes may be a good idea, also. I may be able to provide small quantities of rootstock. Call for details and prices. Comment: People continue to order "custom-grafted" trees and the feedback has been very encouraging. As previously noted, it's nice to hear the effort is appreciated. Again, I'd like to list a few reasons why I think this process is worthwhile: 1) I'm able to offer more varieties but in smaller amounts (no waste); 2) It allows everyone an opportunity to try rare/unique varieties or those that are in short supply in a given year; 3) Many of our members do not have the wherewithal (tools, supplies, rootstock or the necessary skills/confidence) to graft their own trees, but have the desire to share in the SSE philosophy of growing and maintaining important stock for the future; 4) To keep this organization vibrant and growing, rare, unique and heirloom varieties need to continually be sought (and hopefully at some point reffered) by dedicated individuals. Such activity need not be limited to current Listed Members or horticultural "experts", none of whom are born knowledgeable gardeners/growers. Lending a helping hand in this way gives others time to develop skills to go with their enthusiasm. Please note that some varieties are only available custom-grafted due to short supplies; orders for scionwood for these varieties will not be filled. Custom-grafted orders must be done by telephone, so that prices and important information can be communicated. Please include your telephone number with your order - very important! Keep in mind that availability of a particular variety changes from year to year, so order from the CURRENT yearbook, not from a previous listing. Please send cash for orders $12.00 or less. Above that amount a good check or money order is acceptable; all in U.S. currency. No plant material will be sent beyond U.S. borders; too much of a hassle, sorry. The plants I grow are hardy. They are grown in several locations: some in Zone 3; others in 4a or 4b-5. I grow mostly organic but am not certified. NOTE: I have additional varieties which are so scarce this year I could not offer them, even as custom grafted. I may be able to get one or two grafts from them, however. If you have a special variety you have been unable to find, call me to see if I might have it. NOTE: I am a Master Gardener volunteer with Cornell Cooperative Extension and willing to try to assist those who have questions or seek advice on gardening/growing and related subjects. Feel free to call me. If you choose to write or to include questions with your order, please provide your telephone number. (No email - I am not online). All custom grafted apples are listed as CG, please call for accurate pricing. Call for availability, details and pricing, especially on custom grafting. Please note that my home phone (315-393-5137) should be used to contact me. The cell phone is seldom on and is not recommended. I do not ship year-round, except for perhaps some seed requests. PRICES: Scionwood $7; Custom Grafted Only: no listed price, call before ordering; Smaller Seeds $5; Large Seeds $6. (Note price increase due to higher postage rates.) Listings: 71 Apple, 2 Blueberry, 1 Cherry, 1 Coneflower, 1 Evening Primrose, 17 Grape, 1 Misc Berries, 5 Misc Fruit, 1 Misc Herbs, 1 Misc Nuts, 2 Peach, 22 Pear, 6 Pepper, 9 Plum, 17 Tomato, 1 Viburnum, 1 Watermelon/Citron, 159 Total

NY RE N Nancy Reinertsen , , NY , Phone: (347) 2626846, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 7 , Email: ndepas@gmail.com , I've been gardening as long as I can remember, planting citrus seeds, avocados, and beans as a child. Now, living in the North Fork of Long Island, I'm enjoying my days by growing microgreens, winter sowing, mushrooms, native plants, pollinator plants, edible front yard that the deer don't enjoy, hiding my strawberries, tomatoes, and melons from the local birds and raccoons, and studying to be a Master Gardener. Please call or email me with your requests. I'll mail your seeds after the PayPal clears. The North Fork is the eastern portion of Long Island. This is NOT the chichi Hamptons, but the much better Fork, by far. This area is one of the last remaining vestiges of semi-rural country living around. My region has rich lands suitable for growing wine grapes, plentiful oyster beds in the Peconic Bay (I'm growing them too), balmy breezes at the best farm and flower stands around. Listings: 1 Bean, 1 Castor Bean, 1 Morning Glory, 2 Runner Bean, 5 Total

NY SZ M Michael Szypier , 8986 Tuthill Rd, Lee Center, NY 13363 , USDA Hardiness: 4 , Email: mszypier@verizon.net , Cash only. No checks. Accepting requests from January 1 to May 31.. Listings: 3 Tomato, 3 Total
North Carolina

NC BR J Jonathan Bradshaw, 73 Wayne Lovedahl Rd., Cullowhee, NC 28723, Phone: (910) 9915249, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 7, Email: ncjbradshaw@gmail.com, I’m an organic gardener and writing professor living in the mountains of Western NC. The pea seeds I am offering were carefully and slowly crossed and stabilized by Dr. Dan Pittillo here in WNC—a life-long conservationist and retired botanist. Please contact me via email or letter. I accept payment via PayPal, check, or cash. Please make appropriate arrangements for delivery. Contact turtlesnail@gmail.com for more information.

NC CA O Olivia Carlson, Phone: (763) 9135155, USDA Hardiness: 7, Email: Olivia.carlson.98@gmail.com, Hello there! I am a budding seed saver, interested in growing and saving seeds that do well in my climate/microclimate, or have an interesting history. I have always enjoyed looking through catalogs, dreaming of the best vegetable garden set-up. I am primarily interested in culinary plants (annuals and some perennials), though I also enjoy ornamentals of all kinds. I just recently moved from Minnesota to North Carolina (from Zone 4a to 7b!), so I’m looking forward to learning more about gardening and seed saving with a longer growing season. Please contact me by email to order seeds. Raleigh, North Carolina. USDA hardiness zone 7b. Coppen climate humid subtropical (cfa). Ecoregion 8.3.4 Piedmont.

NC CO R Kelly Coffey, 385 Hodges and Miller Rd, Blowing Rock, NC 28605-9024, Phone: (828) 4065104, USDA Hardiness: 6, Email: kelly@theravenrocks.com, I am a budding seed saver, interested in growing and saving seeds that do well in my climate/microclimate, or have an interesting history. Interested in maintaining regional beans, corn and Heritage Seed Market, with a few companies now jumping on, such as Restoration Seeds and Fruition Seeds; increasingly, many of the varieties are being offered in the SSE yearbook. Bill Minkey (WI MI B), in particular, has been central to our success, as he supplies release quantities of seeds to the companies for the launch. If anyone wishes to join our breeding efforts (we are now focusing on cherries, pastes, and other more unique looking varieties), drop me an email. I am now working on a book that will document our Dwarf Tomato Project (likely to be self-published). I am also finishing development of some nice new sweet bell peppers out of the Islander hybrid (the first of which is Carolina Amethyst), a few interesting eggplant out of Orient Express hybrid, as well as some chance crosses, and a wide selection of ornamental hot peppers. I feel very fortunate to have two books available - Epic Tomatoes, and Growing Vegetables in Straw Bales, published by Storey Publishing. People can also catch me on one of my various workshops and lectures, the schedule for which is always up to date and found here - http://www.craiglehoullier.com/upcoming-events/. I am always seeking appropriate audiences/venues to spread the tomato word - be sure to get in contact with me if you or your organization is interested. Standard, SSE guidelines. More than a quarter acre mostly flat, mostly sunny yard - my gardens are mixtures of raised beds, straw bales and containers, focusing on tomatoes, peppers and eggplant for seed saving, but lots of beans and squash and greens to eat, as well as herbs and flowers.

NC GA G Garrett Gammons, 1388 pipers gap rd, Mount Airy, NC 27030, Phone: (336) 7107221, USDA Hardiness: 7, Email: garrettgammons579@gmail.com, Hello everyone, I am looking to exchange my acquired wild edible plants and potentially special home-grown varieties. I simply would like to exchange different species of fruiting plants, especially if they are native to the U.S. I have a FedEx carrier to ship if desired. I live in the piedmont hilly area of North Carolina. Listings: 1 Autumn Olive, 1 Cactus, 1 Grape, 1 Misc Berries, 1 Raspberry, 5 Total

NC LE C Craig & Susan LeHoullier, 120 Bumont Drive, Hendersonville, NC 28793, Phone: (919) -271-0785, Will Ship Year Round, USDA Hardiness: 7, Email: nctomatoman@gmail.com, We loved our first garden in Hendersonville NC - 4 hours west of Raleigh, where lower temperatures and humidity led to a hugely successful tomato season. Be sure to follow my blog (see the link in the next paragraph), or my Instagram account, @nctomatoman, to see the progress. I loved doing weekly Instagram live sessions throughout the spring, summer and fall - 3 pm eastern. I will be doing them monthly from October to February, and go weekly once things start growing in the spring. I continue to be really busy with numerous projects centered on tomatoes, sweet and hot peppers, and eggplant. The best way to keep up with my garden activities are via my website and blog, www.craiglehoullier.com. There is a lot of information there (check out the various menu choices), and I do try to blog fairly regularly - nearly every day during the growing season. My main projects are co-leading a unique, all volunteer/ amateur project to breed new varieties of Dwarf growing tomatoes (the project has its own website - http://dwarftomatoproject.net/ as well as my own dwarf tomato project, page, http://www.craiglehoullier.com/dwarf-tomato-breeding-project/ and we now have nearly 125 new varieties available - primarily from four companies...Victory Seeds, Tatiana’s TOMATObase, and Heritage Seed Market, with a few companies now jumping on, such as Restoration Seeds and Fruition Seeds; increasingly, many of the varieties are being offered in the SSE yearbook. Bill Minkey (WI MI B), in particular, has been central to our success, as he supplies release quantities of seeds to the companies for the launch. If anyone wishes to join our breeding efforts (we are now focusing on cherries, pastes, and other more unique looking varieties), drop me an email. I am now working on a book that will document our Dwarf Tomato Project (likely to be self-published). I am also finishing development of some nice new sweet bell peppers out of the Islander hybrid (the first of which is Carolina Amethyst), a few interesting eggplant out of Orient Express hybrid, as well as some chance crosses, and a wide selection of ornamental hot peppers. I feel very fortunate to have two books available - Epic Tomatoes, and Growing Vegetables in Straw Bales, published by Storey Publishing. People can also catch me on one of my various workshops and lectures, the schedule for which is always up to date and found here - http://www.craiglehoullier.com/upcoming-events/. I am always seeking appropriate audiences/venues to spread the tomato word - be sure to get in contact with me if you or your organization is interested. Standard, SSE guidelines.

NC NE L Lee Newman, 107 Coppercoin Ct, Apex, NC 27502, USDA Hardiness: 7, Email: taylormillfarm@yahoo.com, I have a FedEx carrier to ship if desired. I live in the piedmont hilly area of North Carolina. Listings: 1 Collard, 1 Pepper, 1 Squash, 3 Total

NY TY L Larry Tyra, 44 Saint Johns St, Sayville, NY 11782, Phone: (631) 5894576, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 6, Listings: 6 Pepper, 2 Tomato, 8 Total

Ohio

OH BA J Joan B. Ballitch, 6723 Township Road 13, Centerburg, OH 43011, Phone: (740) -625-5607, USDA Hardiness: 6, Email: eballitch@aol.com, Listings: 2 Chives, 1 Dill, 1 Lettuce, 1 Misc Flowers, 1 Poppy, 1 Squash, 1 Tomato, 8 Total

OH CI W Wendy Cisz, 13976 Buttermut Rd, Burton, OH 44021, Organic, Will Ship Year Round, USDA Hardiness: 5, Email: ciszfam@att.net, I have been farming since 1993. I will consider trading seeds. If interested, send me an email/ ciszfam@att.net accept online orders through PayPal. You can contact me through my email: ciszfam@att.net. I will not ship out of the USA. I’ve lived in Burton, Ohio for 44 years. Listings: 1 Lettuce, 1 Tomato, 2 Total

OH CR L2 Larry W. Crump, 10157 Air Hill Rd, Brookville, OH 45309, USDA Hardiness: 6A Listings: 1 Apricot, 1 Total

OH FR K Ken Fry, 8639 Weaver Rd, Ravenna, OH 44266, Phone: (330) 7147341, USDA Hardiness: 6, Email: forgottenheirlooms@gmail.com, Hello all I am Kenny, Owner of Forgotten Heirlooms, a little 2 acre hobby farm. I grow and save seeds from Heirloom Tomatoes, newer tomatoes, exotic peppers and cool beans and more. I especially love heirloom tomatoes with stories. 12 seeds per pack. Paypal please. NE Ohio zone 6A Listings: 1 Bean, 48 Tomato, 49 Total
OH GN M  Mary Gnizak , 14820 Twp Rd 211, Lakeville, OH 44638, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: praisetohimgnizak@gmail.com , No requests after June 1. I am not certified organic but have grown organically for over 28 years. I believe in building the soil to good health for optimal health for the plant and us eating from the plant.. Listings: 3 Garlic, 2 Kale, 5 Total

OH HI M  Marcia Hintz , T979 County Road 1, Grand Rapids, OH 43322 , Phone: (419) 8321102 , USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: hintzmarcy@yahoo.com , No requests after June 1, 2016. Listings: 1 Bean, 3 Tomato, 4 Total

OH JE S  Sarah Jewett , 178 Kettering Blvd, Delaware, OH 43015, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 6 , Email: snjewett@gmail.com , I grow sustainably, without the use of chemicals, on a small urban plot. Submit orders with subject Seed Savers Listings: 1 Kale, 1 Total

OH MA C2  Cynthia Mahaffey , 449 S Summit St, Bowling Green, OH 43402 , Phone: (419) 3088536, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: indigogirl17@gmail.com , Gardener, seed saver, retired college professor, mother, guardian of a rescue dog, guitarist, cemetery photography volunteer for FindaGrave.com. Urban gardener with herbs, vegetables, flowers, perennials and 40 years practice.Send a self-addressed stamped envelope with 2 first-class stamps for seeds requested. (more stamps if requesting rhizomes) Bowling Green, Wood County, OH (NW Ohio) Listings: 1 Hibiscus, 1 Horseradish, 1 Morning Glory, 1 Yarrow, 4 Total

OH MA V  Valerie Marburger , 3502 S Canal St, Newton Falls, OH 44444 , Phone: (330) 872-7971 , USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: garth1115@embarqmail.com , My cutoff date for requests is June 1st. I'm interested in correspondence with anyone who gets vegetable and flower seed from me. Let me know how it's doing. If it fails write to me and let me know. I'll replace it next year free. If it does well, I'd like to know that also. Listings: 2 Hibiscus, 2 Misc Flowers, 2 Tomato, 6 Total

OH MU M  Mason Mulacek , 13930 Butternut Road, Burton, OH 44021, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: mamul2k1@gmail.com , For many years now, I have been growing out and preserving rare and culturally significant heirloom varieties in the "Century Gold" Seed Collection. I ensure seed purity through various methods such as isolation between similar species, bagging, and caging procedures. In a time where a countless number of treasured heirloom varieties are being lost throughout the world, it is crucial to join in the effort to restore heirloom food plants back to our dinner tables. If you are interested in purchasing any seed: PayPal is accepted and feel free to ask questions through my email: mamul2k1@gmail.com. For mail orders, please send payment and your requests to my address as shown on the left under my profile information. Burton, Ohio Listings: 1 Lettuce, 2 Squash, 9 Tomato, 12 Total

OH PE L  Lisa Peterson , 2328 Edgerton Rd, University Heights, OH 44118 , Phone: (216) 321-1655 , USDA Hardiness: None , Email: peterson.lisa@gmail.com Listings: 1 Datura, 1 Tomato, 2 Total

OH ST M2  Maryanne Starcher , 1738 State Route 303, Streetsboro, OH 44241, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: maryanne9009@gmail.com , New 2021: Located Zone 5, Ohio Northeast. Have 2 gardens, each with a different type of soil. Grow organic, no fertilizers needed. Start many seeds under grow lights and heating pad use. 30 year gardener, retired educator and military veteran. 2021 harvest.Ship year-round. USDA Zone 5...notheast Ohio... Listings: 2 Amaranth, 6 Castor Bean, 1 Hibiscus, 1 Millet, 1 Misc Flowers, 1 Misc Others, 1 Okra, 1 Spider Flower, 3 Sunflower, 3 Tobacco/Nicotiana, 1 Zinnia, 21 Total

OH TH C  Connie Thompson , 4825 Laurellann Drive, Kettering, OH 45429 , Phone: (937) 2962639, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 6 , Email: mathomps@hotmail.com , Heirloom tomatoes are my great delight. Over the last 20 years or so, I have grown and tasted a little over 100 varieties. Only my favorites make it to my offering list. We have eight 1.5 ft high raised beds that we rotate the tomatoes in, and are in the suburbs and not close to other crop growers. Please send me any seed requests through snail-mail. Year-round is fine with me. Listings: 1 Watermelon/Citron, 1 Total

OH VA B  Bonnie VanMeter , 925 COUNTY ROAD 72, HELENA, OH 43435 , USDA Hardiness: 6 , Email: vanalpaca@hotmail.com , I've been collecting and trying to grow Heirloom Tomatoes since the late 70's, growing Chadwick's Cherry, Moneymaker, and Mammande in England, then finding Chuck Wyatt's site in the late '90's while gardening in California, then Ohio. The past 3 years I've been seriously collecting seeds again and growing the heirlooms in this garden in NW Ohio in nice sandy loam with some success. I prefer to use organic growing methods and fertilizers. I ferment my tomato seed prior to drying and bagging. I'd like to share my seeds with an approx count of 25 per packet at $2.50 each. Summers are super busy, but I accept paypal, so I will try to process orders within 7 days of receipt of payment. You can email me your order and send me a personal check or money order or Paypal me at vanalpaca@hotmail.com Zone 6a NW Ohio rural...4th owner of land since pioneer days organic methods since 1980's on this garden Listings: 1 Tomato, 1 Total

OK BU T  Terry Burgess , 194092 US Hwy 271, Antlers, OK 74523 , USDA Hardiness: 7 , Email: terryburgess@gmail.com , I was lucky enough to inherit a cow pasture from my late dad, and sectioned off a 25,000 sq ft garden in it. I have been developing and selecting okra and com varieties for the past 8 years. Seeds will be packaged in vacuum sealed envelopes suitable for long term storage in fridge or freezer. Cash or check by mail. PayPal. I appreciate return labels sent with mail orders. Antlers, Oklahoma Listings: 1 Cowpea, 1 Watermelon/Citron, 2 Total

OK MC G  George McLaughlin , 17361 E 690 Rd, Tahlequah, OK 74464-0236 , Phone: (918) 4578284 , USDA Hardiness: 7 , Email: georgemclaughlin@gmail.com , I garden in an extreme environment. We have lots of fluctuations in temperature during the year, colder than the East Coast where I grew up and many times hotter than South Texas. Essentially we have two short growing seasons with a "hot winter" between them. From mid July until the end of August many crops won't grow because of the heat and drought So, what is proven here is truly resilient. I will never claim to be organic but I garden as naturally as possible, using almost no insecticides. NEEM is about all I ever use, and that in an emergency. For small seeds I need $4.00 for a packet. This is to cover postage. For larger seeds I ask $7.00. If you request a number of packets of seeds we can communicate about the cost. If you use PayPal to pay, please refer to a calculator like the one I will post below. I must receive the amount required, and PayPal takes a cut. https://www.designdhill.com/tools/paypal-fee-calculator Northeastern Oklahoma (Tahlequah) Listings: 3 Bean, 1 Corn, 1 Cowpea, 2 Pepper, 1 Squash, 2 Sweet Potato, 1 Tomato, 11 Total

Oregon

OR EN A  Alex Enriquez , 750 SW C Ave, Corvallis, OR 97333, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 7 , Email: alexgenriquez@gmail.com , I currently live and garden in Corvallis, OR. I am particularly interested in tomatoes and alliums and any variety of any crop with pineapple in its variety name. Standard prices. If there's something I've offered in the past that you don't see this year, send me an email, and I'll see what I can do. Listings: 1 Kale, 1 Leek, 1 Lettuce, 1 Mustard Greens, 1 Runner Bean, 1 Spinach, 6 Total

OR EU H  Heike-Marie Eubanks , 59084 Cherry Ridge Ln, Myrtle Point, OR 97458 , Phone: (541) 572-3317, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 8 , Email: heikemarieeubanks@gmail.com , All seeds biodynamically grown. I do grow organically, but I am not certified. Listings: 3 Bean, 1 Brussels Sprouts, 1 Lettuce, 1 Onion, 1 Pea, 1 Tomato, 8 Total

OR HA F  Haley Farm , 12284 Hatch Ln SE, Aumsville, OR 97325 , Phone: (503) 7491466, Will Ship Year Round , USDA Hardiness: 8 , Email: haleyfarm@gmail.com , WE GROW GARLIC. This is our main crop. Elephant Garlic is our specialty. We also grow our own Hatch Purple Striped Garlic. We have been growing Garlic's since 1999. We save all our own seed...Non GMO, Pesticide Free and No Synthetic Fertilizers are used. We rotate our garlic in a 4 year rotation. We use Cover Crops between our rotation...Our Elephant Garlic is available starting in
Mid July of each year. The Purple Mousse Striped Garlic is normally available in late July. www.ElephantGarlicWorld.com Easy to order. Just go to our web site. www.ElephantGarlicWorld.com. Hit the Pay Pal button for the item you want. OR Email us with your order if you prefer. We are in the Willamette Valley of Oregon. A major agricultural area in Oregon. Growing many, many types of vegetables. We are surrounded by acres and acres of large farms. They grow Sweet Corn, Green Beans and Hazelnuts. We have deep river bottom soils. Our irrigation well supplies 128 gallons per minute and we have 1948 water rights for the irrigation. Some of the oldest water rights available. Listings: 2 Garlic, 2 Total

OR KO B Beverly Koch, 20495 S Geiger Rd, Oregon City, OR 97045, Phone: (503) -655-7447, Organic, Will Ship Year Round, USDA Hardiness: 8, Email: farmerjohn204@gmail.com, Garlic shipped July 20 to September 20. Garlic is $12.00 for one variety, $4.00 for each additional garlic variety. No garlic requests after 9/15. Yacon shipped after frost danger is past in the spring. $12.00. All others available year-round. Annual small seeds are $4.00 each variety. Biennial and large seeds are $5.00 each variety. Listed members take $1.00 off of all the above prices. See above. Listings: 7 Tear, 2 Broccoli, 1 Brussels Sprouts, 1 Cabbage, 1 Garlic, 2 Le笕te, 1 Melon, 2 Misc Vegetables, 1 Swiss Chard, 2 Tomato, 18 Total

OR ST C Carol Stark, PO Box 1110, Mulino, OR 97042, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 8, Email: carol_stark@gmail.com, I am an avid gardener and seed saver. I just converted my organic 30x40 foot garden to an organic straw bale garden, and was able to grow, in my cool Maritime Northwest climate, more full size tomatoes, melons, and winter squash, than I've grown in the past 30 years combined! I direct seed the late winter, early spring crops in the cool straw bales left over from the summer vegetables, and start all of my summer vegetable and flower seeds in flats in my greenhouse, setting them out late spring through early summer in new, freshly composting straw bales. Please send requests and cash payment to me at Carol Stark, PO Box 1110, Mulino, Oregon, 97042. I accept requests through 3/12/23. Please indicate if you want two 8” rooted cuttings or six 8” cuttings, which root readily. I have a virtually unlimited supply of cuttings, but only a limited quantity of tip-rooted cuttings. I will fill requests for the rooted cuttings until they are gone, and then will fill only with cuttings. Maritime Northwest Listings: 2 Blackberry, 2 Total

OR TE L Linda Teppler, USDA Hardiness: 9, Email: LindaTeppler@gmail.com, Most of my growing efforts are to produce starter plants for my community. I do produce about 20% of my crops in seeds for sharing. My love is to feed people. I have a small greenhouse in which I test seeds hydroponically. You can find me on YT under “Future Urban Farmer.” I produce a large range of plants. Vegetables, Fruits, Herbs, Edible and Ornamental flowers. Most plants are started from seeds though I do some shrubs from cloned cuttings. I am between a 9a and 9b USDA hardiness zone on the coast of Oregon. We get frequent rain but about 1 week of frost and a few days of snow that does not last. I heavily depend on hardiness zone on the coast of Oregon. We get frequent rain but about 1 week of frost and a few days of snow that does not last. Listings: 1 Bean, 1 Total

OR WH B Bryan Whlott, 41977 Meyer Ln, Astoria, OR 97103, Phone: (503) 944-9167, USDA Hardiness: 8, Email: balthrower@gmail.com Will send seeds all year. Listings: 1 Bee Balm, 3 Tomato, 4 Total

OR YO K Karen Yoerger, 1285 Sunny Dr, Eugene, OR 97404, Organic, Will Ship Year Round, USDA Hardiness: 8, Email: yoergerl@gmail.com Please send a paper request form and cash payment by USPS mail, and include an email address so that I may contact you if necessary. I have a suburban garden, not a commercial operation, and cannot accommodate requests for large amounts of seeds/tubers. I will accept requests year-round EXCEPT for Jerusalem artichoke tubers which are only available from late November through March. Please email me prior to requesting Jerusalem artichoke tubers to inquire about availability and cost-effective shipping. Listings: 4 Bean, 1 Jerusalem Artichoke/Sunchokes, 5 Total

Pennsylvania

PA BE E Ellen Benek, 134 Beggs Rd, Polk, PA 16342, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 5, Email: earthsister52@gmail.com. For 5 decades we have gardened and we saved some seeds, but I was especially motivated to share this true to seed white peach. We have kept rare ripe peaches for years, but this one is different and I don’t know a name for it. If anyone has any ideas of a name or origins, I would be happy to hear about it. I hope to offer rare ripe seeds in the future, but they have been frosted out and have not borne fruit for 2 years... Listings: 1 Peach, 1 Total

PA BO M Mark P. Boettner, PO Box 111, Adamsburg, PA 15611, Phone: (724) 2175310, USDA Hardiness: 6, Email: mseedman@outlook.com, Recommended Reading- Chile Peppers: A Global History by Dave Dwelly/Standard Listings: 1 Garlic, 2 Pepper, 3 Total

PA CH M Mary Anna Chenoweth, 878 Bowman Rd, McClure, PA 17841, Phone: (717) 543-5761, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 6, Comment: Will fill requests all year as long as seed lasts. Recommended Reading: “A Nation of Farmers” by Sharon Astyk and Aaron Newton; “The One-Straw Revolution” by Masanobu Fukuoka; “An Agricultural Testament” by Sir Albert Howard. Listings: 1 Bean, 1 Beet, 1 Dill, 1 Misc Herbs, 1 Onion, 1 Tomato, 1 Turnip, 7 Total

PA HO E Elizabeth Hooton, 503 HUNTER DR, PITTSBURGH, PA 15237, Phone: (217) -257-4424, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 6, Email: gulas1923@icloud.com. After decades of struggling and several moves, have finally been able to get a garden set up with a deer-proof fence and nice strong arbors and cages (bowed cattle panels attached to metal posts) to do more vertical growing of pole beans, vining squash and other tall, thin plants. My backyard is all devoted to raised beds for vegetables and flowers, mulched with straw. Interested in okra, beans of all kinds, peppers, and a bit of everything. Be aware that it gets very hot in the summer for seed shipments. Pittsburgh, PA has a humid and somewhat moderate climate, tending towards zone 6. This past year we had an unusually cool summer with several periods of dry weather, then a wet fall. Listings: 1 Lettuce, 2 Lima Bean, 2 Okra, 1 Pea, 1 Pepper, 1 Radish, 1 Runner Bean, 9 Total

PA PE A Alfred Peca, 484 State Rd, Barnesville, PA 18214, Phone: (570) 467-2325, USDA Hardiness: 5, Email: apecakpt.net Listings: 1 Tomato, 1 Total

PA ST N Nikki Stevens, P.O. BOX 171, AMBERSON, PA 17210, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 6, Email: Speedexniki@gmail.com. This is my first year listing seeds but I have been the sole seed saver for over 20 years of tomato varieties that have been in my husband’s family for over 100 years. I grow organically but am not certified. I do not baby my plants or water them. If the mood strikes me I will give them a thick blanket of mulch. What seeds I am offering are from strong parent plants who have proven themselves worthy of surviving summers of drought, flood or whatever the weather of Pennsylvania happens to be that year. I am offering the following: anise hyssop, pink echinacea, morning glory mix, Beans- Turkey craw, painted pony, Tomatoes- silvery fir tree, black cherry, box car white, George Washington Stevens’ Strain, Lydia Stevens Paste, Aunt Ruby’s german Green, black plum, please contact me by email to be sure that I do still have what you are interested in. My seed supply is limited. Payment by paypal only. No International orders please at least not this year. Pennsylvania Listings: 1 Anise, 2 Bean, 1 Sorghum, 7 Tomato, 11 Total

PA SU D Doug Sutton, 695 Four Mile Rd, Sheffield, PA 16347, Phone: (814) 9685024, USDA Hardiness: 4, Email: dougs@westpa.net, Requests filled all year but slows down after May 1st. In 2006 I grafted most of the trees on my small property. I have about half a dozen apple and pear cultivars. I can send/email the other cultivars I have. Contact me first for scions before March 15th as the trees will be pruned and the branches put in the rabbit pen! Listings: 6 Apple, 1 Elderberry, 1 Misc
Nightshades, 4, Pear, 1, Raspberry, 1, Tomato, 14 Total

South Carolina

SC HO J John Hoyle , 18 Shannon Ridge Ct, Greenville, SC 29615 , Phone: (864) -263-3644, Organic , USDA Hardiness: None , Email: jhoyte@rocketmail.com Listings: 1, Pepper, 1 Total

SC RO S Samuel Rodekohr , 1943 Leesville church road, Clinton, SC 29325 , Phone: (864) 3581972 , USDA Hardiness: 7 , Email: rskrodekohr@charter.net , I live in Upstate SC, and have been working on saving seeds for the past six years. I have a 4000 square foot garden, and also have a flock of rare chickens. All seeds I offer have been properly isolated, and had acceptable population sizes unless otherwise noted. 2022 was the best growing season I have had yet! I had a great crop of both produce and seeds, and got to add a lot of new varieties to my collection. One thing that I have been on the lookout for, but have been unable to locate, is the Appenzeller Barthuhner breed of chicken. I believe they are extinct in the U.S., the last remaining breeder (Omega Hills Farm) having stopped keeping them several years ago. If anybody here knows of or has a flock of these birds, please let me know! Mail orders are preferred, by cash, check, or (best of all) trade. Orders can be taken year round. Listings: 4, Bean, 10, Cowpea, 1, Cucumber, 3, Lettuce, 2, Lima Bean, 1, Marigold, 1, Misc Cucurbitus, 1, Okra, 1, Parsnip, 1, Peanut, 1, Pepper, 1, Radish, 1, Rutabaga, 2, Squash, 10, Tomato, 1, Turnip, 1, Yard Long Bean, 42 Total

SC WI P Phil Wingard , 308 Marietta St, Clover, SC 29710 , Phone: (704) -813-5113, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 7 , Email: philipwingard@yahoo.com , My dad taught me about tomatoes back in the 1950s. We grew a German Pink, an orange variety and a large red beefsteak, probably Big Boy, and some red and yellow cherry tomatoes. On a hot July afternoon, we would walk out into the patch and pick a solid ripe tomato and eat it right off the vine. I guess you can say I have been eating tomato sandwiches since the 1950s. U.S. bill or check only. One current stamp sends up to 5 packs, E-mail me for info or questions.South Carolina upstate. Our tomato season runs from May to July and Late August till frost. Listings: 1, Okra, 3, Squash, 3, Tomato, 1, Watermelon/Citron, 8 Total

SC WI R Rodger D. Winn , 2528 Old Dutch Rd, Little Mountain, SC 29075 , Phone: (803) 924-6084, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 8 , Email: rogersheirlooms@yahoo.com , I produce certified organic seed for several heirloom seed companies Accepts orders year around Listings: 5, Bean, 1, Collard, 5, Cowpea, 1, Cucumber, 1, Jerusalem Artichoke/Sunchoke, 1, Lima Bean, 2, Pea, 2, Peanut, 1, Squash, 1, Sweet Potato, 3, Watermelon/Citron, 23 Total

South Dakota

SD LA D Denise Larson , 19768 431st Ave, De Smet, SD 57231 , Phone: (605) 8543518, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 4 , Email: dalason17@msn.com , We have a small market garden in eastern South Dakota. We have been gardening for over 40 years using organic gardening practices. Each year we continue to save more of our own seed. Payment by cash or check Listings: 2, Bean, 2 Total

SD PA A Alicia Paulson , 1012 E Main St, Vermillion, SD 57069, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 4 , Email: afpaulson@yahoo.com Please contact before ordering to check on availability.southeast corner of SD along Missouri River Listings: 2, Garlic, 2 Total

Tennessee

TN CO J John Cokykendall , 538 Scenic Dr, Knoxville, TN 37919-6651 , Phone: (865) -673-4917 , USDA Hardiness: None , Email: taste buddy@gmail.com , Long time hobby gardener now growing more as I get nearer to retirement age, with plans to grow for either a farm-stand, small CSA-type box for locals, and seeds year-round. Email me at taste buddy@gmail.com, with SEEDS in the subject line. We have a small 6 acre farm in Bluff City TN, just above the town of Bluff City and near the lake, at about 1100 feet elevation. I grow mostly peppers and tomatoes, open-pollinated. We have typical TN summers, with planting starting in late April, early May and going through the first frost around Nov. 1. I start most of my plants indoors in late January, and buy maybe 10% of my starts from other local growers. I don’t use Sevin on my garden. Listings: 12, Pepper, 12 Total

TN HU M Michelle Hunt , 3960 Highway 390, Bluff City, TN 37718 , Phone: (707) 9721114, USDA Hardiness: 7 , Email: taste buddy@gmail.com , Long time hobby gardener now growing more as I get nearer to retirement age, with plans to grow for either a farm-stand, small CSA-type box for locals, and seeds year-round. Email me at taste buddy@gmail.com, with SEEDS in the subject line. We have a small 6 acre farm in Bluff City TN, just above the town of Bluff City and near the lake, at about 1100 feet elevation. I grow mostly peppers and tomatoes, open-pollinated. We have typical TN summers, with planting starting in late April, early May and going through the first frost around Nov. 1. I start most of my plants indoors in late January, and buy maybe 10% of my starts from other local growers. I don’t use Sevin on my garden. Listings: 12, Pepper, 12 Total

TN SA R Regina Santone , 10816 Dineen Dr, Knoxville, TN 37934 , Phone: (865) 7423248, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 7 , Email: reginasantone@gmail.com , I am the steward of two heirloom tomato varieties that have been in my Italian family for over 100 years. These seeds were sent to my grandfather in Endicott, New York by his sister in Barletta, Italy around 1920. My grandfather had nearly his entire back yard in these tomatoes. When he passed away my Uncle Lou Rizzi took over their stewardship, raising them year after year. Their seed is highly viable. Uncle Lou said he discovered a vial of those stored in about 1940 by my great-grandfather, and grew them out with no trouble! When he could no longer grow the tomatoes, in 2010, I took over their stewardship. I've done my best to raise at least a few each year, but I need help! These seeds are FREE, and I encourage you to save them and also list them on this seed exchange with these same names, to share them with others! I am in love with vegetable gardening and sustenance techniques in general - I've even made my own cheese before. I'm also a classically trained soprano, an avid ocean fisherman (when I can get to the coast) and a Realtor. We love to travel and have been to China twice so far, with plans to do more extensive traveling as soon as we can. Obviously that means no vegetable gardening for me at that time, so I need YOUR help to keep these seeds going! PLEASE email me to make a request, or text me. I save my tomato seed from only the best-tasting fruits, by allowing white mold to grow on the dish of seed pulp for 24 hours. Then I rinse the pulp from them, and dry them on a paper towel, transferring them to an open container once "dry" to further dry out, until they are stored in a paper envelope. My uncle taught me to do this and it works perfectly. The germination rate of my seeds is very high.Knoxville, TN Listings: 2, Tomato, 2 Total

TN VE R Rainie Dae Vela , 2640 State Highway 304, Ten Mile, TN 37880, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 7 , Email: loveoflotusapothecary@protonmail.com , Greetings! I’m Rainie, an herbalist, farmer, seed saver, forager and homesteader. I’m passionate about preserving and sharing our heirloom varieties as well as saving endangered plants and helping to balance our native and non native populations. My hubby and I are converting our 6 aces of woodland into a farm for herbs, fruits and veggies as well as foraging for wild plants and seeds. We use regenerative practices and OMRI-certified products. We keep our soil clean, healthy and fertile. The seeds we harvest, either from our own gardens or Gaia’s, are from the healthiest, strongest plants to support the best genetics. No dangerous chemicals or practices are used here. Although we’ve been an apothecary since 2019, our venture into seed farming is pretty new. We’re working towards providing seeds to anyone who may need or want them. We believe seed saving and growing is a natural human right and we want to support that the best we can. All the seeds we provide are seeds we use ourselves. Please read carefully. Some of our seeds are new, others are older, some come from our farm, others we forage and are some are from our favorite seed companies. All or our seeds are organic and heirloom. We do occasionally have a hybrid or 2 available, we will make sure that is in the listing. Please feel free to send me an e mail if you have any questions. We live in East Tennessee in the little town of Ten Mile, TN. We moved here in September of 2021 to build and off grid, sustainable, regenerative herb, fruit, vegetable and seed farm. The land is beautiful, all woods and hills, great for a woodland garden or two or three! We are foraging wild plants as well as growing fruits, veggies and herbs. The community here is great, many little farms and such wonderful people. The energy is pleasant and calm, the perfect place to grow food and seeds for my community...online and on earth.
Texas

TX NE H Howard Nemerov, 310 Cedar St, Bastrop, TX 78602-2408, Phone: (512) 658-2318, Organic, Will Ship Year Round, USDA Hardiness: 8, Email: hnenmerov1@gmail.com, Master Gardener, manual therapist, researcher, teacher, gardener. I'm in the process of selecting heat-tolerant paste tomatoes from seed received from AR SH J in 2014. Since I can't guarantee true-to-type seed, I don't list this in the Yearbook. But if you're interested in seed from my 5th accession (2018), please contact me via the online exchange. I've already started seed for the 2019 crop, planning to select for 2 types: plum-shaped paste, and pear/sausage shaped paste. These have good flavor, and I cooked them down for spaghetti sauce, and puree for homemade BBQ sauce. For fresh eating and container growing, see my Sandpoint offering.Because it heats up quickly in Central Texas, no order fulfillment after April 1. Seeds will cook during delivery.Central Texas challenges tomato growers. By June, daytime temperatures reach well into the 90s, and nighttime temperatures persist above 70°. Even if tomatoes were amazingly heat tolerant, insect pressure becomes extreme. Mid-March to Mid-June provides a shoulder season, the best season for growing tomatoes. I start them by New Years Day and pot up for mid-March set-out. Harvest begins by the end of April, providing a 6-8 week harvest period. Determinates and early maturity provide the best success. Listings: 1 Aster, 1 Mexican Sunflower, 2 Total

TX PE A Amanda Pepin, 409 Deerwood Dr., San Marcos, TX 78666, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 8, Email: amandap120@gmail.com, Located in San Marcos, TX, which is in the Texas Hill Country (shallow clay soils with lots of limestone) halfway between Austin and San Antonio. Saving seeds for varieties that are well adapted to this climate and soil type. Cash is my preferred payment method. Checks are accepted but then I have to make a trip to the bank. Paypal accepted but they charge me a fee. Central Texas Listings: 3 Basil, 2 Bean, 1 Cowpea, 1 Garlic, 1 Lettuce, 2 Melon, 1 Mustard Greens, 2 Okra, 2 Pea, 1 Squash, 7 Tomato, 1 Yard Long Bean, 24 Total

TX RA R Ryan Ragsdale, 405 County Road 2041, Nacogdoches, TX 75965, Phone: (936) 2340646, Organic, Will Ship Year Round, USDA Hardiness: 8, Email: rags15@hotmail.com, Home Gardener in Nacogdoches, TX. I primarily offer seeds of cowpea and corn varieties you would find in Paraguay. I was a Peace Corps volunteer in Paraguay in the early 2000s. I like to provide a source of seed for people who miss the foods of Paraguay or who want to try something new. These are hardy varieties that provide food for subsistence farmers. They produce well for me in the US. I also provide apple and pear scionwood from my orchard. Contact by email, mail, or phone. Will ship year round.Nacogdoches, Texas. East Texas. ~50 inches of rain. Clay soil. Listings: 1 Asian Pearl, 1 Cowpea, 2 Pear, 4 Total

TX RE G Gregory Reisor, 110 Horseshoe Bend, Leonard, TX 75452, USDA Hardiness: 8, Email: gbreisor@gmail.com, Gardening in this part of Texas is challenging due to cold winters and hot summers with short growing seasons in between and then, there are the weeds and the weather. So I try to find varieties that grow best in this area; including butterbeans, southern peas, snap beans, summer squash, tomatoes, muskmelons, cucumbers, beets, okra, hot peppers, spinach, radishes, dill, cilantro, basil, and soybeans (edamame). I have grown onions, turnips, kale, and mustard greens in the past, but haven't had consistently good results with them. We are in the Blackland Prairie region which has deep black clay on top of limestone. The climate zone is technically 8b, but about half of our winters qualify it for zone 7 where it used to be a few years ago. All of my seeds are stored in a refrigerator at 40° F.; all of my listings are periodically tested for germination. Orders are accepted either by mail using the SSE order form and cash, or with PayPal, to gbreisor@gmail.com. No checks please. Thanks!Blackland Prairie region Northeast of Dallas, Texas in climate zone 7.5. Listings: 1 Bean, 1 Cowpea, 1 Lima Bean, 2 Melon, 1 Pepper, 3 Tomato, 9 Total

TX TU C CHRISTINE TURNER, 1325 East stark Rd, Dallas, TX 75253, Phone: (214) 9733951, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 8, Email: luvdogs2008@gmail.com, Intermediate gardener, disabled but not completely out of the growing world. I also have a small worm growing business that helps supplement my income. Inquiries accepted. I accept PayPal. All payments must be received before the seeds are sent out. Will be sent out priority mail for the tracking information. Unless otherwise specified by you buyer. I am located in Dallas, TX. Listings: 1 Com, 1 Total

Utah

UT AC D Diane Ackerman, HC 64 Box 2211, Castle Valley, UT 84532-9603, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 5, Email: dackerman05@aim.com, I send seeds promptly, year-round. If I can grow celery in UT, you can grow celery where you live. At least give it a try -- need people to grow seed out and keep viable. Ship fast and year round. Contact dianeackerman13@yahoo.com for availability. Listings: 1 Aster, 2 Celery, 1 Collard, 1 Kale, 1 Leek, 1 Marigold, 1 Misc Flowers, 1 Misc Vegetables, 1 Sage, 1 Salsify, 1 Swiss Chard, 12 Total

UT FR J Jane Frandsen, 21800N 11950E, Fairview, UT 84627, Phone: (801) 7027705, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 5, No requests after July 1. Requests are filled October through June. I fell in love with gardening in 1975, and loved reading Robert Rodale's magazines. I have 6 boys, 1 girl and a garden seemed like the best way to feed them all these years. In 1997 I began to sell my fruit and veggies to a few restaurants in the Salt Lake City area. From this I learned that people like you and me can raise vegetables of a quality unequaled anywhere in the world! (Several chefs have told me that.) Saving seeds went along with it and added a new dimension of Self Reliance. But the best reason for doing these things is that it is JUST PLAIN FUN! It's fun to learn, fun to do, fun to eat, and fun to share and teach. (Formerly lister code UT JE J). Listings: 1 Arugula, 3 Asian Greens, 9 Bean, 1 Chervil, 1 Cress, 1 Dill, 1 Fennel, 1 Lamb's Quarters, 1 Leek, 2 Lettuce, 1 Lima Bean, 2 Onion, 2 Orach, 1 Parsley, 1 Parsnip, 2 Pepper, 1 Purslane, 3 Runner Bean, 1 Spinach, 1 Squash, 16 Tomato, 1 Watermelon/Citron, 53 Total

UT SO E Emily Sorensen, 1145 North 850 West, Provo, UT 84604-3290, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 7, Email: UnicornEmily@gmail.com, I'm a gardener in Utah who is working to create a backyard permaculture ecosystem. I hand-pollinate all of the melons and squashes I plan to save seeds from.You can order year-round. Listings: 1 Melon, 1 Total

UT TH D Dale Thurbur, PO Box 655, East Carbon, UT 84520, Will Ship Year Round, USDA Hardiness: 6, Email: ecosophistry@hotmail.com, I've been an avid gardener for 30 plus years with an emphasis on tomatoes, melons, peppers, and squash. This is a one-person operation, with occasional help from volunteers who exchange labor for fresh produce, etc. No reselling, participation in seed co-ops, or the like. All photos are original and everything is raised using natural methods (not certified organic though - no time for that). I have raised over 3,000 varieties of tomatoes (specializing in large-fruited varieties), 300 cucurbits, 400 peppers, 100 beans, and scores of others - more than 4,000 total. Due to this rather overwhelming workload and constraints of time (not of ambition!), relatively few varieties have descriptions or photos yet. These will be published first at www.delectionoftomatoes.com or try an online search for "Google Sheets Delection Tomatoes" for most recent lists. In 2022, I planted 4,491 seeds of 913 varieties and am attempting to save seeds from...
at least 850 of these. I had space for only 1,322 tomato plants in the garden. Of the remaining 3,000+ seedlings, about 2,000 were given away or sold, and the rest were allowed to struggle in 3.5” pots. As of this writing (deadline of November 15th), I have about 370 hours of work remaining to extract, process, dry, and inventory seeds from the 2022 growing season. Although I’ve done my best to keep my list of available varieties here up to date and accurate, you may want to drop me a quick email (dale@gianttomatosseeds.com) before requesting seeds. Listings here are likely well over 95% accurate, but I just don’t have the time or resources to have all seeds ready by the publishing deadline. This high desert climate presents many challenges, but overall, 2022 was a very good year, at least for growing tomatoes. I managed to lay down 6,000 square feet of weed barrier fabric, install a drip system, and setup a trellising system. Much more information in monthly blog posts: https://delectionatotomatoes.wordpress.com/ Seeds of approximately 2,700 OP/ heirloom tomato varieties are available now, plus 200 or so additional varieties in development in cooperation with other growers: intentional crosses, de-hybridization projects, grow-outs, etc. Plus 800+ additional varieties of other garden plant types that belong in the SSE catalog. Seeds of tomato varieties include: 390 received directly from growers in Russia; 190 dwarf and micro-dwarf; 320 BIG varieties (2 lb. plus potential); most varieties that have won major taste test competitions; 20 or so varieties which I have developed and named over the years; and a few that are probably quite rare or hard to find. I’m more than three years behind with inventory, database management, processing photographs (of 130,000 total), writing descriptions... So many wonderful varieties - I’m pleased to be able to share seeds so you get a chance to try out a few of them as well! Standard SSE rates apply for smaller seeds. Some larger seeds, which require shipping at package rates (minimum of $5.40 postage per package now), are priced higher, as indicated. It makes no sense to offer seeds at rates lower than what I have to pay for shipping. This is no longer just a hobby for me, as I am not supported by retirement income, a spouse’s income, or investment income. Electronic payment preferred, snail mail is also fine. Seed requests filled 365 days of the year. Payment through the SSE system preferred. PayPal (dale@gianttomatosseeds.com), credit card, Venmo (@Dale-Thurber), cash, or check are also fine. For more information, please drop me an email (dale@gianttomatosseeds.com) or check out developing website: www.delectionatotomatoes.com.I moved to East Carbon, Utah, in January, 2020. Elevation is 6,200’. It looks like the average growing season is around 110-130 days - way shorter that what I’m accustomed to. I plan to put in a high tunnel or a full, heated greenhouse as soon as I can manage. Native soil looks to have good potential: 51—Hernandez family - sandy loam down to 60”, parent material: Alluvium derived from sandstone and shale, low salinity, calcium carbonate 35%. On site soil tests are needed. Listings: 1 , 2 Amaranth, 1 Apricot, 1 Asian Greens, 8 Basil, 2 Bean, 9 Corn, 1 Cucumber, 1 Dill, 17 Eggplant, 1 Endive, 1 Fennel, 3 Gourd, 4 Ground Cherry, 2 Lettuce, 2 Melon, 1 Misc Cucurbits, 3 Misc Flowers, 2 Misc Herbs, 1 Misc Nightshades, 2 Misc Others, 1 Morning Glory, 1 Mustard Greens, 33 Pepper, 1 Plum, 1 Rhubarb, 8 Squash, 2 Tomatillo, 2416 Tomato, 1 Uncategorized, 3 Watermelon/Citron, 1 Yard Long Bean, 2533 Total

VT

VT DA S Sylvia Davatz , 106 Gilson Rd, Hartland, VT 05048 , Phone: (802) -436-3292, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 4 , Email: sdav@vermontnet.net , My growing zone is creeping toward Zone 5, although it’s safe to say that it’s now around 4b. I’m currently at a point where I need to dramatically reduce the size of my collection, so please only order seeds you intend to grow out, increase, maintain, and re-offer through the Exchange and among other seed savers. Although I am now offering far fewer varieties than I have in the past, I still have viable seed of many of the varieties in my collection. I would like to connect with seed savers interested in committing to maintaining many of those. If you have access to print editions of the Yearbook, you can consult those to see what I’ve offered in the past. Please feel free to get in touch with me about availability. All seeds are grown using organic methods and with careful attention to isolation distances and plant populations. Seeds are stored in fridges, which greatly extends viability. I am extremely fortunate to have a young next-door neighbor farmer who is passionate about seed saving and with whom I collaborate closely on variety maintenance, trialing, and grow-outs. We are rapidly losing our older, more experienced seed savers, those with large, important collections, and the need is critical to now bring along the next generation of seed stewards. Please consider re-offering any varieties you request and sharing your knowledge with others. Seed saving is really rewarding work, plus it will help us reconnect with one another. Seed saving is deeply rewarding work, plus you’ll get to know some really interesting people through sharing seeds.Requests filled until June 1. Please send cash only. You should be sure to fill out all the information on the request form. I have several blank requests forms available for your reference. I plan to send you your seed requests on your request form, I have been receiving seed requests with this info missing. I am happy to fill in requests from Canada, but please note that the least expensive rate for larger seeds is now $14.50. If you are requesting seeds too large for mailing in a regular envelope, I would greatly appreciate a contribution toward this cost. Listings: 1 Barley, 4 Bean, 1 Lettuce, 2 Pea, 1 Rhubarb, 2 Rice, 1 Rye, 1 Sorghum, 2 Tomato, 3 Wheat, 18 Total

VT FO C Catlin Fox , 1395 Leicester Whiting Rd, Brandon, VT 05733-9131 , Phone: (802) -247-3979 , USDA Hardiness: 4 , Email: foxclag@gmavt.net , Listings: 1 Bean, 1 Tomato, 1 Wheat, 3 Total

VT HE D Dan & Cynthia Hemenway , 172 Berlin St, Montpelier, VT 05602 , USDA Hardiness: 4 , Email: barkingfrogs@ao.com , Zone 4b. We almost never use synthetic fertilizers, but make no promises. We never use sprays not approved for organic growing, and do not often use even ‘organic’ sprays. Email: barkingfrogs@ao.com. Please let me know if you’re willing to grow out and re-offer. I grow in both Burlington, VT (Zone 4b/5a) and Craftsbury, VT (Zone 3b). Most items listed are from the Craftsbury location and all items can be grown in that zone. Listings: 6 Bean, 1 Cowpea, 3 Pea, 2 Pepper, 5 Tomato, 17 Total

VT PR N NatureSoil Products , Phone: (802) 2341292, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 4 , Email: naturesoilproducts.vt@gmail.com , Listings: 6 Bean, 1 Cowpea, 3 Pea, 2 Pepper, 5 Tomato, 17 Total

VT SM J James Smith , 72 Thibault Pkwy, Burlington, VT 05401, Organic, Will Ship Year Round , USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: jbsmith@gmail.com , Please request only what you’re willing to grow out and re-offer. I grow in both Burlington, VT (Zone 4b/5a) and Craftsbury, VT (Zone 3b). Most items listed are from the Craftsbury location and all items can be grown in that zone. Listings: 6 Bean, 1 Cowpea, 3 Pea, 2 Pepper, 5 Tomato, 17 Total

VA

VA AC W William Ackerman , 12361 Henderson Rd, Clifton, VA 20124 , Phone: (703) 2269400 ,
USDA Hardiness: None , Email: billackerman@hotmail.com Will ship year round.
Listings: 1 Lima Bean, 1 Total

VA BA R Rick Back , 225 Hickory Ln, Woodstock, VA 22664-2171, Will Ship Year Round.
USDA Hardiness: 6 , Email: rdback@aol.com , I am not certified organic, but I grow everything organically. Barrier crops, distance and varietal selection are used as isolation strategies. Cash only if ordering by mail. No checks PLEASE. I have attempted to add PayPal for online orders. If you experience problems paying via PayPal, please email me at rdback@aol.com and we'll try to figure it out.
Listings: 1 Pepper, 4 Tomato, 5 Total

VA CH B Bruce Chituck , 1809 Head of River Rd, Chesapeake, VA 23322 , USDA Hardiness: None , Email: bccbfloridabound@yahoo.com
Listings: 1 Datura, 3 Eggplant, 1 Melon, 13 Pepper, 18 Total

VA KN G Gretchen Knapp , 26324 Gladding Rd, Mears, VA 23409, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 7 , Email: pigpippidirt@gmail.com , Will ship onion bulblets in mid to late summer. If sending email, please put 'Seed Savers' in subject line. Cash and checks accepted. Contact by email or regular mail.
Listings: 1 Bean, 1 Cowpea, 1 Onion, 3 Total

VA KR K Kirsten Krueger , 26 Shawnee Way, Stafford, VA 22556, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 7 , Email: ercgroup@aol.com , My seeds are grown using organic methods, but I do not have an official organic certification. Use normal ordering procedure. Seeds available year-round. We are located in the central Virginia Piedmont, eastern deciduous forest is the native vegetation. We have hot humid summers, periodic droughty conditions, hurricanes and post-hurricane storms in late summer and fall often though not every year, usually snows a few times during winter, from trace amounts of snow all the way through a couple of feet of snow at once.
Growing season here is about 7 months long. Native soils are highly acidic.
Listings: 1 Columbine, 1 Dill, 1 Misc Flowers, 1 Pepper, 4 Total

VA MC E Erin M, USDA Hardiness: 6 , Email: emmcauley@gmail.com , Located in zone 6B in Northern Virginia. I love tending to my garden during the summer! I don't treat my plants with anything and I have been fertilizing just with compost from my worms. **Proceeds from all orders will go to charity – please inquire** Requests filled year-round. Cash or check preferred, PayPal accepted.
At first I was using the suggested pricing in the yearbook, but I only just realized it's actually costing me money to send out seeds to people. As of February 2022, my minimum cost to ship anything is $5, so please order a minimum of $5. Thank you, please feel free to contact me with any questions?
Northern Virginia Listings: 1 Amaranth, 2 Bean, 1 Corn, 2 Gourd, 1 Marigold, 1 Misc Others, 1 Okra, 1 Parsley, 1 Parsnip, 1 Pepper, 2 Squash, 14 Total

VA PE T Tim Peters , 1590 Cox Store Rd SW, Floyd, VA 24091, Organic, Will Ship Year Round.
USDA Hardiness: 7 , Email: timjpeters@adelphia.net , Payment types accepted: PayPal, Personal check, money order, and Cash. Payment types accepted: PayPal, Personal check, money order, and Cash.
Listings: 6 Celosia/Cockscomb, 1 Melon, 3 Misc Fruit, 2 Squash, 11 Sunflower, 23 Total

WA SA R Robert Siclaito , 387 Pitcher Plant Lane, Stanardsville, VA 22973 , Phone: (434) 985-3060 , USDA Hardiness: 6 , Email: rob.botaniique@gmail.com , I am an avid grower/collector of vegetables from around the world. Especially fond of tasty and obscure varieties. Am owner of Botaniique, a large preservation-oriented nursery specializing in pitcher plants. Listings: 1 Corn, 1 Lima Bean, 1 Misc Cucurbits, 1 Misc Vegetables, 1 Mustard Greens, 2 Pepper, 1 Runner Bean, 1 Squash, 1 Tomato, 10 Total

WA ST J Jane L. Staton , 3780 Shula Dr, Hurt, VA 24563, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 7 , I enjoy trading seeds. It is my favorite hobby. I love seed swaps. Houseplant slips free for postage.
Correspondence welcome anytime.
I am still working on your requests. Will get to you soon. Thanks for your patience.
Listings: 2 Hibiscus, 16 Misc Flowers, 1 Misc Fruit, 1 Misc Herbs, 1 Misc Others, 21 Total

WA WI D Dan Widner , 6268 Bunker Hill Drive, Mechanisville, VA 23111, USDA Hardiness: 7 , Email: danwidner@comcast.net , Growing my own food in eastern Hanover County, Virginia (Zone 7a) since 1998. Happy to share what I can.Zone 7a, eastern Hanover County.
VA Listings: 1 Cowpea, 1 Misc Grains, 2 Total

WA GO T Tessa Gowans , PO Box 1644, Port Townsend, WA 98368 , Phone: (360) 385-4308, Organic, USDA Hardiness: None , Email: gowantoseed@yahoo.com , Project: Developing seed for Port Townsend, WA area. Seed Banking.
All seed is organically grown (not certified) Ship year round Listings: 9 Bean, 2 Beet, 1 Collard, 6 Corn, 2 Fava/Broad Bean, 3 Kale, 1 Leek, 10 Lettuce, 1 Misc Flowers, 1 Onion, 6 Pea, 1 Pepper, 1 Quinoa, 1 Radish, 4 Runner Bean, 1 Sage, 4 Squash, 2 Swiss Chard, 4 Tomato, 1 Wheat, 61 Total

WA JO A A Jones , 13050 7th Ave S, Burien, WA 98168 , USDA Hardiness: 8 , Email: audreyinsaza@gmail.com , I am a suburban gardener that hosts a little seed library on their property. I save and share seed from annual and perennial plants as well as the occasional start and bulb. Please contact via email.Burien WA Listings: 1 Bean, 1 Calendar, 1 Cilantro/Coriander, 1 Dill, 2 Sunflower, 6 Total

WA KU R Rick Kunz , PO Box 1058, Poulsbo, WA 98370, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: rick.kunz@comcast.net , Organic methods used for more than 15 years. Formerly MA KU R. Payment can be made by PayPal, email...
**West Virginia**

**WV FA A**  
Angela Faulkner, PO Box 1263, Harpers Ferry, WV 25425, Phone: (304) 728-1164, Email: angela_faulkner@nps.gov  
Listings: 2 Pepper, 3 Tomato, 5 Total

**WV GO J**  
James O. Gore, 49 Fairview Dr, Peterstown, WV 24963, Phone: (304) 753-9772, USDA Hardiness: 5, Email: jgore9772@suddenlink.net  
Listings: 2 Bean, 2 Total

**WV JO P**  
Patricia M. Johnson, 420 Harvest Court, Harpers Ferry, WV 25425, Phone: (304) 876-2209, USDA Hardiness: 6, Email: patjohnson22@comcast.net, Have been gardening since I was about 8 years old & am now a retired old biddy with a 5,680 square foot garden - I like to eat! We are in the Eastern Panhandle of WV, about a mile from the Potomac River. Have also started to search for old WV varieties, just to keep things interesting; the Exchange has been great for finding such varieties.Unable to handle credit cards. I suggest you e. mail me first to check on availability.  
Listings: 1 Sweet Potato, 1 Total

**WV SH T**  
Shade Tree, Box 45, Greenville, WV 24945, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 6 Will ship year round.  
Listings: 3 Bean, 1 Kale, 1 Melon, 1 Soybean, 1 Sweet Potato, 7 Total

**Wisconsin**

**WI AU E**  
Elizabeth Auker, 103267 County Rd N, Colby, WI 54420, Phone: (715) 3168461, USDA Hardiness: 4, Email: safesheds@ibyfax.com, Had a good year for most of my garden. Got some of the beans mixed up so must start over with them. A few only yielded enough to replant larger quantities next year. I enjoy seeing the jars of dry beans setting on the counter till we finally eat them!I'd prefer being contacted by mail or by fax. (715-316-1061)  
Listings: 10 Bean, 10 Total

**WI BE J2**  
Jean Beyer, N6125 State Rd, Black Creek, WI 54106, Phone: (920) 984-4116, USDA Hardiness: 4, Email: swtpea30@aol.com, Orders will be filled year-round. All garlic orders will be filled in the fall as time permits. Aunt Louise garlic is planted in the fall even though it is listed as either spring or fall planted. Please contact me before ordering garlic for availability, this will help me avoid cash returns. Thank you!  
Listings: 10 Garlic, 2 Pepper, 123 Tomato, 135 Total

**WI BE J3**  
Judith Benade, W8001 Kampen Rd, Arlington, WI 53911, Phone: (608) -635-4051, USDA Hardiness: 4, Email: jbenade@gmail.com, Over 20 years of exclusively organic practices at this location. The usual garden inputs are water and sunshine. The garden also receives compost of my herb, fruit and vegetable scraps with garden stalks or from vermiculture. I spray orchards (within 1/8 mi of the garden) with neem, kelp, fish emulsion, and beneficial microbes. Likely to add kaarana to the scheme in 2020.Use the standard SSE process please. Listings: 1 Morning Glory, 1 Total

**WI BL A**  
Andrew Bloom, 6566 N Range Line Rd, Glendale, WI 53209, Will Ship Year Round, USDA Hardiness: 5, Email: bloom.andrew@gmail.com, Listings: 2 Bean, 1 Celeriac, 1 Corn, 1 Eggplant, 1 Fava/Broad Bean, 1 Leek, 1 Lima Bean, 2 Melon, 7 Pepper, 1 Squash, 9 Tomato, 27 Total

**WI CA C**  
Curzio Caravati, 403 8th St, Kenosha, WI 53140, Phone: (262) 3082669, Organic, Will Ship Year Round, USDA Hardiness: 5, Email: onlinesse@curzio.com, 2023 will be my 20th year as a member and the 16th version of my member profile. For this year and the future, I'll edit my profile with NEWS divided in CROPS paragraph, so you don't have to read everything, UNLESS YOU ARE ORDERING SEED! It takes a lot of time to be a Seed Savers Exchange Listing Member. Not reading the profile before mailing an order is a sign of disrespect, and I'm getting older with low tolerance for disrespect. Cost of USPS mailing for large seed is very high, and short-changed orders may be returned unprocessed. GREAT NEWS: KUFI FARM. ORG. CORP. is now an accepted WISC Corp. with ID #K059840 – the IRS 501c3 is our next goal. KUFI FARM. We are interested to research how well pawpaw plants could be grown as companion crop to chestnut trees. It’s believed that pawpaw produces fruit in part shade. Pawpaw plants may be kept shorter than chestnut trees, allowing for inter-planting. the website KUFI FARM.ORG is still under construction (edit Nov 2022)All crops listed are grown in my biodynamic garden in Kenosha, WI [about halfway between Chicago and Milwaukee]. The garden is located 350 feet West of Lake Michigan. We enjoy 10 degrees warmer temps in the Winter and 10 degrees cooler temps in the Summer. I claim my garden is biodynamic because I follow Rudolf Steiner's philosophy on how to treat the soil, before the crops, with a natural and sustainable approach. No chemicals are used at any time. The garden is rich in wild life, including bee hives. My biodynamic approach also applies to beekeeping. FARM VISITS: Individuals or group visits are possible ONLY if arranged in advance. Volunteers may be available to conduct farm visits. WI CA C may personally conduct the farm visit and answer questions. Donations are accepted at the time of
When an heirloom catches your eye, consider that it may never again be offered, without your help. Sadly, that now applies to many of my seed listings. If you have been sitting on the fence about becoming a Listed Member, take the plunge. Don’t wait - as older listed members drop out or are forced to reduce their offerings (which can and does happen without notice) it will take a new generation of seed savers to keep all of these wonderful varieties publicly accessible. Too much has already been lost! Start small, seed saving does not need to be a major project... if every SSE member saved and shared just one seed "orphan", we could rescue many varieties from possible extinction. 

At present, the cost of mailing a BM with large seed to Canada far exceeds SSE's sample rates. I will gladly continue to share with my friends to the North; but for beans, please request at least two samples if at all possible (to defray the cost of shipping) and make an effort to get those seeds into Canadian seed saving circles before mailing costs become unreasonable.

I am searching for pre-2000 Yearbooks, if you have any you could part with, please contact me. 

Please submit sample fees by check or cash Listings: 1 Eggplant, 47 Bean, 1 Corn, 13 Cowpea, 3 Cucumber, 5 Eggplant, 5 Garlic, 1 Ground Cherry, 9 Lima Bean, 1 Melon, 7 Misc Cucurbits, 3 Misc Legumes, 3 Misc Nightshades, 2 Okra, 15 Pea, 28 Pepper, 6 Runner Bean, 55 Soybean, 2 Squash, 1 Tepary Bean, 1 Tomatillo, 24 Tomato, 1 Watermelon/Citron, 9 Yard Long Bean, 243 Total

WI CO M Michael Cole , 12865 North Rd, Grantsburg, WI 54840 , Phone: (715) 463-2688 , USDA Hardiness: 3 , Email: cokesfour@gmail.com 

Left the city in ’98, hardly been back since! Zone 3/4, NW Wisconsin, about an hour south of Lake Superior! Listings: 1 Mustard Greens, 2 Potato, 1 Tomato, 4 Total

WI HA E Emily Rose Haga, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: emilyrosehaga@gmail.com 

I’ve enjoyed 20+ years of learning about the plant diversity behind our cultural heritage from other gardeners, farmers, and seed savers. Mainly knowledgeable in Solanaceous crops (tomato, pepper, potato), with some hands-on familiarity in lettuce, cucurbits, alliums, and brassicas. Willing to be a resource to anyone interested in learning about selection techniques for 1) increasing regional adaptation of open pollinated varieties, 2) cleaning-up heirlooms that have been outcrossed/poorly maintained, or 3) breeding new varieties that will become tomorrow’s heirlooms. Formerly ME HA E and IA HA E.Requests filled year-round, as inventory available. Please e-mail me to make a request.2021-present: Wisconsin/Zone 5a. 2019-2021: Iowa/Zone 4b. 2020 was my first seed growing year in this part of the Driftless Region. 2012-2019: Maine/Zone 5a. Short growing season with warm-hot, humid summer days and cooler nights; wet springs and generally steady precipitation throughout summer; irrigation only occasionally required. 1999-2012: Wisconsin/Zone 5a. Hot, muggy summers with warm night temperatures; longer growing seasons than in Maine, but often marked by extreme fluctuations in precipitation- including periods of heavy rain and periods of no rain; irrigation was always required, some years more than others. Listings: 1 Eggplant, 2 Tomato, 3 Total

WI HO C Christopher Hoetschel , 1310 Kewaunee St, Oshkosh, WI 54904, Organic, Will Ship Year Round , USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: retnav1994@sbcglobal.net 

Due to the loss of my wife & partner in preservation, I will be reducing the number of seed listings I have on the website by mid-December.*** All of my seeds are organically grown. I am very conscientious about the quality of my seed -- I worked for many years as the seed quality manager for a few different seed companies, so I am well-versed in the proper testing for seed quality and viability like the AOSA standards for seed testing (same procedures used by the USDA, state testing facilities, and commercial seed companies) and test my seeds every six months. All seed listed have a germination rate of 90% or higher. Tomato seeds have been fermented. My seeds come from the collection I have been amassing since the ’90s. I grew up in a family of gardeners and we saved many different varieties of seeds over the years. At some point I hope to add photos of each of the varieties I offer. If I do not have it posted yet on something you are interested in, please feel free to email me and I can send it to you. All orders are sent as first class parcels in a yellow bubble mailer. I do this because letter mail (regular envelopes) is irradiated and smooshed through sorting machines, and may damage the viability and quality of the seed. If you provide an email address on your request, I can send you the tracking number. All orders sent in a bubble envelope, first class priority mail. Tracking number is provided to you if you include your email address on your order form. Sand with a little loam and clay soil, located in valley between bluffs. We are usually one of the coldest places in Wisconsin at night, despite being about 30 miles outside of La Crosse. Listings: 3 Eggplant, 2 Ground Cherry, 1 Misc Nightshades, 1 Morning Glory, 14 Pepper, 2 Tomatillo, 246 Tomato, 2 Tomato (currant), 271 Total

WI KA P Philip Kauth , 1011 Ganser Drive, Waunakee, WI 53597, Will Ship Year Round , USDA Hardiness: 4 , Email: pkauth@gmail.com 

I have a few flower seeds from previous years’ harvest. I just moved to Wisconsin in 2022 and am getting my gardens up and growing. I am open to trading seeds for other unused flowers and herbs. You will see I list my seeds for free, but feel free to send a few bucks to help cover shipping. I will fill orders year round. Listings: 1 Asian Greens, 1 Marigold, 1 Poppy, 3 Total

WI KO T Timothy Kopp , 8028 S Butterfly Rd, Beloit, WI 53511 , Phone: (608) 7510454, Organic, Will Ship Year Round , USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: koppfarm@charter.net , Will fill requests year-round after April 1 as time allows. Listings: 2 Peach, 2 Total

WI LA K Katrina Lapham , N2801 County Road S, Black River Falls, WI 54615, Organic, Will Ship Year Round , USDA Hardiness: 4 , Email: kapaff@gmail.com 

Due to increased volume of requests, please contact me via email before ordering to make sure I still have seed in stock. If you don’t have an email address, please include a phone number on your request so I can call you if I am out of something and see if you want a different variety. ***For 2022 (11/15/21 edit): Given the earlier relist date, I have only relisted past varieties and have not had the time to sit down and type up new ones I am offering because I am still in the process of shelling and cleaning seed since we had our frost 6 weeks later than normal. New listing will hopefully be up on the website by mid-December.*** All of my listings are pre-2000 Yearbooks, if you have any you could part with, please feel free to send a few flower seeds from previous years’ harvest. I just moved to Wisconsin in 2022 and am getting my gardens up and growing. I am open to trading seeds for other unused flowers and herbs. You will see I list my seeds for free, but feel free to send a few bucks to help cover shipping. I will fill orders year round. Listings: 1 Asian Greens, 1 Marigold, 1 Poppy, 3 Total

WI LI E Everett Lindsey , 623 Pleasant View Road, MINERAL POINT, WI 53565 , Phone: (608) 2155729 , USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: er1f2346@gmail.com , I live in zone 5a and have gardened for 40 years. Just lately, I’ve been saving seeds and enjoying learning about that. I grow primarily what my family enjoys to eat. It is somewhat of a subsistence garden. I’m particularly interested in the challenge of producing biennial seeds in my zone -no success to date. Please order by mail Listings: 1 Lima Bean, 1 Total

WI LO J Jakob R. Loewenberg , 4336 N Sheffield Ave, Shorewood, WI 53211 , Phone: (414) 332-4460 , USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: jloewenberg@yahoo.com , My material is “HAS” to make it available to all. But I am just a backyard gardener, so the amounts are limited. First come; first served. Requests for cuttings (apple, currant, grape, pear) should arrive before March 1 (the earlier, the better), seed requests no later than June 1. Jerusalem Artichoke tubers are available in the fall: they should be requested by September 1. No checks please. For those who are interested in dwarf pears, I strongly suggest you do not use “Pyrodwarf” rootstocks. These do reduce tree height somewhat, but not very much and the resulting trees are very slow to produce fruit. True dwarf pear trees, less than 10 ft, can be produced using "Winter Banana" (apple) as a root stock and "Maxine" as an inter-stem. These combinations have lasted in my yard for over 20 years and produce normal size fruit.
Admittedly that requires more work, but the trees are dwarfed. No checks, please. Listings: 5 Apple, 4 Bean, 2 Currant, 2 Grape, 1 Jerusalem Artichoke/Sunchoke, 1 Kale, 1 Misc Flowers, 1 Misc Herbs, 1 Misc Vegetables, 1 Onion, 1 Parsley, 1 Parsnip, 1 Pear, 1 Pepper, 1 Poppy, 3 Tomato, 27 Total

WI MC C Corrie McAlley, W4085 Riesgard Rd, Rio, WI 53960, Phone: (608) 438-1045, Will Ship Year Round, USDA Hardiness: 4, Email: corrie992@gmail.com, Was WA MC C, missed several years listing due to, well, life, glad to start again. Don't check email often so please call or text first before ordering that way. https://www.paypal.me/CMCAlley Listings: 1 Cowpea, 1 Fava/Broad Bean, 1 Runner Bean, 1 Tomato, 4 Total

WI MI B Bill Minkey, 11417 E Minkey Rd, Darien, WI 53114, Phone: (608)-676-4458, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 4, Seed requests filled until April 1st, then as my time allows until June 1st. Any request after June 1st will be filled in December and January. Non-listed members can pay $2.00 a pack for tomatoes, beans, squash, watermelons, and flower seeds. Potatoes are $6.00 a sample. For listed and non-listed members international SSE members, I request $3 a packet. Also if ordering only 1 packet of seed please send SASE. If ordering potatoes, please order at least 2 samples or 2 varieties. The first sample of potatoes will cost $5 to $6 with postage. Also, if ordering only 1 packet of tomatoes, please send SASE. Listings: 15 Bean, 13 Cosmos, 1 Cowpea, 1 Datura, 2 Ground Cherry, 6 Marigold, 3 Mustard Greens, 5 Pepper, 51 Potato, 3 Squash, 889 Tomato, 1 Tomato (currant), 1 Watermelon/Citron, 991 Total

WI MI D Dan Miller, WI, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 5, Email: DMILLER6353@GMAIL.COM. Send email to check availability and discuss payment/shipping. Listings: 2 Bean, 2 Total

WI MI E Elisabeth Minich, 33408 State HWY 130, Lone Rock, WI 53556, Phone: (608) 5886893, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 4, Email: steadfastacres@gmail.com. We are a certified organic vegetable farm. We started saving tomato seeds after we discovered a "cool" tomato in our organic vegetable farm. We started saving tomato seeds again. Don't check email often so please call or text first before ordering that way. https://www.paypal.me/CMCAlley Listings: 1 Cowpea, 1 Fava/Broad Bean, 1 Runner Bean, 1 Tomato, 4 Total

WI MI J Jason Mills, 1025 Merritt Ave, Oshkosh, WI 54901, USDA Hardiness: 5, Email: rhamus.frangula@gmail.com. For many years I've grown a large vegetable garden and small orchard. My goal is to grow as much food as possible, which we preserve by canning, drying and freezing. Not certified, but everything organically grown. I'm especially interested in varieties from Wisconsin / upper Midwest. Please contact me about availability before sending money. Payment by cash, will consider trades. I will not ship cuttings in the coldest part of winter, since they could be damaged by frost. Zone 5a. Urban garden close to a very large lake. Soil is fertile and heavy. Listings: 1 Apple, 1 Corn, 1 Cowpea, 1 Currant, 2 Fig, 1 Pea, 1 Poppy, 1 Tomato, 9 Total

WI PL K Kathleen Plunkett-Black, N3528 County Road D, Arkansaw, WI 54721, Phone: (715) -647-3033, Organic, Will Ship Year Round, USDA Hardiness: 4, Email: plumcreekseeds@gmail.com. Requests received after April 15 will be filled as time allows. In-garden seed saving demonstration each year in early July, call for details. Correspondence: Please let me know how my seeds do for you, especially if you have any problems. I have older seed of some previously listed varieties. If you want something I had in a past yearbook and can't find elsewhere, contact me and I'll see what I have. Due to a family medical emergency last spring, it is possible that I missed correspondence; please reach out again. I sometimes wait to mail my mailbox more often than check email. Quickest way to get something is just send the request form and payment (cash OK for small amounts) rather than emailing to ask. If it is out I will return your payment. Fine to email if you have specific questions, just be aware it may be a slow reply, especially in summer. Listings: 1 Adzuki Bean, 1 Anugula, 3 Asian Greens, 8 Bean, 2 Beet, 1 Broccoli, 2 Carrot, 1 Celery, 1 Cilantro/Coriander, 1 Comalsalad, 4 Cucumber, 1 Ground Cherry, 21 Lettuce, 1 Melon, 1 Misc Brassicas, 1 Misc Grains, 4 Onion, 1 Parsley, 2 Pea, 7 Pepper, 2 Poppy, 1 Radish, 2 Spinach, 5 Squash, 1 Swiss Chard, 5 Tomato, 1 Turnip, 1 Yard Long Bean, 82 Total

WI RE S Susan Reed, 1093 River Dr, Viola, WI 54664, Organic, Will Ship Year Round, USDA Hardiness: 4, Email: susanrdesign@gmail.com. Seed requests filled year-round. Seed offered comes from plants bagged, caged or properly isolated to prevent crossed seed. I aim to grow sustainably using organic methods but seeds offered are not Certified Organic. Correspondence: I'd like to correspond via email with other heirloom enthusiasts, and am interested in hearing from vegetable gardeners living rurally in southern MN, eastern MN, northeastern IA or southwest WI. Driftless Area of southwestern WI Listings: 1 Marigold, 1 Pepper, 1 Tomato, 1 Zinnia, 7 Total

WI RU C Chuck Runde, 4085 Brussels Ln, Hazel Green, WI 53811, Phone: (563) 4517050, USDA Hardiness: 5, Email: Cgr749@yahoo.com Listings: 1 Kale, 1 Total

WI RU T Tina Rudnitzki, 11417 E.B.C. Townline Rd., Clinton, WI 53525, Phone: (608) 2893052, Email: Tinarud@hotmail.com Listings: 1 Amaranth, 1 Beet, 1 Calendula, 2 Pepper, 1 Radish, 2 Sunflower, 8 Total

WI SA A Amy Sabin, S6185 Hilltop Ln, De Soto, WI 54624, USDA Hardiness: 4, Email: amyesabin@gmail.com Please mail or email Listings: 1 Bean, 1 Total

WI TH R Richard Thanner, W4878 Rice Rd, East Troy, WI 53120-1560, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 5, Email: richwilde578@gmail.com. Freezing temperatures can be harmful to pawpaw seed and fruit tree scions, so will send them when it's warm enough here usually starting in March. Will send scions and seeds to anyone, including unlsted members and those who do not intend to reoffer. If I run out of a variety I will return your payment, or send an alternate variety if you list it on the request form. If you provide an e-mail address, will notify you when request is sent out and tracking information when available. Please include SSE or Seed Savers in the e-mail subject line. Will accept cash, paypal or valid checks as payment. Scion wood and pawpaw seed from Nov 1. to May 1st. All other seeds between Nov 1. to June 1. I guarantee delivery, so let me know if you don't receive the order within 1 to 2 weeks. The post office has raised prices on parcel post so I am asking for $6.00 to cover scionwood, pawpaw and peach seeds. Thank you! Listings: 12 Apple, 1 Burdock, 1 Misc Berries, 1 Misc Others, 1 PawPaw, 2 Peach, 1 Pear, 19 Total

WI WE M Mason Welter, 21700 Salem Rd, Salem, WI 53168, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 5, Email: welter.mas@gmail.com. For garlic orders, I will only be sending one bulb per request (or up to three bulbs based on size/number of cloves), and 2-4 multiplier onion sets/starts per order. With the cost of shipping and time involved, this makes it a little more worth it for me. In addition, I will be requiring a $5 shipping fee for all garlic, multiplier onion and scion/cutting orders. Please understand and abide by these new policies. Requests that fail to (if no contact info is given) will be shortchanged. Email me if you have any questions. Payment in cash or check is fine. I don't use PayPal. Use the suggested prices in the yearbook when ordering. Scions/cuttings will be sent late winter-spring. Can also send cuttings in the fall. Garlic, shallots and other perennial alliums will be sent between mid-September through October. I'm offering a number of 'true garlic seed' (TGS) progenies that I grew from seed. I saved the seed in 2016, then planted spring 2017, resulting in garlic rounds. I fall planted those rounds and got small bulbs in 2018. They were planted again in fall 2018, and by 2019, most were a decent size. They are a growouts from a number of Uzbekistan accessions, plus Turkish Giant, a purple stripe cultivar. The Uzbek progeny look very promising. The more successive generations of garlic you grow from seed, the more fertile they become in future progenies. The Uzbek's are some of my favorites because the plants get huge and always look healthy, the bulbs get massive, and have other unique features. From what I can tell, they don't look like they fall into a specific garlic category (eg. purple stripe, marbled, glazed, porcelain, etc.). My goal is to add more information to the descriptions and add pictures to my listings in the coming years. If you are unsure what you want, I can always give suggestions. Email me with any questions. Payment in cash or checks is fine. Use the suggested prices in the yearbook when ordering. I live in the SE corner of Wisconsin, zone 5a. Soil is high in clay and alkaline. Listings: 1 Apple, 4 Bean, 1 Chamomile, 2 Cowpea, 2 Currant, 3 Elderberry,
WI WE S  Scott Weisnicht , 709 Winter Ave, Waupun, WI 53963 , Phone: (920) 3061536 , USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: Ksweisnicht@gmail.com , The varieties I grow and save I do so as a result of how they taste and as a result of not being readily available to buy fresh. An example would be having a pizza in a restaurant with the ingredient Piparras Pepper. Finding they are also known as Guindilla. I now have my own pickled peppers just like in the restaurant. Ozark Brown Pole beans are the best I have tasted no matter how many other varieties I have tried. This year in Boston, Weisnicht's Ukrainian Tomato won the Heirloom category in the 2015 Massachusetts Tomato Contest. Shish Kabob is a cross between Weisnicht's Ukrainian and Matti's Wild Cherry and is also excellent. Organic methods are used except in circumstances where crop may be lost. Listings: 2 Bean, 1 Melon, 2 Pepper, 1 Runner Bean, 3 Tomato, 9 Total

WI FO S  Steve Ford , 1045 W 22nd St, Casper, WY 82604 , Phone: (307) 3332482, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 4 , Email: ravenskater89@gmail.com , I grow organically, my two favorite varieties to maintain and offer are Lower Salmon River Squash and Rogue Sang Violette Carrot. Excited to re-offer Harry Guyette's Buttercup Squash. Planted my last six seeds in isolation to try to save this superb strain from extinction. Previously listed as CO FO S. I commute between Wyoming and Boulder, CO. All requests and mail should go to the Casper, WY address. I ship year round. My seeds are in cold storage in Wyoming. Boulder is considered my second home. Best way to contact me is email. Phone secondary. **If requesting seed, an additional dollar to help postage costs would be appreciated but not mandatory.** **IMPORTANT! PLEASE READ!** Send all seed requests to: Steve Ford, 1045 West 22nd St., Casper, WY 82604. Listings: 1 Carrot, 1 Cucumber, 3 Lettuce, 2 Pepper, 8 Squash, 6 Tomato, 21 Total

Wyoming

ALB DU P  Paula Dubeski , 5023D C and E Trail, Lacombe, AB CA T4L 1J7 , Phone: (403) 782-0450, Organic, Will Ship Year Round , USDA Hardiness: 2 , Email: pauladubeski@live.com , I live in central Alberta and garden outside of town on property of friends. I wasn't well and yet again, my friends were amazing in their generous help. Apologies to Sind Keesan, I failed to grow out any of the varieties she generously sent, as I was ill in spring and a neighbour with a key to my house sold most of my pepper and tomato plants for me. Survivors included some varieties gifted by Bill Minkey, Brandsweat Plum (pink) and Japonaise Haute (red cherry) were winners for flavor, along with Cheerio (excellent pink cherry from Marianne Jones). Tried a new British bred purple pole bean, Purple Cascade, a winner for earliness productivity and flavor. Next year hope to grow the leaf turnip from Gary Woods, NY, H Dorpacsi Lila. I realized that I cannot reconcile my religious convictions with sending seeds to the U.S. (or other countries) where it is illegal to do so. I am very sorry, but from now on, I can't send seed to the U.S. unless you send an import permit or can give me a Canadian address. I am very sorry, I wish I could do so. We are fortunate in Canada to be able to import practically any garden seed from anywhere, with minimal restrictions. Please note I can be slow to send out seeds due to illness, and inability to get to post office. Prefer to be contacted in advance to confirm availability and timing, especially for grains. Some of my seeds are older, will germination test as needed, and discount price. Note: Canadian members prices in $C, discounts to anyone who discounts their seeds. If you need more seed, I may be able to help. If you order, let me know if there are any other of my tomatoes you’d grow, I’ll include one or two free packets, might as well be ones you want. Thanks to everyone who lists seeds. Cash or checks are fine. Listings: 5 Barley, 24 Bean, 1 Misc Vegetables, 1 Pea, 1 Pepper, 50 Tomato, 3 Wheat, 85 Total

Alberta

British Columbia

B.C OL K  Karen oliver , PO Box 2277, Ladysmith, BC CA V9G 1B8, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 6 , Email: k.oliver@shaw.ca , Avid tomato and vegetable gardener, Master Gardener, Independent hobby Breeder of OP tomatoes Manage a FB page called Northern Gardener featuring my breeding projects, my own garden as well as share links to related articles of interest to Northern gardeners. Formerly ALB OL K paypal email k.oliver@shaw.ca Canadians may e-transfer be certain to list your specific requests in your email/Vancouver Island, Canada Listings: 19 Tomato, 19 Total

B.C SC D  Dan Schubart , 5010 Bush St, Port Alberni, BC CA V9Y 8V5 , Phone: (250) 7238282, USDA Hardiness: 8 Email: danneau@danneau.com , Retired grandfather, forty-year gardener, not organic certified, but no chemicals for thirty-eight years. Year 'round harvest Combination of inland and sea influences on generally mild climate, very wet fall, very dry summer, 170 cm. rain 1800 hrs. sun. All soil created on the spot. Listings: 1 Kale, 1 Misc Vegetables, 3 Tomato, 5 Total

B.C SM R  Rebekah Smith , 3185 Hautala Rd, Sorrento, BC CA V0E 2W1 , Phone: (250) 3063951, Organic , USDA Hardiness: 5 , Email: rebekah7@live.ca , Hi fellow seed savers my name is Rebekah smith. And I have a seed business Good Stewart Heirloom Seeds and Produce. I am dedicated to saving and sharing seeds for future generations. I specialize in saving and growing Native American seeds. If any one has Native American seeds to send me to take care of save, and grow that would be great! I consider my self and business as being a care taker and guardian of saving seeds and raising heritage animals from extinction.By mail pay with cash is the best way for me or swapping rare seeds is good too. I am off grid and live in the sunny Shuswap in white lake BC Canada on four acres with my husband Trevor and our heritage animals. Listings: 1 Marigold, 1 Pansy, 1 Squash, 3 Total

B.C ST H  Harold Steves , 2871 Steveston Highway, Steveston, BC CA V7E 2J1 , Phone: (604) -277-7759, USDA Hardiness: None , Email: harold@stevestonfarm.com , Steveston Stock and Seed Farm, western Canada's first seedsmen, growing and saving seed since 1877. We maintain 75 heirloom varieties circa 1890 and grow out a few every year. Reprint of original 32 page WH Steves 1888 seed catalogue available for $15 incl. shipping
www.stevesfarm.com Listings: 1 Melon, 1 Pepper, 1 Swiss Chard, 1 Tomato, 4 Total

New Brunswick

NB WING Greg Wingate , 129 Beech Hill Rd, Weldon, NB CA E4H 4N5, USDA Hardiness: 5, Email: gdfwingate@gmail.com Please email before ordering. Cash at suggested rates Weldon NB E4H 4N5 Canada Listings: 4 Tomato, 4 Total

Ontario

ONT CR L Linda Crago , 74038 Regional Rd 45, Wellandport, ON CA L0R 2J0, Phone: (905) 3867388, Organic, Will Ship Year Round, USDA Hardiness: 6, Email: treeandtwig@sympatico.ca, I have been gardening in this spot in Niagara, Ontario since 1996. Gardens are grown organically and have a heavy clay base that I have slowly improved over the years. I have a special interest in tomatoes, also beans and anything a bit different: You can order year round, but during the growing season, particularly April and May, it may take me a while to get orders out. I will do my best. I do apologize for asking $5. per pack of seed, but shipping from Canada in a protective envelop is very expensive, especially when sending to the US. I live in Niagara, Ontario. My business name is Tree and Twig Heirloom Vegetable Farm, and I've been farming for 25 years. I live and grow on the clay belt, right along the Welland River. Gardens are grown organically and without any animal inputs. Listings: 1 Bean, 1 Pepper, 3 Tomato, 5 Total

ONT EN K Karen Eng , 49 Huntsmill Blvd., Scarborough, ON CA M1W 2Z8, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 5, Email: kareneng.tsc@gmail.com Please email me. Willing to trade seeds. Southern Ontario, Canada Listings: 1 Bean, 1 Chives, 1 Cilantro/Coriander, 3 Cucumber, 2 Lettuce, 3 Pepper, 1 Tomatillo, 9 Tomato, 25 Total

ONT GI N Neil Gillard , 136 Olive St, Holland Landing, ON CA L0N 1M2, Phone: (905) 836-6791, Email: neildgillard@gmail.com Requests will be shipped year-round. Listings: 12 Tomato, 12 Total

Quebec

QC RU P Peter Ruppell , 592 Greermount Road, Shawville, QC CA JOX 2Y0, Phone: (819) 6475882, USDA Hardiness: 4, Email: pruppell@gmail.com, I have been gardening and saving seeds at this farm for 50 years. I've tried just about everything that might hopefully grow in this climate. I used to like to test lots of new varieties every year but now that I'm older I am concentrating on growing what has been the most dependable and tasty in my gardens. It's surprisingly expensive to mail things in Canada. To break even I need to charge $4 for small seeds and $5 for large seeds. Cash only, please! Isolated farm in Gatineau Hills, Quebec 50 miles NW of Ottawa. My particular neighborhood was home to 100's of homesteaders between 1860 and 1960. Now most of the farms have grown back into forest. The Ottawa Valley was once a center of diversified farming but is now amalgamated into larger dairy, beef and cash crop operations. Many new settlers are now growing and marketing interesting vegetable varieties on small holdings. Good snow cover in winter; protection for herbaceous perennials to zone 5 but zone 4 for woody perennials. Surrounded by forest. Nearest neighbor garden 1/2 mile; nearest field corn 5 miles. Listings: 1 Corn, 1 Kale, 1 Onion, 1 Pea, 1 Tomato, 5 Total

Denmark

DENM TO L Lila Towle , Drowten 9, Lindum, Tjele DK 8830, Phone: (459) 8544462, USDA Hardiness: None, Email: lila.t@fibermail.dk, Northern Denmark, does not correspond well to USDA zones. E.g. tomatoes best in greenhouse. Maritime climate, so milder than the latitude would suggest - long but cool summers. Do not therefore use "days to maturity" (e.g. for sweetcorn, maturity is about 30 days longer than stated in Johnny's catalog for northern New England) Listings: 2 Bean, 1 Melon, 1 Tomato, 4 Total

South Korea

SKOR KI J Ja young Kim , , , KR, Phone: (+82) 8993826, Organic, USDA Hardiness: 7, Email: jwhykim@gmail.com, Hello, member of SSE! I'm a debutante farmer living in southern part of South Korea. My small garden has nearly 50 different crops, over 150 varieties. I love saving seeds and sharing seeds with my neighbors. By email Gokseong-gun, Jeollanam-do, Korea Listings: 1 Sweetpea, 1 Total

Sweden

SWED TE P Paul Teepen , Solbacku Gard, Eskilstuna, Södermanlands Län SE 635 19, Phone: (461) 622014, Email: paul.teepen@ekologiskradgivning.se, Phone: +46(70)6859329. I grow my things ecologically and in the Masanobu Fukuoka way, both vegetables and grains. I too grow edible things in my "edible landscape". Website: www.ekologiskradgivning.se. Listings: 1 Oat, 1 Total